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I. INTRODUCTION

HE infrared absorption spectra of molecules
originate when a molecule is raised from one

vibration-rotation state to another of higher energy by
the absorption of light. The frequency of an absorption
line in cm ' is given by the Bohr frequency relation,

~= (E' P')/hc—,

E' and E" being the upper and lower energy states,
respectively, h the universal constant of Planck 6.626
)&10—"erg-sec, and c the velocity of light. It was
originally believed that the rotational and vibrational
motions of a molecule could be regarded as independent
of each other and that these in turn might certainly be
regarded as unperturbed by the motions of the electrons
in the molecule. Early attempts were made to account
for the characteristics of infrared spectra of molecules
on this basis, but almost at once anomalies appeared
which made it obvious that the eGect of the inter-
actions between the various types of motion of the mole-
cule would have to be considered before satisfactory
interpretations were possible. Recognition of this fact
gave rise to a number of papers by various authors' in
which special kinds of interactions were treated. Ulti-
mately, the vibration-rotation energies of certain mo-
lecular models were treated quantum-mechanically
after a method delineated by Wilson and Howard. ' In
each case, it was found that the energy relations calcu-
lated in this manner to second order of approximation
depended upon certain quantities which were related to
the nature of the normal modes of vibration, the size and
the shape of the molecule, and the constants multiplying
the cubic and the quartic terms in the anharmonic por-
tion of the potential energy. All of these quantities are
related in a perfectly definite manner to the coeScients
of the various terms which occur in the hamiltonian
operator for the energy of the molecule.

This led to the realization that, except for certain
anomalous cases, it was possible to evaluate relations for

' E. Fermi, Z. Physik 71, 250 (1931).E. Teller and L. Tisza, Z.
Physik. 73, 791 {1932).A. Adel and D. M. Dennison, Phys. Rev.
43, 716; 44, 99 (1933).M. Johnston and D. M. Dennison, Phys.
Rev. 48, 869 (1935).H. H. Nielsen, J. Chem. Phys. 5, 818 (1937).
H. A. Jahn, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A168, 469; A168, 495 (1938);
A169, 459 (1939).D. M. Dennison and A. Slawsky, J. Chem. Phys.
7, 509 (1939).' E. B. Wilson, Jr., and J. B. Howard, J. Chem. Phys. 4, 262
(1936). W. H. Shaffer and H. H. Nielsen, Phys. Rev. 56, 188
(1939). Shaffer, Nielsen, and Thomas, Phys. Rev. 56, 895, 1051
{1939).B. T. Darling and D. M. Dennison, Phys. Rev. 57, 128
(1940). Ta-You Wu, J. Chem. Phys. 8, 489 (1940). S. Silver and
W. H. Shaffer, J. Chem. Phys. 9, 599 (1941). W. H. Sha6er, J.
Chem. Phys. 9, 607 (1941).
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the vibration-rotation energies of a general polyatomic
molecule' which then could be applied to any individual
case provided it remained practicable to determine the
normal coordinates associated with the modes of har-
monic vibration of the model. This problem, which may
be regarded as the end result of a great many theoretical
investigations, we shall consider in some detail in the
following sections of this review.

II. THE SCHRODINGER EQUATION

Theoretically, the vibration-rotation energies are the
eigenfunctions of the Schrodinger equation:

(H E)%=0, —

where H is the quantum mechanical hamiltonian oper-
ator for the rotating-vibrating molecule. We shall
derive the hamiltonian after the method of Wilson, ' but
for the sake of completeness we shall include the motions
of the electrons, as well as those of the atomic nuclei.

We shall describe the position of a particle by a radius
vector R measured from the origin of a right-handed
coordinate system I, I", Z fixed in space. The kinetic
energy may be written

2T=Q;3E;P;+m Q, RtP (II.2)*

in this system, wherein; is the mass of one of the ith
atomic nucleus in the molecule and m is the mass of one
of the j electrons. Equation (II.2) becomes

2T= (Q, M,+1Vm)Rp'+Q, 3II,B,"+m Q, JIl;" (II.3)

if the position of the center of mass of the molecule is
described by the radius vector Rp(Xp, F'p, Zp) and the
positions of the particles relative to the center of mass
by R'(X', V', Z'), and one makes use of the condition
(g; M,E,'+m P; It.') =0. 1lt, in Eq. (II.3), denotes the
number of electrons in the molecule.

We shall require also a moving set of coordinates
x', y', s', so fixed in the molecule that the origin may be
identified with its center of mass. Denoting the angular
velocity of this system of axes with respect to the fixed
axes by ~ we have

R'= (~Xr')+t', (II.4)

' H. H. Nielsen, Phys. Rev. 60, 794 (1941).*A list of symbols and notations used will be found at the end
of this article.

where the radius vector r'(x', y', s') defines the position
of a particle relative to the system x', y', s'.

When Eq. (II.4) is substituted into Eq. (II.3) and
application is made of the relation f'(pp&(r') = o&(r')&i'),
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we obtain

2T= (P;M;+Nm)Bp'+P, M,i;"+m P; r';"

+P;M;(ppXr ) («)Xr,')

+m g;(«)Xr ) («&Xr )
+2«r Q;M;(r Xt )+2«) g; (r Xtr') (.II.5)

Dropping the vector notation, we can write Eq. (II.5)
explicitly to give

2T= (Q; M;+Nm)(Xp'+ FpP+Zp')

+P;P.M,n,"+m g, P n;"
+Q I «r ' QpI p—«r «rp+2Q 0 «r, (II.6)

where

We shall, at a later time, indicate how the Q, may be
identi6ed with the normal coordinates of the molecule,
the constants l;,& ' being the transformation coe%cients.
Here, we anticipate merely that such a transformation
may be made. When these substitutions are made
in the relation (II.5), taking account of the fact that

(l;,( &)'= 1 and P, P l (a&l;, (a&=0, we obtain

2T=(-'+H'+Z')+P Q '+Q P n'
+P I «r

P—Q pI p«r prp+2Q 0 «), (II.12)

where now

fl-= —r..&."Q.—2 (i 7 P6—)"(II13)

in which the substitutions

I-=Z'M. (C'"+v'")+m Z; (~;"+v;"),
I p= Q; M,n P +m Q; n &9,

Z' M—'(P''v' P''i''—)
Z (~'~' ~;~—')

(II.7)

in which n, P, y are summed over x, y, and s.
The coordinate system x', y', and s' is identified with

the center of mass of the molecule. Hereafter, it will
be convenient to identify this coordinate system with
the cen)er of mass of the nuclei, i.e., we shall neglect
the diGerence between the center of mass of the mole-
cule and that of the nuclei. We may neglect certain
terms in the kinetic energy which are of the order of
(m/M;) times the ordinary rotational and vibrational
energies by making this simplification.

If we designate the displacements of the nuclei from
their positions of equilibrium along the axes x, y, and s
by 0. , we may evidently write

Q, ( ) —Q, P, , (l...(rr)l,. (v) l,,(P)l, ,(v))Q, (II 14)

have been made for brevity.
There remains to transform Eq. (II.12) into the

hamiltonian form. To accomplish this we make use of
the fact that p, =(BT/Bj,) and P =((&T/()(d ) and
obtain

Q;Mbn =0.
It is, moreover, important that the molecule be so
oriented in the body-6xed coordinates that the axes
x, y, and s coincide with the principal axes of inertia
when the nuclei are in their equilibrium positions. This
condition prevails when the following relations are
obeyed

Q; M;n;"P;"=0.

It is also convenient to require that to zero order of
approximation the internal angular momentum of the
molecule shall be zero. Since the displacements, 80. , of
the nuclei from their equilibrium positions may always
be regarded as small (i.e., n =n,"+8n =n;"), this
condition is fuelled by imposing the conditions

Q; M;(n;"bP P,"l'rn )=0— (II.10).

It is desirable, at this point, to make the following
replacements:

(Q; M,+Nm)*'Xp , (Q; M,+Nm)'——I'p H, ——

(g, M,+Nm)~Zp=Z, m'*n =n;, (II.11)
M;&8n =Q, l, ,( &Q, .

p== (BT/8=), etc.,

p;= (()T/Bn~) = n,+y «rp ppr-
p, = (aT/aQ, ) = Q, g. ~.g,(-), —

I' = (BT/8«r„) =I .( I.p«rp I.,pr„— —
Z. ~.-"Q.+Z; (v, ~; ~,v~)

(11.15)

(II.16)

The expressions (II.12) and (II.13) enable us to write
2T in the form:

2T=Q I' «+P, p,Q,

+Z;Z. p;n~+p=-'+p~p+p. '. (11.»)
When Eqs. (II.15) are solved for Q„n; and these are
substituted into Eq. (II.17), it becomes

2T=Q. (P.—II.)(d.+Q, p, '

+2;Z. p +p=-'+p~'+p. ', (11.1g)

where (P II )=I 'pr I—p'prp I„~'(d~,—in which—

11-=Z.~, 'p.+Z; (P,p, V;p(r, ), (».-»)
I-'=I--Z. (~.(.))'-2; (~ +~,'), II.20I p'=I p+Q, A, ( )A, &» —P;n,P;.

The 6rst term in II we shall henceforth denote by p
and the second by m .

By an inverse transformation we may obtain

«ra= paa(Ia IIa)+pap(Is iirr)
+r:(I". II.) (II 21)—

n, P, and y taking, as heretofore, the values x, y, and s
with n/PWy. The coefficients p, and r(( tr will be seen
to be the following: p =(Ip(r'I»' Irr~")/6 and )(( p-
= ptr

——(I»'I p' I ~'I~s')/6, where-
Jxs ~sgf JszI„' I„„' I„,' =

)M
—'.— (II.22)—
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H)t t [Q, (h'/2M, )L(8%'/BX )'+(8@/BF )'

+(8@/BZ )'j+P (h'/2m)$(8%'/BX )'.
+ (80/8 V )'+ (8@/BZ;)']

+ (U E)4'—}d Vt'd Us' d V„'=0 (II.26)

subject to the condition,

~ ~@edHd
q dP g, dg. g, g. d(r;= 1.

2T=Z.P ) -((P« I—I-)(Pf I—lf)+E. P
'

+Z;Z. p +p=+p-+p. (»23)

The terms p-. ', prr', and pz' in Eq. (II.23) are the
squares of the momenta associated with the. transla-
tional motion of the molecule as a whole. Since this
type of motion holds no spectroscopic interest, we shall
henceforth drop these from the discussion.

Before the quantum mechanical form for the hamil-
tonian is derived, it is necessary to know the classical
expression for the components of the total angular
momentum I' . Relating the rotating coordinate system
s', y', s' to the system X', I", Z' by means of the
eulerian angles 8, (o, and f, so that

Equation (II.26) then becomes

I-: 2 +-P- +P;'++-: + P.+P.+

This permits Eq. (11.18) to be written in the hamil- is equivalent in our case to stating
tonian form:

X'= x'(—sing sintf+cos(o cosH cosP)
+y'( —cosp sin)P —sing cosH cosP)+z' sinH cos)P,

F'= x'(sing cos)P+cosy cosH sing)
+y'(cosy cos)P —sin@ cosH sing)+z' sinH sin)P,

Z'= —x' sin8 cos p+y' sinH sin y+z' cos8,

o),= Hsin q
—tPsinH cosy,

o)„=Hcos (o+ )PsinH sin p,
o),= j+P cos8,

we readily obtain, by observing that pe=(BT/88)
(BT/Bo),)(Bo) /88), etc. , and at the same time

remembering that (BT/Bo) )=P,
P,= sin q p() (cos q/sinH) (pf, ——cosHp„),
P„=cosqp()+(sing /sin 8)(p~ cosHp—„), (II.24)

In the quaritum mechanics it is required that the
expression:

where dV;=dX;dF;dZ; and 4 is the solution to the
resulting Schrodinger equation, shall be a minimum sub-
ject to the condition J'' J'CCdV&dVs dV, =1. In
the preceding relation V is the potential energy function
and E is the total energy.

In terms of the coordinates in which Eq. (II.23) is
expressed we have that

d Vtd Vs d V,= p sinHdHdyd)P g, dg, g, g da;.

It is somewhat preferable to choose a configuration
space where the element of volume will be

d Vt'd V, 'd Vs' d V„'=)n&(sinH)-'d Vtd V, d V,.

+s Z-t u-z(P- —11-)+(Ps—ils)+

+ (V E)e4'}—dHdq7dlpg, dg, g;g d;=0. (11.27)

The minimizing process leads finally to a result for the
Schrodinger equation (P—E)%'=0, where H may be
regarded as the quantum-mechanical hamiltonian. In
the notation of Wilson and Howard' the Schrodinger
equation may be expressed

(e E)~= I ;r-.t Z. (P-. ».)..s. -:(P~-»z)—.

+) 'Z. P.u 'p.~'+V
+P P p 'j—E}4=0, (11.28)

in which the quantities P, II, p„etc., are the follow-
ing operators:

P,= (-ih)(sinH)&

X((—cos q/sinH) ((8/8)P) —cosH/8 y)

+sin yB/88 j(sinH)
—'*,

P„=(—ih) (sin8) &

X$(sing/sinH) ((8/Bf) cosH/—8q)

+cosy 8/88$(sinH) &,

(II.29)
P,= (—sh) (sinH) lB/8 q (sinH)

—**

=p +~ =Q, Q, Q, , ($, , (s)$, (v)

f' ")f'"("')Q"p.-+2; (~,p;~;p~;),
p, = ihB/Bg—„pa;—— NB/Bn, . —

The Schrodinger equation (II.28) is in the form of the
one stated by Darling and Dennison. ' It may be shown,
however, that the form in which the Schrodinger equa-
tion is stated by Wilson and Howard is entirely equiva-
lent to that given here. The wave function in their case
is the function C, which normalizes as

CC'
'

HdHd ding, dg, g;g d;=1.

The solution to the Schrodinger equation will then be 'When the perturbation calculations are carried out, the per-

in turbing matrix elements will, when Eq. (II.28) is used, which has4 where +=+ (sinH) O'. When this change is made, the fn eton @ @s s so]ntfon he ohtmned fro~ J J
the requirement that Eq (II.25) sh.all be a minimum &H&edf)d+p rf, dg, ff; n da;. If, on the otherhand, theWilson-
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0 1
2

kq Sy' =
02

0 —i/2

i/2
(II.30)

sg=
0 1

If the wave functions 4'(a) and 0'(b) corresponding to
the two values a and b of the spin coordinates s are

Howard form is used, which has the function C as a solution, the
perturbation terms are computed from the relation f ~ J'CC
XVI,4IJ/ & sin8dtIdqrdg II, dQ II; II d~;.

~ W. Pauli, Jr., Z. Physik 43, 601 (j.927).' F. Hund, Z. Physik 36, 65'/ (1926); 42, 93 {1927).

Each of the electrons which occurs in the molecule
will have associated with it a spin angular momentum.
It is, therefore, necessary to introduce into Eq. (II.28),
besides the positional coordinates, certain other coordi-
nates known as spin vectors s used 6rst by Pauli/ The
terms which represent the interactions between the
spins of the electrons and the orbital motion of the
electrons and the rotational motion we shall include as
a part of the term V. It is assumed in this discussion
that the dependence of the moments of inertia upon the
spin orientation may be neglected.

In one limiting case there will be a strong interaction,
mainly magnetic in character, between the spins and
the orbital motion of the electrons. In this case the spins
must be referred to the moving coordinate system x',
y', and z', each coordinate being allowed two values A;
and 8;. Corresponding to these values the spin angular
momentum for each electron will have a component
along one of the body-6xed axes, say, the z' axis, which
takes the values ii/2 and Ii/2, —respectively. This limit-
ing case corresponds to what in diatomic molecules is
referred to as Hund's case (a).'

A second limiting case is the one where the magnetic
interaction between the spins and the orbital angular
momentum vectors is small compared with the inter-
action between the spins and the rotation of the mole-
cule as a whole. In this case the spins must be referred
to the space-6xed coordinates X, I", and Z, and each
coordinate will be permitted two values, a; and b;.
Corresponding to these values the spin angular momen-
tum will have a component along one of the space-fixed
axes, say, the Z axis. This case corresponds to Hund's
case (b)' for d.iatomic molecules.

The wave functions will then depend upon the posi-
tional coordinates g, rp, P, Q„n;, and. in addition the
spin coordinates which we shall designate by 0; in case
(a) and by s; in case (b). For a molecule of f electrons
there will be 2f wave functions required to describe the
motion of the molecule including the spin motion.

According to Pauli' the vector s associated with the
spin of an electron is to be regarded as an operator. If
the spin is referred to the space-fixed axes X, I', Z, the
components of s, s~, s&, and sz, may be represented in
the matrix notation as

represented in the matrix form + b, it is readily
+(a)

sxe(a) = (/2/2) e(b),
sr%'(a) = (—i/ri/2)%'(b),

s,e(a) = (a/2) e(a),
sx+(b) = (i'2/2) +(a),
sr+(b) = (iii/2) +(a),

sze(b) = (—i'2/2) e(b).

In the same way in a many electron system where the
electrons are referred to the space-fixed axes it may be
shown that the spin operators have the characteristics' '

skx%'(a) ~ al, .) = (i'2/2)%'(a2 bk .)
skx@(al 'bk' ' ) = (/2/2)4(al' ' ak ' ')y

skye(a) ak ) = (—i7i/2)%'(a) bk ),
(II.31)

skr@(a( bk . )= (iti/2)@(a) ~ al, ~ ),

skz%'(az ~ ak ~ .)= (/)i/2) @(a2 ak. )

skz%'(a). ~ bk ) = (—ii/2) @(ak ~ bk ~ ).
Q'hen, however, the spins are referred to the coordi-

nates x, y, and z 6xed in the molecule, the wave func-
tions %(o), ok ) characteristic of the molecule are,
according to Pauli' and Uan Uleck, ~ related to the wave
functions %(s) sk ), where the spins are related to
the axes X, 7', Z by the transformation %(o, ok )
=SO(s) sk ), in which we regard Sas a matrix with
the elements S(oi. .ok, s), . sk )=S(o~,' sq).
XS((rk, sk), in which

S(g k
~ ak) —e(os)(i+a/2) cos(g/2) e((/2) (rp—w/2)

S(Ak bk) =ie& '/')&4'+~/') sin(g/2)e&'/2)« ~/')

(II.32)
S(gk. ak) =je(O2) (i+~/2) sin(g/2) e(—~/2) (~ —~/2)

S(Bk bk) =e( o')(/'+~/') cos(g/2)e( (/2)(~~/2)

The wave equation appropriate for the latter case
may be obtained from the equations characterizing the
former case in the following manner: We shall multiply
the function 0'(o.&. o.k ~ ) by S ' from in front so as
to obtain S '%(o.) ok ) =4(s( sk ). When
%(s), ~ skk ) is replaced in Eq. (II.28), we obtain,
after multiplication in front by S,

IS&(~,, Q„g, (o, 4, Skx, Skr, Skz)S ' &I—
Xe(~,, Q„g, (., P, ~k) =O. (II.33)

When we carry out the indicated transformation
SIIS ', only those operators containing the eulerian
angles will be affected. In fact, everything except the
operators P and the term V will remain unchanged.
From the definitions of the transformation matrices S

' J. H. Van Vleck, Phys. Rev. 33, 467 (1929).
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and 5 ' and from the characteristics of the spin matrices
(II.32) it is rather readily shown that

S f (—ih) (sin8) iL(—cos ip/sin8) ((8/8$) —cos88/8 io)

+sing 8/88$(sin8) '
IS ' = f ( i—h) (sin8) l

X{ (—cos ip/sin8) ((8/8 ')—cosH/8 qr)

+sin y8/88)(sin8) &I —g,
S{( ih—)(sin8)'L(sing/sin8)((8/8$) c—os88/8io) (II.34)

+cosip8/88j(sin8) lIS '= f(—ih)(sin8)'*

X {

(sing�/sin8)

((8/8$) co—s88/8 qr)

+cosip8/88j(sin8) 'I —g„,

S{g ih—)8/8q IS '= ( ih—)(8/8q) S.—,
where g =g; s;, in which s, are the same matrices in
the x, y, s coordinates as are the s&x, etc., in the space-
fixed coordinates. When the relations (II.34) are sub-
stituted into Eq. (II.28), we have the following for the
Schrodinger equation for a polyatomic molecule, where
the spins are referred to the body-fixed axes, i.e., case
(a):

(H—E)%(n,, Q„8, qr, iP, oi ~ ~ og, ~ ~ )
= {sLp'*2-p O'- —II-—~-)

Xii py '*(&p—IIp —gp)p'

+p Qs psI psp*+Qj Qa p~j

+SUS 'I V(a;, Q„8, q&, f, o.s) =0. (II.35)

It is of interest to note that, although the operators
sI,~, sI,~, and s~z and the operators x obey the commu-
tation relations s~s~ —s~s~ ——iksi and II IIp —GpII
=ih II~, the operators (P —II —8 ), which we shall
designate as P ', obey the same commutation relation
as the operator P, namely, P 'Pp' —P'p'P '= —ihP~.

The function U in Eq. (II.35) contains all the inter-
action terms between the electrons and the nuclei, and
in case (a) it depends also upon the spins of the elec-
trons. It contains also a small contribution, which arises
from the magnetic 6elds due to the nuclei as the mole-
cule rotates and the magnetic 6elds associated with the
electrons as they are carried around with the nuclei.
These two terms tend to compensate each other so that
only for large values of the rotational quantum numbers
will this term become signi6cant. If we, therefore,
neglect this term it is clear that the function V will be
independent of the eulerian angles, since the electronic
energies are the same whether the molecule is rotating
or stationary. We have then to this approximation that
SVS '= V.

Equation (II.35) does not lend itself to an exact solu-
tion; but if we consider as small certain terms in it and
neglect them at present, we may eGect a partial separa-
tion of variables in the equation by adopting for +'" the
following function: %&si=C(a;, o;, s „)R(Q„8, ip, P),
where s „is the distance between two atomic nuclei m
and e. The terms which, for the present, must be

neglected are (U—U), where U is the following:

U= (&/2C'R) {p' 2-p O'- P—-)~-pp 'R(&p P—p) C'

+ 'Z ( '(& p ) 'R)(O' p )C')

p'—2-p M-L~-pl '(~p pp—)+(I'p pp—)I -pl
'*

p.p—p iMp jplRC+ pi g, t P,IJ, HARP, C

+(.—:
p,.:R)(p.~»I, (»36)

and where U is the function U averaged over the elec-
tronic coordinates, i.e.,

U= gni" n& C'UC'dg dy.dz ..

In the relation (II.36) M =s. +g in case (a) and
simply ~ in case (b). If this procedure is followed, the
Schrodinger equation separates into

{l2-2- p-'+(U —E.(s-)) I

XC (n;, o;, s„„)=0, (II.37a)

fsL~'Z-p (I'- p-) p-pf—'*(&p pp)1"—
+IJ*pa ps' ps'~ j+Ee(smn)

—U—EIR(Q„8, p, P) =0. (II.37b)

The standard method for integrating Eq. (II.37a) is
to proceed by considering the atomic nuclei as Axed.
The E, are the electronic energies which after integra-
tion over the variables n; still depend upon the inter-
nuclear distances as parameters. If the coupling of the
spins to the electrons is large, the energy will contain a
contribution from the spin interaction and will be
designated as E„(s „);otherwise, it will be designated
simply as E,(s „).Inasmuch as the electronic energies
of the molecules, E,(s „),depend upon the internuclear
distances s „as parameters, they serve in reality to
define the potential energy function which determines
the manner in which the atomic nuclei may vibrate
when free to move. Equation (II.37a) has been solved
in only certain very special instances; for example, the
H2+ ion, ' the H~ molecule, ' and a few other relatively
simple cases. In general, it has not been practicable to
evaluate the function E,. For this reason it is necessary
to proceed in other ways if progress is to be made in
the solving of the second equation (II.37b).

If the molecule is to be stable in one of the electronic
levels, it is necessary that for certain values of s „inter-
mediate between s „=0and s „=~ the energy of the
state shall be less than the energy of the spearate atoms;
i.e., for certain values of s „the potential energy func-
tion shall have minima. The values of s „for which the
potential minima occur will then be the equilibrium
values of the nuclear separations s „'.It is reasonable,
of course, to expect that the equilibrium values of s „'

O. Burrau, Kgl. Darlske Videnskab. Selskab. , Mat. -fys. Medd.
7, 14 (1927).' S. Wang, Phys. Rev. 31, 579 {1928).W. Heitler and F. London,
Z. Physik 44, 455 {1927).
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of the nuclear separations will vary from one electronic
state to another.

Since the energy values E,($„„) cannot readily be
determined, we shall replace this function in Eq.
(II.37b) by another function E,(Q,), which approxi-
mates the actual function very closely, particularly in
the region where, in a classical sense, the atoms spend
most of their time. Those vibration levels which will be
of the most immediate interest are those where the
vibration energies are small. The states of low vibra-
tional energy correspond to the condition where the
nuclei are oscillating classically about their positions of
equilibrium with something resembling simple harmonic
motion. Since in such instances the amplitudes are
small, we shall regard it as legitimate to replace the
actual potential energy surface by a power series expan-
sion about the equilibrium values, s„„',of the nuclear
separations. As our expansion we take

V= V($g 2'$g 3' ~ $ ' ~ .)
+p, (BV/8$ „)0($ „$„—')
+—'Z, Za, t (~ V/~$ &$st)0

X($ „—$ „')($gi—$g(')+ ~ ~ ~ . (II.38)

In the above expansion V($q2, $qa $ „)is the
value of the potential energy function when the mole-
cule is in equilibrium, i.e., when all the s =s „.More-
over, all the generalized force components (BV/8$ „)0
must vanish, since the slope of the potential energy
curve is zero for the equilibrium value of s „.For our
purpose of studying the normal oscillations of the
atomic nuclei we may neglect all of the terms in Eq.
(II.38) of higher order than the second. The quantities
(O'U/8$ „Bs~ ~), may be regarded as the generalized
force constants which for convenience we shall denote
hereafter by IC „I,~. We have then Vo= V—V($ „)

Qmn Plcl Emnkl~$mw8$k4 where 8$mn=smn $m~ ~ etc.=1
The above function may be regarded. as a perfectly
general function of the coordinates where the constants
E „~~ are so determined as to give the correct positions
of the fundamental frequencies. Such a function has the
disadvantage, frequently, that it contains more inde-
pendent constants than can be determined from the
experimental data. In such cases simplifying assump-
tions must be. made which will supply additional rela-
tions between these constants. The actual form in which
the potential energy of a molecule appears will depend
upon the exact nature of the assumptions which are
adopted. One assumption which has justified itself in
many cases is that of valence forces. This hypothesis
supposes the forces between the atomic nuclei to be
directed along the valence bonds and between the
valence arms. Another simplification which, in general,
has been less successful is that of central forces. In any
case, whatever the simplifying assumptions are which
are adopted, they may be introduced at the end, since
they simply impose definite relationships between the
generalized force constants E„„~~,

It is important to express the relation for Vo in terms
of the coordinates Q, . In order to accomplish this, the
displacement coordinates bs „are first expressed in
terms of the coordinates bu;. Each of the Ã atoms in
the molecule has three degrees of freedom so that the
molecule as a whole has 3Ã degrees of freedom. All of
the coordinates ba;, are, as we have seen, not independ-
ent of each other. The relations (II.8) remove three de-
grees of freedom from the motion of the nuclei in the
coordinates x, y, s. These are accounted for by the
translational motion of the molecule as a whole. The
relations (II.10) remove three more degrees of freedom
from the motion of the nuclei in the body-fixed coordi-
nates, and these may be accounted for by the rotation
of the molecule as a unit. There remain, therefore,
3E—6 coordinates, Q„ to describe the vibrational
motion; and these are related to the coordinates bn;
through the constants 1;,& ' as indicated in relation
(II.11).

It is now important to investigate the character of U.
The function C is independent of the angles 8, y, and P,
but does depend slightly upon the coordinates Q,. It is,
therefore, evident that the terms in U when averaged
over the electronic coordinates will give two kinds of
contributions, one of which is a function only of the
Q, 's and the other which is a product of a factor multi-

plying the operator I', the factor being a function only
of Q, . For U we may then write

&=2- [~-(Q.)/I-"7&-+2- L~-(Q.)/I-"7,
where e (Q,) and b, (Q,) are functions of the Q„ the
explicit form of which cannot be determined without a
knowledge of the function C. The second term in U is
conveniently combined with E,(Q,) as a part of the
potential energy function governing the vibrational
motion of the nuclei.

Equation (II.37b) is most conveniently dealt with
if the coordinates Q, are the normal coordinates of
the molecule. This is achieved by determining the
constants l;,& ' introduced in Eq. (II.11) in such a
manner that, in addition to fulfilling the requirements
set forth earlier in this review, the harmonic portion of
PE,(Q,)—P 8 (Q,)/I &'7 shall contain the Q. only
as square terms. There will evidently be 3X—6 of these,
one normal coordinate for each frequency ~,. The actual
methods for accomplishing the transformation to nor-
mal coordinates is beyond the scope of this review. For
a complete discussion of this problem the reader is
referred to a treatise on classical dynamics. "Not infre-
quently, however, a molecule will have so high a degree
of symmetry that in certain of its modes it will be
oscillating in force fields which are isotropic in two or
three dimensions. In such cases two- and threefold
vibrational degeneracies will arise; i.e., there will be,
respectively, two or three coordinates Q, associated

' E. T. Whitaker, A Treatise on the Analytica/ Dynamics of
Particles and Rigid Bodies (Cambridge University Preps, I on/on,
I927), ghjgQ qdigjon, p. 77,
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with the same frequency co, . It is convenient, for this
reason, to denote a normal coordinate by Q„rather
than by Q„where s will denote the particular frequency
to be associated with the coordinate and 0- will take the
values 1; 1, 2; and 1, 2, 3, depending upon whether the
frequency is nondegenerate, two-, or threefold degener-
ate, respectively, Thus, for example, the nondegenerate
frequency of a harmonic oscillator oscillating with a
frequency co will have associated with it the coordinate

Q,, 1, while the twofold degenerate frequency of a two-
dimensionally isotropic oscillator oscillating with a fre-
quency or& will have associated with it the two coordi-
nates Qb, 1 and Q(, 2, etc. The constants l,,( ' must
henceforth be written as l;, ' ).

For the quadratic portion of the potential energy
function we shall have that

by its expansion in orders of magnitude and obtain an
approximate solution using the methods of the perturba-
tion theory. The expansion which is adopted is made on
the basis that the displacement coordinates bx, , by, , and
i)s;, and therefore also the normal coordinates Q„, are
small when compared with the equilibrium values of
the nuclear coordinates, i,e., x,', y,', and s,'. When the
quantities p, p p, etc., are expanded on this basis, it is
possible, after some algebraic manipulation, to set down
in orders of magnitude, the quantum-mechanical hamil-
tonian for the general polyatomic molecule. After Q„
is replaced by (h2/X, )'q„, the hamiltonian will be

II(2) = (h/2) Q,.X,**[(p,.2/122)+ q,.')
+ 2 &- (P-'/I-"), (II 44a)

The cubic and quartic terms in the potential energy
expansion, when expressed in the coordinates Q„
will be

&& I Z-, p ~-'P) (P- 2P-*)—Pp/

II(2) —1. P (p 2/I (s))

V() =Q„(X,/2)Q ' where X,= (22rca) )' (II.39)
—&- (O'P-/I-") 2Z- (—@'/l .) '

(II 44b)

Vl hc Pss ps's' Ps"s" hss's" QssQs's'Qs" a"

where (s&s'&s"),

2
——he+„p, , p,"."p, ","h„."."

~Q-Q""Q"""Q"-"- (II 4o)

where (s& s'&s" & s"').
The function [E,(Q, )—P 8 (Q, )/I (') having

been replaced by the expansion V= Vp+ V1+V2+
there remains only to express the moments of inertia
and the products of inertia (II.6) explicitly in terms of
the normal coordinates before we are ready to consider
the solutions to Eq. (II.37b). Explicitly, it may be
verihed that the quantities I ' and I p' will be

Iaa Iaa +ass (1sa Qss+gss Ps''s" [Asss" s"

(~) P (~) nfl~SrOI g SrrSrOr s) SrlOrrSr(rr g~SO SrrOrr

(II.41)
Iap = Pss (('ss Qsrr Zss Ps"s" [Asrrs "s"

~s'o' $ s(rs'(r' $ s"o"s'o' /~so s"o"
y

(0.) P (P) 1n

where

(aa) 2 P.~,,(P.sol, (P)+~,sol. (»)

(2 ' P'= —Q 3f *(n"l (P)+P "l ( ))
(II.42)

Ass s''rrrr =P (l(sasiss "s'' + l(sslss "s" ) r

„„(aP)— Q, l . (a)l, „„(P)

and where we de6ne

' '=Q, (l;,.(P)l...(» —l...'P)l;,.(»). (II.43)

Equation (II.37b) does not adapt itself to an exact
solution. It becomes necessary, therefore, to replace it

he+„g, , g,".~ P, ," h„,","
)(gsogsr or/sir &l rgsr r r err r

—
2 2-2""(&'/l). ) ")'

)( Ip p [A', , (ap) p ((2 ( »(1a, , (vp)/I (s)))

'rcP Pp/I. ('Ipp') }q,.q, .+Q. * (h2/X, )l

&& }2-~-'P)P-'Pp/I-"Ipp" }q-}'. (II 44c)

In Eq (II.44.c) A„, , '( P' has been used to denote
(A „... —~.. ."2"„, ;. 2", ;... ). The opera-
tors p ', Eqs. (II.44b, c) are equal to p +2 (q, ),
where in terms of the coordinate q, and the conjugate
moments p„ the operators p will be

p =2' 2- 2""l'. ' 'l'""' '[(l("/" )~q-p""
—() ./x, )-:q,...p,.).

It will be seen that the last component of Eq.
(II.44b) contains a set of terms similar to the last com-

ponent of Eq. (II.44c). These two sets of terms are, in
fact, similar in every respect except that the p

* are
made up of a sum of Coriolis operators where each
operator is associated with a degenerate frequency.
These terms may, therefore, contribute to the energy
in second order. The significance of P* in Eq. (II.44c)
is that the sum does not include those terms which
already occur in (II.44b). This set of terms, indicated
by a dagger, will contribute to second order only if
resonance between certain frequencies occur. It will,
moreover, be noted that the coordinates q„are dimen-
sionless. Evidently, the potential energy constants
h„, and h„, s ~ will be expressed in cm ',
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If the frequency or, is nondegenerate, so that only one
coordinate is required to describe the motion, the index
0 takes only the value 1. %e have then the diGerential
equation for the linear harmonic oscillator

«»'/2)[(p'/~')+q']-E }F(q)=o (»I 1')

Equation (III.1') has been studied by Schrodinger, "
who has shown that a suitable solution F(q,) will be

F(q,) =N'v. exp[ —(q,s/2)]EIv, (q,), (III.3)

where IIv, is the hermite polynomial Hv, (q,)= (—1)v'

Xexp(q, s)(dv'exp( —q,s)/dq, v') and Nv, is a normaliza-
tion factor so determined that

Fv, (q,)Fv, (q,)dq, = 1.

The characteristic value Ev, is found to be

Fv, = (U,+-', )bc'&„ (III 4)

and the normalization factor Ev, is evaluated as

III. THE SOLUTION OF THE ZERO-ORDER
SCHRODINGER EQUATION

It is necessary to know the solutions to the zero-order
problem before one may proceed with the perturbation
calculations. The zero-order Schrodinger equation will
be (B&'&—Z&")&&t

'"= 0, where H&'& is the operator
(II.44a). It is readily veri6ed that the zero-order
Schrodinger equation will become separable in the vi-
brational coordinates, q„, and the rotational coordi-
nates 8, q, and &P if one adopts for &P&'& a function
&P&"=g...F(q„)R(0, qr)e'~&, where the function F(q„)
depends upon the q„alone and R(8, q) is a function
only of 0 and y. The separation of variables leads to a
set of diGerential equations of the following kind, one
for each vibration frequency co, .

I(&l '/2) 2 [(p-'/&')+q-'] —& }F(q..) =0, (III 1)

and the diGerential equation for the rotator,

I-'Z (F"'/I- )-E.}R(B,~)'"~=0, (III.2)

where the F are the operators defined in Eq. (II.29).

A. The Harmonic Oscillator

than to evaluate such integrals. It is readily verified in
the manner suggested above that the nonvanishing
matrix components of q, and p, are, respectively, the
following:

(U lq IV —1)=(U —Ilq IV)=[V./2]',
(III.6)

(U Ip IV —1)=—(U.—Ilp IU)='@[V./2]'*

It is evident that these matrix components conform
with the commutation relations for the oscillator
p, q, —q,p, = sh-

If the vibration frequency ~, has two vibrational
coordinates associated with it, the index takes the
values o=1 and a=2, and Eq. (III.1) becomes the
differential equation for the 17ro dimel-sionally isotropic
oscillator. It is convenient here to introduce cylin-
drically polar coordinates, i.e., to let q, , &=r, cosz„q, , 2

=r, siny„p, , i—— ik[co—sy, (B/Br, ) (siny—,/r, ) (B/By, )]
and p, s ———i7i[siny, (B/Br,)+(cosy, /r, ) (B/By, )], so
that Eq. (III.1) becomes

I B'/Br, '+ (1/r, ) (B/Br,)+(1/r, s) (B,/By. s)

+[(2E/», &) —r ']}F(r y, ) =0. (III.1")

Equation (III.1") was originally studied by Denni-
son, "whose method we shall sketch briefly. When the
function F(r„y,) is set equal to exp[ —(r,s/2)r, ']Z(r, )
Xexp(Ail, y,), Eq. (III.1") transforms into.

Z"(r,)+[((2l,+1)/r, )—2r, ]Z'(r, )
+2[(E/hce&, ) (l,+1)]Z(r,)=—0. (III.7)

The condition that F(r„y,) must be single-valued re-
quires that l, shall be an integer or zero. If a new vari-
able p, =r,s is chosen and introduced into Eq. (III.7),
it takes the form of the diGerential equation for the
associated Laguerre polynomial:

.G"(p.)+(&'.+1—.)G'( .)+( —1.)G( .) =0, (III 8)

where r=-', ([E h/&cu, ) +/, —1]=-,'(V,+1,), V, being an
integer, and where t, =/, . The normalized function
F(r„y,) may, therefore, be expressed as

F(r, y,) =N v, , 4e& &*" p &"s&lr '(p, )e+"«(111.9)

where L," is the associated Laguerre polynomial. The
normalization factor is found to be

Nv, =
I (1/s.)-', (1/2v, U I) }, (III.5) N '.=~2I[(U.—I.)/2] }'/}[(V.+l )/2].}' (III 1o)

In carrying out the perturbation calculations in a
la&er section it is important to know the matrix elements
of certain functions f(q„p,) of the coordinates q, and
the conjugate momenta P„' for example, q,s, q, ', q,sP,s,

etc. These may be obtained by evaluating the integrals
(U. lf(q. , p.) I U') =JFv.(q)f(q. , p )Fv"(q.)dq' It is
frequently simpler, however, to build up the matrix
components of such a function from a knowledge of the
values of the matrix components of q, and p, themselves

"E.Schrodinger, Ann. Physi 79, 361 (1926).

The solution (III.9) specifies that the quantum number
/, may take only the values V,„V,—2, - -1, or 0. The
energy Ev, for the two-dimensiona', lly isotropic oscillator
is found to be independent of l, and is equa, l to

Ev.= (V,+1)hcn&, . (III.11)

Recently, this problem has been studied in somewhat
more detail by ShaGer, "who has evaluated the matrix

'2 D. M. Dennison, Phys. Rev. 41, 304 (1932).
"W. H. Shaffer, Revs. Modern Phys. 16, 245 (1944).
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components of many of the functions of r, which are
required to carry out perturbation calculations of the
kind to be discussed in Sec. IV. The values of these may
be obtained directly by reference to a set of tables given
in ShaGer's work. With the aid of the appropriate com-
mutation relations and the values of the matrix com-
ponents given by ShaGer for e+'xr, it is possible to
evaluate also the matrix components of the quantities
e+'x (p.,+ip„/r, ).The latter correspond in a rough way
to the momenta conjugate to e+'x'r, . Corresponding to
the relations (III.6) we have

(v„ t.(.-' ', ( v.—1, t,y1)
= (V —1, t +1Ie'" r*l V, t.) = L2(V —t )j',

(V„ t, (
e'& «,

~
V,—1, t, 1)—
=(V.—1, t,—1~e-'"r,

~
V„ i,)

= —L-'(V.+t )3,

ables may be effected by adopting the following for
~(r., +., X.):

+(«8 +, x,) = (1/22«)'R(r, )O(8,)e+'~'"'

where the condition of single valuedness requires m, to
be an integer or zero. The wave equation in 6 and the
radial wave equation will be found to be the following:

f (1/sin8, )(8/88, )(si nP, B/ !c8,)
—(m, '/sin%, )+0}O(8,)=0, (III.13)

where 0~&8, &&m and 0~& x, ~&2m and

R"+ (2/r, )R'+ $(2E,/hc(o, )
r' ——l,(t,+1)/r 2jR=0, (III.14)

where 0&~ r, &~ .
It may be shown that a suitable solution to

Eq. (III.13) is the associated Legendre polynomial
Pi,"'(cos8,), so that the normalized function may be
written

(V„ t,
~

e ' '(p, —ip, /r, ) ~
V,—1, t,+ 1)

(V. 1, —t.+II—'" (p"+ip"/") I
V., t.)

= ihL2 (V.—t.)3',

(V„ t,
~

e'"'(pr, +ip /rx, ) V,—1, t,—1)

= —(V,—1, t, 1(e '" (pr,——ip, ,/r, )—
f
V, ) t,)

= —i7i[2'(V,+t,)7l.

(III.12) O~t„m, (8,) =Ni, ~, sin "8,
Xgd&' ~ & sin"8 /(d cos8,)&' &j, (III.15)

where the normalization factor El m is equal to

N talma = (—1)!'f (2la+ 1)((i~+ms)!j/2

)& L(t,—m, )!]}*'(1/2't, !) (III.16)

When there are three coordinates required to describe
a vibration frequency co„a takes the values 1, 2, and 3
and Eq. (III.1) becomes the Schrodinger equation for a
three-dimensionally isotropic oscillator. It is expedient
to replace the coordinates q, by their equivalents in
spherical polar coordinates; i.e., q, , ~——r, sin8, cosy„q, , &

=r, sinP, sinp, and q, , a=r, cos8, . The conjugate mo-
ments p„will be the following operators:

p, , i———ik{sin8, cosy, (8/Br, )

+ (cos8. cosy, /r, )(8/M, )
—(sing, /r, sin8, ) (8/Bx, ) },

p, , 2
———iti f sin8, sinx, (8/Br, )

+(cos8, sing, /r, )(c!/c!6,)
+ (cosy, /r, sini!,) (c!/By,)},

and
P„2———ih f cos8, (8/Br, )—(sin8, /r, )(8/88, ) }.

When these replacements are made, Eq. (III.1) takes
the form:

f (a2/ar 2)+(2/r, )(a/ar, )
+(1/r, ' sin8, )L(8/c!8,) (sin8, 8/88, )

+(1/sin0, ) (cP/By, ')j
+f(2E./hero. )—r 27}Ii(r„i't„y, )=0. (III.1"')

This differential equation has been examined by
Shaffer, " who has shown that a separation of vari-

and where O~i, ,—m (8 )=(—1) ' ~04m (8 ).The constant
h is equal to t, (l,+1), where t, is an integer or zero such
that l, ~& m, ~&0. We may regard l, as the quantum num-
ber of angular momentum associated with the threefold
degenerate oscillation, and m, may be thought of as the
component of this angular momentum directed along
the body-6xed axis s.

The solution of the radial wave equation (III.14) is
facilitated by the adoption for R(r,) of a function

R(r,)= exp( —r '/2)r 'Z(r, ),
which yields

Z"(r.)+2L((t.+1)/r. )—«.]Z'(r.)
+ f (2E,/hc~, ) —2l, —3)Z(r,)=0. (III.17)

If now, as in the preceding example, the variable p, be
introduced for r,i, we obtain once more Eq. (III.8),
where this time r, = f(E./2hcco, )+(l./2) —~2 j and
t, =l,+z2. For the normalized radial wave function
Rv, , ~, (r,) we may then write

Rv„~,(r,) =N v, , ~,e~ ' '~ p, ' 2~

XL(v +l +n/2~'t&~(p, ), (III.18)

where I„"(p,) is the associated Laguerre polynomial
and where Ev, , i, is the normalization factor

N v'~ =~&f L2(v.—t.)3l}'/{L2(v +t +1)3'}' (III 19)

As in tht; instance of the two-dimensionally isotropic
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oscillator the solution to the spatial oscillator prescribes
that the quantum number l, may take only the values
V„V,—2, V,—4 1, or 0. From the definition of the
quantity 7, which occurs in the Laguerre differential
equation it is clear that the energy for the spatial
oscillator is equal to

Ev, = (V,+$)hc(u, . (I11.20)

The matrix elements of many of the functions re-
quired to make perturbation calculations on the spatial
oscillator have been evaluated by Shaffer. "Values of
these may be had by referring to the tables in his work.
Here, as in the preceding case, it is possible to evaluate

the matrix components of the quantities

—i7i f (cos6'8/Br, ) (s—in', /r, )8/M, }
and

(—ih) e+'x I (sin8, 8/Br, )+(c os@,/r, )(8/88, )

a(i/r, sind, )8/ay, }

with the aid of the matrix components of r, cos6, and
e+'x'r, sin8.„evaluated by ShaGer, and the appropriate
commutation relations. As before, these correspond in a
general way to the momenta conjugate to e+'~'r, sin8,
and r, cos6, . Corresponding to the relations (III.6) we
have here

(V„ l, , m, ir, cos8,
i V,—1, l, 1, m, )—

=(V,—1, l, 1, m~r—, cos6,
~
V„ l„m,)=—V,+l,+1 *

(l,—m, )(l,+m.) '

2 (2l, —1)(2l,+1)

(V„ l„m,
~
r, cos6,

~
V,—1, l +1,m )= (V.—1, l + 1, m.,

~
r, cos8.

i V„ l„m )

V,—l, ' (l, m, +1)(l—,+m, +1) '

2 (2l,+ 1)(2l,+3)

(V„ l„m,
~

e+'& r, sin6,
( V, —1, l,—1, m, &1)= (V,—1, l,—1, m, &1

(
e+'&r, sin6,

( V„ l„m)
V,+l,+1 ' (l.am, )(l,am, —1)-

2 (2l.—1)(2l,+1)

(V„ l„m,
~

e+'~'r, sin8,
~
U, —1, l,+1,m, &1)= (V,—1, l +1,m, &1

~

e+'"'r, sin6,
( V„ l„m )

V, l, l (l,&m,—+1)(l,&m,+2) '*

(2l,+1)(2l,+3)

(V„ l„m,
~

ih[(co—s8,8/Br, ) (sin6, /—r,)8/M, ]~
V,—1, l, 1, m, ) = —(V—,—1, l, 1, m, ~—

(III.21)
V,+l,+1 * (l,—m, )(l.+m, )

-'*

—ih[(cos8, 8/Br, ) —(sin6, /r, )8/86, ]~
V., l„m,) = ih—

2 (2l, —1)(2l,+1)

(V„ l„m,
i

—lh[(cosa, a/ar, )—(sine, /r, )8/cjoy, ]i
V,—1, l,+1,m, ) = —(V,—1, l,+ 1, m,

i

ih[(cos8, 8/Br, ) (sin8, /r, )8/M,—]~
V„ l„m,)= ih

V,—l, '* (l,—m, +1)(l,+m, +1) ~

2 (2l,+1)(2l,+3)

(V„ l„m,
~

ihe+' [—(sxin8, 8/Br, )+(cos8,/r, )(8/86, )+(i/r, sin8, )8/By, ]~
V,—1, l,—1, m, +1)

= —(V,—1, l, 1, m, &1
~

ihe+'—&'[(sin—8,8/Br, )+ (cos8,/r, ) (8/86, )W (i/r, sin8, )8/By, ]~
V„ l„m,)

V,+l,+1 *
(l,&m, )(l,&m, —1)

=AN
(2l,—1)(2l,+1)

(V„ l„m,
~

—ihe+'&'[(sin8, 8/Br, )+ (cos8,/r, ) (8/88, )&(i/r, sin8, )8/By, ]~
V,—1, l,+1,m, T1)

= —(V,—1, l.+ 1, m, &1
~

—ihe+'x [(sin8, 8/Br, )+ (cos8,/r, ) (8/88, )W (i%, sin6, )8/By, ]~
V„ l„m,)

V, —l, & (l,&m,+1)(l,&m,+2) &

7i
2 (2l,+1)(2l,+3)
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(h —e)R(8, p, iP)=0,

where h'a= 2E„/C and where

(III.22)

h'h=(2II„/C)= IA(P.'+Py'+P, ')+P,'I
+8(P ' P'). (III—.23)

A, P, and C in Eq. (III.23) are the following:

A = (1/2C) [(1/I**")+(1/I.w") ],
&= (1/2C) [(1/I**")—(1/I-")],
C= I (1/I-")—2L(1/I-")+(1/I.u")]I.

I»') is taken to be the intermediate moment of inertia
so that —1~&8~&0. When the two moments of inertiaI,~' and I»&') are alike, the quantity 8 becomes zero
and the Schrodinger equation reduces to that for the
symmetric rotator, which was solved first by Dennison"
in the matrix formulation of the quantum mechanics
and subsequently by Reiche and Rademacher" and by
Kronig and Rabi" in the wave mechanics. The
Schrodinger equation for the symmetric rotator may be
seen to be

(1/sin8) O/O8(sin8OR/O8)

+[(I,&'1/I„1'1)+ cot'8](O' R/O y')

+ (1/sin'8) (O'R/OP)
—2 (cos8/sin'8) (O'R/8 yOQ)

+(87r I &'1Eri/h~)R=0. (III.24)

Since it and iP in this case are ignorable coordinates, we

may take E to be
P'(8)eixyei MQ (III.25)

where the condition of single valuedness of E requires
that E and M shall have integral values or be zero. The

'4 E. Witmer, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U. S. 13, 60 (1927).
'5 S. C. Wang, Phys. Rev. 34, 243 (1929)."H. A. Kramers and G. P. Ittmann, Z. Physik 53, 553 (1929);

58, 217 (1929); 60, 663 (1930).
"O. Klein, Z. Physik 58, 730 (1929).' D. M. Dennison, Phys. Rev. 28, 318 (1926)."F. Reiche and H. Rademacher, Z. Physik 39, 444 (1926)."R.de L. Kronig and J. J. Rabi, Phys. Rev. 29, 262 (1927).

B. The Rotator

The problem of the rotator has been dealt with by
several authors. Equation (III.2) for the general case
was first formulated by Witmer, ' but was later set up
anew and solved quite generally by Wang. "Kramers
and Ittmann'6 independently solved the rotator problem
by transforming to elliptical coordinates and showing
that in these variables Eq. (III.2) could be separated
into two equations of the Lame type. The most elegant
method for arriving at the energies of the rotator is, no
doubt, that of Klein, "which we shall refer to at a later
point.

The wave equation for the rotator is written by
Wang as

differential equation for F(8) will evidently be

I"'+cot8F'
[(M— E'c—os8)'/sin'8]V+XI'=0, (III.26)

where g=(8''I i.'Eg/h') (I,—'/I, ')K'
If the following substitutions are made, s=

I
K+M l,

d=
I
E—Ml, t=-,'(1—cos8), and V(8)= t~~'(1 —t)'t'F(t),

we obtain as the equation which F must satisfy

t(1—t)F"+[y—(n+P+1)t]F'—nP = 0, (III.27)

where n, P, and p are defined by &=1+d, n+P
= 1+d+s, nP =-,'(d+s) [-', (d+s)+1]—X—E'. Equa-
tion (III.27) is the hypergeometric equation and F is the
hypergeomt;tric function,

F= I+(~P/v)t
+[~(~+1)p(p+1)/2 7(7+1)]t'+" (III 28)

The requirement that E shall remain finite for all
values of the coordinates demands that the series
above shall terminate. In order for this to be so, it
is necessary that u shall be a negative integer or zero,
i.e., n= —p(p=0, 1, ). The energy is thereby deter-
mined and we have

Eii =J(J+1)(h'/8ir'I .")
+(E'h'/8 ')[(1/I.*")—(1/I.*")] (11129)

where J is the positive integer J=p+(d+s)/2. Since
l(d+e) = llK+~ +lIK—1M

I

= IEI «r IEI &~and
equal to I3EI for Ml ~&E, it is clear that J is always
equal to or greater than IEI or I&I.

The normalized wave function Rgb~(8, 1e, p) will be

R, , (8, 9, 1t )=Xt'i'(1 —t)»
)&F( p, 1+d+s+—p, 1+d, t)e'~"e'Mt' (III.30)

where Ã is the normalization factor,

&= [(1+d+e+2p) (d+e+p)!(d+ p)!]'/
[4ir'p l(d!)'(s+p)!]'. (III.31)

Wang's essential contribution was to demonstrate
that where I &')QI»&', so that BQO, kg, ~, ~ could
be expanded into the following:

hRz, ir, ~ [AJ(J+1)+E']RJ;z——., ~
+Iong(J, E+1)Rz,+~2, ~

+Pg(J, K—1)Rz, ir 2, m, (III.32)
where

g(J E)=
——,'[(J—E)(J'—E+1)(J+E)(J+E+1)]1, (III.33)

from which the elements of the matrix h can be calcu--
lated at once. It is evident that this matrix will be
diagonal in both J and M and is actually independent
of 3XI. The elements of the matrix h will be the following:

(J, E, Mlhl J) K, 3f)=AJ(J+1)+K',
(J E ~lhlJ E~2 M) (III.34)

= —-,' [(J WE) (JWE—1)(JOE+1)(J&E+2)]18.
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The matrix of h will therefore split up into sub-
matrices, one set for each value of J. Since the energy
is independent of M, each submatrix is repeated (2J+1)
times, once for each value of M. Moreover, since
J~&

f Ef, each submatrix wiH have (2J+1) rows and

columns. The energies themselves are then obtained
by diagonalizing the matrix with the elements (III.34).
This is most readily achieved by setting the secular
determinant

f (E f
h

f
E')—~8xx

f

=0 and solving for the
roots. The secular determinant takes the form:

(J faf J—2)

(J—2faf J) (J—2) —W

(-1II
I 1)

0 (1l hl —1)

—8' 0 =0, (III.35)

(—J+2 fh f

—J)

where W= c—A J(J+1) and a=gzr'E, /Jz'C The. ener. gy
of the rotator in general will therefore be

E,= (Iz'C/8zr')[A J(J+1)+Wj. (III.36)

The method of Klein" consists in translating the
classical rotator problem into quantum mechanics. The
quantum mechanical hamiltonian for- the rotator is
identical in form to the classical expression, i.e. ,

(P„'/I i'), where the P are the compon-
ents of the total angular momentum I' directed along
the body-fixed axes x, y, and s. The relations P P '
=P =constant, and the poisson brackets [P, Ppj=P~
which are known to exist for the classical rotator trans-
late in quantum mechanics into g„P '=P' and the
commutation relations

PaPs PsP'. = ilzP„— —(III.37)

cz, P, y taking the values x, y, and s, and ~&p~y.
Several matrix representations of the components of the
angular momentum, I', which satisfy these require-
ments may be found. That chosen by Klein is the
following:

(EIP.f
E~1)=~z(Ef P,

f
E+1)

= (5/2)[(JWE)(JOE+1) j~, (III.38)
(ElP, lE) =EI.

It is readily shown, using the matrix elements (III.38),
that

(EfP:fE)=(EfP„fE)
= (5'/2) [J(J+1)—E'j,

(III.39)
(E

f
P.'lE~2)- —(Ef P„'lE~2)

= (&'/4)[(JWE)(JWE —1)(JOE+1)(JOE+2)jl.

Evidently then, we have (E f

P'
f
E') =J(J+1)&'&ice,

where biz' is the Kronecker symbol. From the above it
is obvious that

(E'l el E) = (0'/2)

x {J(J+1)-',[(1/I'*")+(1/I..")3
+E'L(1/I-")
-!((1/J.. )+(1/I„"))jf,

(E
l

H
l
E&2) = (5'/4)

x {-,'[(1/I..")—(1/I„")jI
x {(JwE) (JwE —1)(JaE+1)
x (JOE+2) I

-'-.

(III.40)

If the notation introduced earlier is retained, the matrix
components (III.40) may be regarded as equivalent to
those stated in Eq. (III.33).

A more recent discussion of the rotator problem has
been given by King, Hainer, and Cross."Following the
procedure of Ray,"they write the energy of the rotator
in the form:

Z, '(a, fi, c) = [(a+c)/2$ J(J+1)
+[(a—c)/27E, ~(~), (III.41)

where a, fi, and c are, respectively, h'/8zr'1~, ~'/8zr'Ib,
hz/8zrzl„ l~ being the intermediate moment of inertia,
and where E,~(~) is one of the (2J+1) roots of the
secular determinant in their case, which is similar to
that given in Eq. (III.35), the quantity ~ being a
parameter of asymmetry ~=(2b a c)/(a c), which— — —

"King, Hainer, and Cross, J. Chem. Phys. 1.1, 27 {1943).
~ B. S. Ray, Z. Physik 78, 74 {1932).
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varies from ~= 1 for the oblate symmetric rotator (b= a)
to a= —1'for the prolate"symmetric rotator (b=c) T. he
index ~ assumes the values —J~& v ~& J such that r =J'is
associated with the highest energy level for a given J
value and ~= —J is associated with the lowest level.

The secular determinant for the rotator (e.g. , Eq.
111.35) may always be factored into four submatrices.
This may be accomplished, first, by arranging the rows
and columns so that elements of even values of E stand
together and elements of odd values of E stand together,
and, secondly, by observing that each of these may
further be factored by using as the basic wave functions
(1/V2)LIP(E)&&P( —E)j rather than the wave functions
&P(E) and P( E). K—ing, Hainer, and Cross have de-
vised convenient methods for extracting the roots of
these and arriving at numerical values of E,~(~)
throughout the range of asymmetry ~= —j. to a=0,
~ varying by intervals of 0.1. With the observation of
Ray" that E, (z) = E, ( K), —the tab—les are applica-
ble to a rotator of any degree of asymmetry, i.e., from
~=1 to ~= —1. The work of King, Hainer, and Cross
provides, therefore, a very convenient means of approxi-
mating to the energies of any rigid asymmetric rotator.

Recently Golden" has demonstrated that for large
values of J the energy matrix for the asymmetric rotator
assumes a form which asymptotically becomes very
similar to that obtained from the characteristic value
problem of the Mathieu differential equation. The
characteristic values of Mathieu's equation may there-
fore serve as a basis for a good approximation to the
energies of the asymmetric rotator, particularly those
levels which for a given J value correspond to small
values of E in the limiting symmetric case.

IV. THE PERTURBATION PROBLEM

In this section we shall investigate the corrections to
the zero-order energies due to the erst- and second-order
hamiltonians H(" and H(2). Not before the end shall
we include the contribution due to the terms e (q„)P,
however. The contributions to the energy due to H'"
and H(@ may be evaluated by the usual methods of the
perturbation theory in quantum mechanics. When one
takes note of the large number of terms in H'" and H(",
one observes that this is a formidable undertaking,
especially since the zero order energies may be degener-
ate. It is apparent, however, that no terms in H(" except
the degenerate Coriolis terms can contribute to the
energies" in first order of approximation. Moreover,
linear combinations of the zero-order wave functions
can always be found such that the matrix of these terms
will have elements only along the yrincipal diagonal.
This suggests the eGectiveness of transforining. II by a
contact transformation THT 'into H&'&'+ XH'"'.

~3 S. Golden, I,. Chem. Phys. 16, 78 I,'1948).
~4%e shall see in a later section that in special cases where

resonance between certain vibrations occur, other terms in B("
may contribute to the energy in first order also. .At the present
time we assume that no resonance occurs,

I

+X'H&2&'+ . so that to second order of approxima-
tion H('&' will contain. . oddly the degenerate Coriolis
terms. The evaluation of the second-order energies is
thus, in principle, reduced to a first-order perturbation
calculation.

We shall denote the transformation function e'~~ by
T(X) (anditsinverseby 7 '(X)=e '"s), which tosecond
order of approximation is equal to

T=1+iXS (—X'/2)S' —(iX'/6)S'+ . (IV.1)

To second order of approximation the transformed
hamiltonian will become H'= THT '=H&'&'+AHA'&'

+TH"&'+ where H=H"&+AH"&+X'H@+ . .
When T (and T ') is replaced by its equivalent (IV.1),
one obtains by equating like powers of X:

H(0) ~ H(0)

H&"'= Hi'& —i(H(0&S —SH(oi)

H'"'= H&"+ (i/2) I S(H"&+H'"')
—(H(i&+H(i&')S$

(IV.2)

The portion of H(" which we wish to remove consists
of terms each of which is a function of the normal co-
ordinates q, (or the conjugate momenta p„) multiplied

by a coefFicient which either is a constant or a function
of the angular momentum operators I', for example,
aq„' and q„P,'. CoefFicients such as those which occur
iri the latter example may also be treated as constants,
for the error introduced by the noncommutability of
I' ' with H(0) will be of an order higher than the second.
The complete 5 function will consist of a sum of terms,
each element being so chosen that it will remove a single

component of H'".
In the expression (II.44b) for H"& for the general

molecule there are a large number of terms to be re-
moved, To arrive at the basic 5-function which will

accomplish this, it will be found useful to make use of
the commutatiori relations stated by Herman and
Shaffer25 in their Table I. The basic transformation
functions 5, which will remove from the first-order
transformed hamiltonian the type of terms occurring in
H'", together with the corresponding values of i(H'0&S,
—S,H~ &) are given in Table II of this same work. The
values of many of the quantities (i/2)LS, (H&'&+H&»')
—(H'"+H&"')S,j corresponding to each of the basic S
functions required in this calculation and their matrix
elements diagonal in the vibrational quantum numbers

. are given in Table III of this same work.
It will be seeri that certain of the basic 5 func-

tions contain denominators of the type (X,—X, ) and

(4X,—X, ). The first kind occur in the removal of
Coriolis interaction terms p P from H&'&. When such
an interaction arises from the existence of two vibration
frequencies which are degenerate (i.e, , where o takes
the values of 1 and 2), it is spoken of as a degenerate
Coriolis term. The contribution to the energy of such

~ R. C. Herman and W. H. Shaffer, J. Chem, Phys. 16, 4&&

(1948).
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terms is of erst-order importance; and, as has already
been suggested, such terms cannot be removed from
the first-order hamiltonian by a contact transformation.
It may also happen that X. and X, are only acci-
dentally degenerate (i.e., &0.=(d, ). When this is so, the
denominator X,—X, v ill approach zero and resonance
is said to occur between co, and co, .The second type of
denominator referred to above arises in the removal of
first-order anharmonic terms in the potential energy
function of the type hck„, q„'q, , If 4), is nearly
equal to X,' (i.e., 2', =(0,.), so that the denominator

H(o) ~ H(o)

II("'= 2- 2(-—{f (.(""(q~ P("—q("P(.)(P-/I-") I

4),—X, approaches zero, resonance between or, and
2a, is said to occur. In cases of resonance between fre-
quencies the usual methods of the perturbation theory
fail and such terms in the first-order hamiltonian which
are instrumental in setting up resonance must also be
retained as a part of H&"'. Cases of this kind will be
dealt with in Sec. VII.

Using the 5-function described in the preceding to
transform the hamiltonian of the general polyatomic
molecule, one obtains for H' when written in orders of
magnitude

(IV.3a)

(IV.3h)

I~""=
2 2- (p-'/I-") —2,' (&/gl .){2-t ~ .'»(P- 2p—-*)PI/I«-"Iss" I'

& (hs/2I (a)) P P, , j (hs/g —.'), '.I»(s))[4-, , (a» P (& (~v)~, ,()»/I (s))

2 Zs''a'' f sas''a'' f's'a's''a'' &s/(&s &s'')]q ' a' a2~('[2kass(()'sa /Ip() " l(s")

+Q, , ' k, , , (a, , (»/I»(')X, .i)(3X,,—X, )/(4X, ,—X, )]q,„Iq,„P P()

+Q.)) (h~/2I. .")Q.. ', 2 P, , P, . ~ (hl/X, , l), , lIt)))("'))f,„.,", ' )1... , '&&)[X,lX,. '/(X, —X. )](P../h)

+2~~[k„,(a,.(»/I»( )l(.")+p. k„,.-(((, .(.»X,,/I»(") X,""-)/(4X,—X,.)](p,./h) {(p„/h)P. P()

h(' Qsa Q s'a' Qs"a'' P r"'rr"'kss's''s" 'qsaqr'rr'qs''a" qr'''rr'''

—h2c'{P,.k...'([(3/h"-) p. 'q, .'+1+-,'q, .']/hX. , ')

+ 2P —X ~
4 4A. "X{".. L( . )q-+ ' 'q-q; ~

+4K, (p,.q,.+q,.p,.)(p, .q, ./h')+2k, ,q,.'-'p, ,'/h']/hX, '(4X,,—X,, ) I

Zsa Zs rr Zs a ksr r [2&s*~s &, ((psaqsaps rr qs a+qs a ps a q; a p a +q" a ps a p q )/r )

—X '(l(.—l( ~
—l(. )q '-'q ~

' —X "(g —l( —g )q " ~ q
-' —X."'P. "—l(. —j, )q„q, , -']/2h ( t

(IV.3c)

+Q,.Q. , ' k...k,.. . ([(5P,,, —2X,)q,.'q, .'+(4X,, —X,)(p, ,'q, .'/h')+3K, q,.'p, . '/h'"']/h&. , '(4l(,,' —X.,))

The denominator sV in Eq. (IV.3c) is the following quantity:

(X.~+X. —:+X,-')(X.~+X. —:—X."-:)(X.—:—X. —:+X.--:-)(X.—:—X. -:-—X,"'-).

The quaritity Hy* is an extremely complicated relation
which can contribute to the second-order energies only
when certain vibration frequencies become accidentally
degenerate. It contains terms which are essentia)ly of
the form q„'q, , and q„q, , q, , ' multiplied by con-
stant coefficients of the order of magnitude (hck... '/&o. ).
Such terms have, to the author's knowledge, not been
found to be important in any infrared spectra studied

thus far; and for this reason Hy* will not here be repro-
duced. It is by no means safe to conclude, however, that
they may not become important when the overtone
spectra of polyatomic molecules are studied in more
detail. Their significance will be discussed in Sec. VII.
The term H~*, which is less cumbersome and which
seems likely to be of more immediate interest, is the
following:

II~*=k 2- 2""(h'/l( ) *'{(2~(k„, )([(6&,—&, )/2&, -'*(4X,—X, )]q,.q, .+2[(),/l). , -'*)/(4), —l)](p,.p, ./h')

+Z,-.- (~.k...")((q..q,-.-/X. —:-)—[2(X,X, X,")-'*(p...,p,„.../h )

~"—l(" )sqs" "q "])/&I {2 t) a-'"P Ps/I "Ipl" I (~V4).
The term H~* also contains a component which is linear
in I' . This component is believed to be too small to be
of importance and is therefore omitted. The terms H*

will not contribute to the energy of the molecule in
second order except in certain cases where resonance
between frequencies occur.
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The hamiltonian for the vibration-rotation energies
of a polyatomic molecule as expressed by the relations
(IV.3) is in a form which is extremely convenient for
successive approximations to the eigenvalues. Its de-
velopment has been entirely general; and it is therefore
possible, in principle, to evaluate the higher order con-
tributions to the energy for any model in which may be
found nondegenerate, twofold degenerate, and even
threefoM degenerate oscillations. We shall now proceed
to evaluate the contributions to the energy matri~ due
to the 6rst- and second-order transformed hamiltonians
H&"' and H"'. We shall consider first H&')' and
then H(')'.

H (~)~—
1

—t-, (*) f,(w)—

2 t 2 I„(') I„„(')

t' B icot6&B)
e"

I

—+-
1
(P,-iP„)

&BB, Bx,

B 2 cot8tB)
i(r.+i~„)

&BB, Bx,

The portion of H("' which originates with the spatially
isotropic oscillator then becomes

First-Order Corrections to the Energy

Whenever a vibration frequency co& is twofold degener-
ate, there will be two coordinates qt, j and q& & identi6ed
with it. When these are replaced by their equivalents
rt cosxt and rt sinxt and the conjugate momenta ptI,
and pt 2 by —i7i[(cosxtB/Brt) —(sinx /rt)Bt/Bx 5 tand
—ih[(sinxtB/Brt)+ (cosx,/r, )B/Bx,5, respectively, the
twofold degenerate Coriolis terms, H&("', become

H, ' '=i7i, Qt IQ. f't (P /I. .') i B/Bx, (IV. .S)

In terms of the basic wave functions (III.9), Ht&')' will

have only elements diagonal in the vibration quantum
numbers U~ and lf,. It will, in fact, be diagonal in all

the quantum numbers, vibrational and rotational, ex-
cept the quantum number E.This suggests that we may
advantageously use these basic wave functions to arrive
at the first-order corrections to the energy matrix. This
becomes, more or less, equivalent to regarding the
hamiltonian in such cases as the hamiltonian of a semi-
rigid rotator. It is easily verified that the only non-
vanishing matrix elements of H&("' will be the following:

t' B i cotB(B)
&& I + I 9'*+i&w)

(BBt Bxt

( B i cotB(B)—e—' 'I —— l(I'. iI'„) '—
BBt Bxt )

( f. (*) )
(IV.'i)

&I„(» &Bx,&

H&&')' is independent of r&, so that the matrix elements
will be diagonal in the quantum number U& if Eq.
(III.18) is taken as the basic wave function. The rela-
tions (19) and (20), Chapter III, Sec. 4, in Condon and
Shortley enable one quickly to verify that H&')' is also
diagonal in /f, and that the only nonvanishing matrix
components of Eq. (IV.S) are these:

(E, m, lH&"'IE, m,)= 2mtKf(')B, '*)hc,—

(E, m, IH&'&'I E+1, t~,+1)
(E IH, & &'IE) = ~2hc P, f-, & )i,KB,&-),

(E I
H '"'IK~1)= ~hc Pt [f.t&*)B,"*)

ail. ,&»B,(ww) 5l,[J(J+1)—E(Ea1)5',

(IV.6)

= (E+1, m, +1IH& )'IE, ta, )

= w-2'[(it —m, )(it+ mt+1) 5-'*

&&I (~—E)(~+K+1)5l

where B,' '= h/Str2I
If, on the other hand, a vibration frequency cot is

threefold degenerate there will be associated with it
three normal coordinates qg, ~, q~ ~, and q~ 3. We shall
consider the coordinates q~ directed along the principal
axes x, y, and s of the molecule. The operators p, p„, and

P, then become, respectively, |t 2,. t, 2'*'((&t, 2Pt 2
—

qt 2Pt, 2),
gt8; t, 1 (&ft, tpt, ,1 gt, 1pt2), and f t, ,1; t, 3 ((t(t, 1pt, 2 gt, 2pt, 1)~

When the coordinates q~, ~, q~, 2, and q~, 3 are replaced by
their equivalents r& sin8& cosx&, rt, sin8& sinx&, and
rt cosxt, respectively, the operators p become

P ='@Z t f t'*)(»nxt(BIB~t)+«tBt «sxtBIBxt),

p„= ik gt f &")(ct—sx (oB/BtP ) ctotBt sin—xtB/Bxt),

p, = ih Qt f t(*)B/Bxt—

y [|.,(w)B (»)+i.,(w)B (ww)5hc (IV S)

(K, m IH"&'I K+1, m. —1)

= (E+1,m, —1
I

H&'&'
I E, m, )

= W-', [(rt+ mt) (it—m, +1)5-**

&& [(J—E)(~+K+1)5'

g [f,(*)B,(») f-,(w)B (ww)5hc

When m& and m&' both are greater than or equal to zero,
the last two expressions take the lower sign. When,
however, m& and m&' become less than zero, they take
the upper sign. This is readily seen when one takes ac-
count of the fact that O~(l, m) = (—1)"O~(l, —m).

2 E. U. Condon and G. H. Shortley, The Theory of Akom~c

SpecAu (Cambridge University Press, London, 1935), p. 53.
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Spherically symmetric molecules will have such three-
dimensionally isotropic oscillations because of their
high degree of symmetry in addition to nondegenerate
and twofold degenerate oscillations. The degenerate
Coriolis coupling factors gii ' will, moreover, all be
alike as will the equilibrium values of the moments of
inertia I ('. The fourth and fifth of the matrix com-

ponents (IV.S) will therefore vanish, while the others
become multiplied by the same factor 2&,B,. This
facilitates the factorization of the secular determinant
of the matrix II(')'. For example, for a given value of 1&,

the quantum number m~ may take the values t~, l~—1,
fi+—1, —li. The matrix of H'"' becomes, if all the

other /& ——0,

8(l, l)R(K+l) O(l, l —1)R(K+l —1) ~ ~ 8(l, —l+1)R(K—l+1) O(l, —l)R(K —l)

8(l, l)R(K+l) —l(K+l) (t/2)~ [(J+K+l)(J—K —l+1)]~ - - 0

8(l, l —1)R(K+l—1) (t/2)& f(J+K+l)(J—K —l+1)]~ —(l —1)(K+l —1) .0

2fgBghc, (IV.9)

8(l, —t+1)R(K-t+1)
8(l, —l)R(K —l)

0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ (l 1)(K t+1) —(l/2) ~ [(J—K+l) (J+K -l+1)1~
0. . . . . . .—(t/2)& [(J—K+l) (J+K—l+1)]~ l(K —l)

where R(E) denotes a wave function of the spherical rotator. Consider, for example, the excited state where

V&——l&——1. Here the quantum number m, takes the values +1, 0, —1. The secular determinant of Eq.
(IV.9) becomes in this case

Lk(J—E)(J+E+1)j'
['(J E)(J+E-+1)—j&

—[-,'(J+E)(J—E+1))i
[', (J+E)(J—-E+1)]i =—0.

E—1—e

(IV.9')

The erst-order corrections to the energy, obtained
by Teller and by Johnston and Dennison, " will be
E"&=2&i ~hcZ„where e are the roots of Eq. (IV.9'),
e =J, eo ———1, and e+———(J+1).

The stabilized wave functions for the three com-
ponent levels in this example will be linear combinations

of the wave functions 0'(1, 1)R(E+1), %(1, 0)R(E),
and 4'(1, —1)R(E—1), the coefficients multiplying
these being the normalized cofactors of Eq. (IV.9')
where e is replaced successively by the above three roots.
The three wave functions are found to be the follow-

ing

(J E)(J E+1—)'— (J E+1)(J+E—+1)
0 (1, 1)R(E+1)+ +(1,0)R(E)

(J+1)(2J+1)2(J'+1)(2J+1)

(J+ )(J+E+1)
+(1, —1)R(E—1)

2(J+1)(2J+1)

(J E)(J+E+1)— E' (J+E)(J E+1)—
4p= +(1, 1)R(E+1)+ 4(1, 0)R(E)+ 4'(1, —1)R(E—1),

2J(J+1) J(J+1) 2J(J+1)

(J+E)(J+E+1)
+(1, 1)R(E+1)—

2J(2J+ 1)

(J+E)(J E)—
4 (1, 0)R(E)

J(2J+1)

These wave. functions permit the determination of the
selection rules for transitions from the normal state to
the first excited state. They are the following hJ=-+1,

27 E. Teller, Hund Nnd Juhrbuch der Chemischen Physik (1934),
Vol. 9, p. 125. M. Johnston and D. M. Dennison, Phys. Rev. 48,

. 868 (1935).

(J—E)(J—E+1)
t
'
+(1, —1)R(E'—1).

2J(2J+1)

0, —1 as the transition is to the component states
e+, eo, and e, respectively. The states 2&v. and i0,+&u,
where both co, and co, are spatially isotropic have been
investigated by. Shaffer, Nielsen, and Thomas, ' who
obtained selection rules for these states also. These
examples will not be discussed here.
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1=J~+ J„ (IV.1'1)

J~ being the angular momentum of the rotating molecu-
lar framework. J& may then take the values J&=J+J&,
J+J&—1, .

~

J—J&~'. When only one of the quantum

It is more useful in many instances to apply the
general methods of vector addition in quantum me-
chanics to obtain the erst-order corrections to the energy
matrix. This may again be illustrated by reference to
the methane molecule. ' The first-order hamiltonian may
be written in such a case:

(—f /I")(J J) (—1 /I")(J J), (IV 1o)

where Jo and J4 are the internal angular momenta
associated with the vibration frequencies u3 and co4,

respectively (i.e., lo and 14) and J is the total angular
momentum of the molecule. As we have seen, Jo may
have the values Vo, Vo —2, .1, or 0 (and J4 the values

V4, V4 —2, , etc.), where Vo and V4 are the total
vibration quantum numbers associated with m3 and u4,
respectively. The total internal angular momentum of
the molecule is then J&——J&+J4, where evidently J&may
take the values Jo——Jo+J4, Jo+J4—1, , Jo—J4. The
total angular momentum of the molecule, J, will then be

and
E =2hct &JBe Eo= 2hchBe

E+= —2hcf g(J+1)B,
as before.

When V3' and V4 are both different from zero, the
substitution of Eq. (IV.11) into Eq. (IV.10) yields

H,""=—(1/2I&'&)I(go+14)(Jo Jo)+2to(Jo Jg)

+2f (J J)+(f -1-)(J ~)
+(04 Po)(—J4 J4) } (IV 13)

The only nonvanishing matrix elements of the quan-
tities (J,"J~) are diagonal in all the quantum numbers
and have the values J;(J,+1)fi' (J; denoting J, J~, Jo,
Jo or J4). A method similar to that of Condon and
Shortley" yields the following nonvanishing matrix
elements of (Jo J~) and (J4 J~).

numbers V~ is di6'erent from zero, it follows that J,=J,
so that &'"'= —O~/&")(Jo J)= —(t &/I")(J, J). It is
readily seen with the aid of Eq. (IV.11) that

Hg&"'= —(t(/2I")I(J J)+(Jo Jo) —(Jg J~)}. (IV.12)

When V&=1, the eigenvalues of the above will be
seen to be

(Jol(Jo Ji)l Jo)

(J2I (J4'&~)
I
Jo)

(Jo~(Jo Ji)~ Jo—1)

(JoI(J4 Ji)
~
Jo—1)

= L+Jo(Jo+ 1)W J4(J4+ 1)+J2(Jo+ 1)][J(J+1)—Jg(Jg+ 1)—Jo(Jo+ 1)jh, '/4J2(J, +1),

L(J2 J3+J4)(J2+Jo J4)(1+J2+Jo+J4)

4Jo'(4Joo —1)

(J+Jy
—Jo+ 1)(J+Jg+ Jo+ 1)(Jg+ Jo—J) l ho

X (1—Jo+Jo+J4) (Jo+J—Jg) j** (IV.14)
2

I: J,=J+2, Jo= 2;

III: J&=J+1)Jo=2;
V: Ji=J—1, J2=2;

VII: Jg= J) J2=2)
IX: Jg ——J, J2=0.

II J~=J-2, J,=2;
&V: A= J+1,Jo=1;
VI: Jg= J—1, J2= 1;

VIII: Jg ——J, J2=1;

'8 Reference 26, p. 58.

The matrix elements (IV.14) are diagonal in the quan-
tum numbers J, J~, J3, and J4. The energies corrected
to first order may then be obtained by solving for the
roots of the secular determinant of the matrix H&"'.

We shall evaluate the first-order energies when

V3——U4=1 as an example. It is evident from the fore-
going that Jo——J4 ——1 and that J, may be (a) J2——2,
(b) Jo——1, and (c) Jo——0. The corresponding values of
J~ are, therefore, (a) J~ ——J&2,J&1,J; (b) Jq ——J&1,J;
and (c) J~——J. Equations (IV.13) and (IV.14) enable
one to set up the matrix of IP"' for the state so+ v4. It
will be a step matrix and will have the appearance of
Fig. 1. The symbols I, II, etc. , in Fig. 1 represent the
following combinations of the quantum numbers:

Solution of the secular determinant of Fig. 1 leads to the
following eigenvalues: E;&"= 2&;hcB„where

Jg ——J+2:
Ji——J—2:
Jg= J+1:

ox= J(f'o+t 4);

oo = —(J+1)(to+ t4);

. =-:{(J-1)(t-+1)
(IV.15)~ (IJ +1)' (o f4)'+41—ol4)'I,

oo o
————,

'
I (J+2) (1',+1,)
~[J'(f 1)'+4f 1-)'},

Second-Order Corrections to the Energy

The second-order corrections to the energy matrix
are obtained by carrying out a 6rst-order perturbation
calculation on the second-order transformed hamil-
tonian H&2)' using the wave functions which diagonalize

JI——J2. e~ 8 9 are the roots of the cubic equation:

o'+ 2(l o+ 1 4) o'

+L-:(1-+f )'—!(4J'+4J—1)(f —f- )'j
—J(J+1)(|.+~. ) 0- —f.)'=0
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the zero- and first-order hamiltonian H is1+)H"&'. These
wave functions are certain linear combinations of the
basic wave functions 0 ~'& in Sec. II. As long as we con-
fine ourselves to molecular models where there are no
threefold degenerate vibrations, the matrix elements of
H&"' are diagonal in all the quantum numbers except,
perhaps, the rotational quantum number E. The basic
wave functions 4&" for such molecules are consequently
suitable for evaluating the contributions to the energy
matrix due to H&"'. YVhen the wave functions +&'& are
used, such molecular models as have, in addition, three-
fold degenerate vibrations will show elements in their
erst-order energy matrices which are nondiagonal in
the quantum number m&. The wave functions which
would diagonalize H&"+AH&'&' must, therefore, be very
special linear combinations of the basic functions 0'&",
where the coefficients will depend in a very complicated
manner on the quantum numbers J and E. While the
method for accomplishing this is well known"' and has
been discussed earlier at some length, the complicated
nature of the stabilized wave functions for such molecu-
lar models makes that evaluation of the contribution
to the energy due to H&"' a very laborious task indeed. "
It seems wise for this reason to exclude this latter class
of molecules from the discussion from here on and to
evaluate the contribution to the energy due to H&"'

only for molecules which have vibrations which are not
more than twofold degenerate. Molecules with vibra-
tional degeneracies greater than two and certain other
molecules such as those in which internal rotation takes
place or where other anomalies occur had best be treated
as special cases.

The terms in H'2)' are of two kinds. One kind repre-
sents the corrections to the vibrational energy only and
these originate with the anharmonic terms in the poten-
tial energy function which are cubic and quartic in the
normal coordinates. In this approximation they will

contribute only to the elements of H which are diagonal
in all the quantum numbers, vibrational and rotational.
The other kind of terms occurring in H&2)' are essentially
refinements to the rotational energy. Some of these are
quartic in the angular momentum operators P and
correspond to the centrifugal expansion terms. Others
are quadratic in the angular momentum operators and
are multiplied by coeKcients which depend quadrati-
cally on the normal coordinates or their conjugate
momenta. These coefficients may be regarded as correc-
tions to the moments of inertia of the molecule. As we
have seen, the function R(J, E, M) defined in Eq.
(III.30), which is the rotational part of the basic wave

29 W. H. J. Childs and H. A. Jahn, Proc. Roy. Soc. {London)
A169, 451 (1939).

'0 The matrix elements of II(2)' for such molecules could also be
evaluated in terms of the basic wave functions P( ). The energy
matrix would, however, because of the high degree of degeneracy
of the spatial oscillator, be so complicated that it would be im-
practicable to attempt to diagonalize it.

function +&'&, is in reali. ty not a solution to the general
rotator problem. Hence the rotational part of H&')' will
contribute also to the elements of H which do not lie
along the principal diagonal. To this approximation,
however, H&2)' will be diagonal in all the quantum num-
bers except the rotational quantum number E'. The
nonvanishing elements of H&'&' are these: (E I E),
(EIE+I), (EIE~2), (EIE~3) and (EIE~4) The
elements (EIE&1) and (EIE&3) are probably very
seldom important and appear to arise only in Inolecules
with no symmetry whatever. The actual evaluation of
the matrix components of H"&' is a tedious business
which hinges upon deducing the matrix elements of a
number of functions of the normal coordinates, q, , and
their conjugate momenta, P„. This may be accom-
plished after the methods suggested in Sec. III. In the
case of the two-dimensionally isotropic oscillations it is
important to replace the two coordinates q~, i and q~, 2

associated with such a frequency by r&.cosx& and
ri sinai. Also the conjugate mornenta Pi, i and Pi, s must
be replaced by their equivalents in terms of r& and y&.

When the zero-, 6rst-, and second-order contributions
are combined, one obtains for the elements of the entire
energy matrix accurate to second order of approxima-
tion the following:"

"Complex matrix components were first encountered in con-
nection with the bent XYZ molecule by %. H. Shaffer and R. P.
Schuman PJ. Chem. Phys. 12, 504 (1944lg, who pointed out that
these are due to the complete lack of symmetry of the model.
In general, the imaginary parts can never be greater than of the
order of nz, and they are therefore small. It is readily demon-
strated that because of the hermitian character of the energy
matrix, the imaginary parts can hardly contribute in second order
of approximation. They were not included in the earlier work
dealing with the general polyatomic molecule (reference 3) for
this reason. It is barely possible, however, that their effect might
be detectable in the microwave spectra of molecules. They are
included here for this reason.
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(E i
H

i
K)= hc f R()W R„E+R2E'+ R2K'},

(E
~
H

~
K&1)=hc f J(J+1)—E(K~1)}

'*

f Ri.,+ (2K~1)[1/4(Bv'*'~iBv'"*')
+ (R,(»WiR2(*')J(J+1)+(R2(» WiRg(z) )(EC'+ (Ka 1)')j}

(E
~

H
~
Ka2) = hc f [J(J+1)—K(Ka1))[J(J+1)—(Ka1)(Ka2))}

-*'

X f (R4&iR4')+ (R2&iR2') [E'+(K&2)2]}, (IV.16)

(E~ H }E&3)=bc f [J(J+1)—E(K&1)j[J(J+1)—(K&1)(K&2)][J(J+1)
—(K&2)(K+3)5}*(2K+3)(R2( )aiR '»),

(E
~

H
~
K&4)= hc f [J(J+1)—K(K&1)][J(J+1)—(K&1)(K&2)][J(J+1)

—(Ka2) (Ka3)][J(J+1)—(Ka3) (KW4) j}'(R,aiR, '),
where

R2 (Ev/hc)+——[2(Bv(*')+Bv(»')+2(2Dq+DgK)E ge let e') jJ(J+1) DgJ2(J+—1)'-,

Ri 2B (*z) P |(z)ie Ri Pe (fe(z)Bv(za)~j f&(»Bv(22))ie

R2= Bv'*' ,'(Bv'*'+—B—v'""') DJ KJ(J+—1)+(4DK+2DJ K)K pe icy e" "-

E.3= —D~,

R.= l(Bv(*'—Bv'""')—J(J+1)(h'/256~'c') 2- (I/8~ ')[(a-(*'/(I*.")2) 2 —(a '""V(I"'")')'j
R,'=-,'Bv( "'—J(J+1)(h2/1282r'c') Q,.(1/8, ') f [(a,.'*')/(I.,(')')+ (a,.( )/(I„„('))')ja,.(* '/I. .('I„„(')},
R2= (h'/512~'c') 2- (1/8~ ') f (a '*'/(I-")')' —(a '""V(I»")')'—2(a-'**'a-"

+2 (a (zz)) 2)/(I (e)) 2 (I ( e) )2+ 2 (a (2» a (zz) +2 (a (2z)) 2)/(I (e)) 2 (I (e)) 2
}

R,'= (h2/256~()c2) p,.(1/8~ ') f (a (**)a,.(z»/(I. ,('))2I„„(')+(a„(»&a„(a»/I„('(I„„(')2)
+2(a, (zz)a (z»+2a (wz)a (z»)/I (e)I (e)(I (e))2}

R2= (—h'/1o24~'c') 2- (1/8~ ') f L(a '*'/(I ")')—a-'""'/(I. ")'3'—4(a '"')'/(I-")'(I .")'}
R '=(h2/256~"') 2- (1/8~ ') f(a-'*'a-'*»/(I ")'I."")—(a '""'a '"'/I "(I-")')},

R "=—(h2/256~'c') 2 (I/8~-2) f[(a ""/(Ipp")') (a ."/—(I-")2)ja-'-'/I-"I. *"
"(I ")'I "} ( = y P= y &P)

R2( )=(h'/2562r'c2) P„(1/8&v ') f(a ' 'a 'P' —2a, ' *'a ( P')/

(I (e))2I (e)I (e)+3(a (PP)a (Pz)/(I (e))2I (e)) }

R2' ' ———(R2( '/2)+(h2/1282r'c2) P„(1/8&v ')a '*'a,, '*P'/Ipp('(I„. ('))'.

The quantities occurring in Eq. (IV.17) are defined in the following manner:

(aa) —B (aa) P b (aa)(P' +g /2)

Bv(aa) =B (aa) —P 5 (aa)('y +g /2)

B ( ) = (h/82r2I .(')c),

Bv'P)= —Q„b,.( P)(V,+g,/2) (u=x, y; P=x, y; e)(WP),

(ap) B (aa)(h/Ipp(e)g 27( ), f (h/Ipp(e)) z[g (ap) .p (a (ay)a (2p)/I (e))

—4 Q. .. 1 ... , ( ) f ... ,'P'X,,/(l(, —l(, )—f',„( )f,„'P)j—2 c[3k„,((a„( P))'/Ipp('))-*'/l(, l

+2 ~ ~ h ((a ~ "')'/Ipp")'(& '/l( ')''}

b,.(" )=b..'a"'+2+, , B,( )(B.(aa)/g, cv,)[(3l(+)( )/()( —l( ))(t ~ 'a')'"
z

(IV.17)

"The elements of H nondiagonal in K might conceivably also contain terms in Z& lg'&" multiplied by the rotational quantum
numbers to the third power. Since these will very seldom, if ever, be signiicant, they are not calculated.

' When the rotation-vibration energies are computed to second order of approximation, the Coriolis contribution is proportional to
8,(" . It is evident, however, that in higher order of approximation the B. should be replaced by. coefficients which depend upon the
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D~= (ks/»8~") 2- (1/». )[3((a-'*')s/(I**")')+3((~ '""')'/(I-")')
+2(g (»)a, (ww)/2(a (*w))s)/(I (e))(I (e))sj

&-=D..+(k'/1«") r.- (1/» )L
—(a-"'a-'-'+2(a-'*')')/(I. *")'(I-")' (IV.18)

(a (ww)tt (zz)+2(tt (wz))2)/(I (e))2(I (e))2+ ((a (zz3)2/(I (e))4)j
D D—+ (k—'/16 'a) 2- (1/87.)[(a-"')'/(I**")'j.

The quantity Ew in Eq. (IV.17) is the vibration energy of the molecule, which may be written

(&rr/Itc) = (&o/ka)+Z. ot (y +g /2)+P. P ' ee (y.+W /2)(y"+C /2)+Pt Pt &t t, ««, (IV.19)

in which g. is a weight factor equal to 1, 2, or 3, respectively as +, is one-, two-, or threefold degenerate,

x„=(-,') I 6k„„,—15(k„,'/ot, )—Q, (k„,'/ot, ) (8ot, '—3ot, ')/(4ot, '—ot, ') j,
x„=(-', ) Ik„...—6(k...k... /ot, )—4k.„'[ot./(4ot. '—ot, )j—Q," (k„,"k,",', /or, ,-)

—Q, ~ (k, , . '/2)ot, "(ot, '—ot, '—ot, ')/[(ot. +ot, +ot, )(td, +ot,; —o&, )(ot,—ot, +ot,, )(ot,—ot, —ot, )j
(IV.20)

+(2/x. a") 2- 2- (l - "")'&' "'(~"/~.) j,
a««= (s) I2k««+2" k«"'[td"/(4ott' ot"')j 4 2 (l t, r;t, s'"')'&.' 'j,

alttt~ Qa (l t, 1;tsar t, 'I;t'2, )~e,

In the above I, are the values of s for which the vibra-
tion is twofold degenerate.

In the relation (IV.20) Es/hc is a constant term de-

pending in a very complicated manner on the potential
energy constants. Since in practice one is interested only
in the differences between energy states and not in their
absolute values, this term is not set down.

Darling and Dennison' have pointed out that for
a molecule like HsO a relation 6= I„&wt+Iwwtw&
—I„tr&(I„&Iww&I„)exists such that d, is independent
to this approximation of the anharmonic constants.
That such a relation exists in general for all planar
molecules may be veri6ed by setting s,'=0 in Eq.
(IV.17), in which case a,.&'*'iu„'ww& —u„"=0.Such
relations will not exist in general for nonplanar molecules.

It was earlier necessary to replace the quantity U

by U, its value averaged over the electronic coordinates,
in order to effect a separation of the wave equation
(II.36) into its coordinates. The quantity U consists
of two kinds of contributions, e (q„)P /I, and
6 (q„)/I, where e and tt are coefficients which may
be regarded as functions of the coordinatt;s in case (b)
but which in case (a) contain also a component due to
the spins of the electrons. Because C is so nearly inde-

pendent of q, , the quantity U in its entirety is small

vibrational quantum numbers in a manner similar to By( . G,
Herzberg ttInfrared artd Rarttart Spectra (D. Van Nostrand Corn-

pany, Inc. , New York, 1945), p. 447j has proposed that the B,ta ~

be replaced by By( ").It may be shown, however, that if|„~")is
defined in the usual manner, this is not entirely correct and that
when the next higher order Coriolis term is taken into account,
the B, must be replaced by what has been termed By ~

It will be shown, however, that a set of effective t „(~) may be
defined which vary with V, so that the coefficient of the Coriolis
contribution is By(

and with the exception of the fourth term might, for
our purpose, be neglected. The third term in U, how-
ever, may give a contribution which is significant when
the electrons are in a state where their angular momen-
tum is not zero. A further exception, which it is neces-
sary to consider separately, occurs in the instance of the
linear polyatomic molecule, where the last term in U
may significantly influence the positions of the vibration
levels and cannot therefore be overlooked.

|A"e shall here consider the more general aspects
of the contribution to the energy by U and evaluate
more explicitly the energy dependence on the terms
e (q„)P /I and tt (q„)/I, in particular the fourth
term in U. The components we need to consider may,
for our purpose, be written:

—(1/2C~R) Q It, jM '+2M, (P p) j. —(IV.21)

(s, vis, is, z)=zh, . (IV.22)

and 8„, on the other hand, are diagonal in the quan-
tum number S, but nondiagonal in Z. It will be seen

The quantities M ' may be expressed 3f '= x '
+2tr 8 +8 '. The cross products will vanish on the
average for 0. equal to x and y, so that the result in
these cases will be tr '+8 '. When a= s, on the other
hand, the cross product 2%.S„may not vanish, since x„
while not quantized, will not necessarily be equal to
zero and S, will also, in general, be nonvanishing.

It is seen from the spin matrices (II.30) that 8, has
elements only along the principal diagonal, these taking
the values Zk, where Z takes the values S, S—1, S—2,

~ - —S, S being the quantum number of total spin
angular momentum. These may be expressed as follows:
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that the nonvanishing elements are the following:

(s, z~g. ~s, z~1)=~'(s, z}s„}s,z~1)
= (5/2) [S(s+1)—Z(Z&1)]&. (IV.23)

Evidently then, S'=P 8 '; and 8,' and therefore
8,'+8„2 will have elements only which are diagonal in
S and Z, these being

(S, Z } $,2 }S, Z) = Z'l(, ,

(S, Z~s'~s, Z)=s(s+1)k' (IV.24)

(S, Z~S 2+8 2~S, Z)=[S(S+1)—Z2]k~.

The contributions due to Eq. (IU.21) may, with the
aid of Eq. (IV.24), be shown to be

(V., Z, E
~

C
~
V,Z, E)= (~.'B.&*.&+r„'B.(-&)

+I s(s+1)—Z ]2(B.(-&

+B,(»&)+(vr, '+2g, Z+Z')B '*'
—2(7r, +Z)(E—Qi l(fg")B". (IV.25)

The quantum numbers J and E are, respectively, the
quantum numbers of total angular momentum and the
quantum number of total angular momentum directed
along the body-axed s axis of the molecule when the
matrix elements (IV.25) are applied to what has been
termed case (a). We have then that J&~E, where

~
E

~

=
~
g( lii i(*&+ +~Z+L

~

in which L is the angular
momentum of the framework of the molecule about the
axis s. L will, in general, not be quantized, but will take
such values that E will be integral or half-integral de-
pending upon whether Z is an integer or a half-integer.
The terms involving the electron spin are omitted in
case (b); and here J and E are, respectively, the quan-
tum numbers of total angular momentum and of total
angular momentum directed along the s axis when
the spin is neglected. We have then that J~& E, where

~

E
~

=
}pi lifi('+ ~,+L

~

with L representing the angu-
lar momentum of the framework of the molecule
directed along the 2' axis. Again, L will not be quantized
in general, but will take values such that E will be an in-

teger. The contribution (IV.25) may be added to (IV.16)
if it is desired. The quantity (~,'B,( )+or„'B.(»)) is
independent of the rotational quantum numbers and

may conveniently be included with Eo. It has already
been noted'2 that the coefficient of E' in Eq (IV.16) i. s
Bv("& while the coefficient of gi l~f "E is Bv("&. The
two terms may be written with the same coe%cient
Bv(" if f'i" is replaced by (fi")), where

&&[(3)(,+ ),,)/()(, —y, ,)](f'...,..(*) (V,+g,/2) }.
1

Including the portions of the quantities x««and x««
which have i i, ), ~,

2&'& as coefF)cients with the rotational
energy, one may rewrite the (E~E) elements of the

energy as follows:

(K
~

H }E)=hc {(E v/hc)+-,' (B)r&**&+B)r&»&)

)([J(J+1) E2]+B (zz)J2

+i (Bv(zz)+By(»)) [S(S+1) Z]2

Dg[J—(1+1) E']'—
—D~i,[J(1+1)—K']L' DLL4,—(IV.26)

where

and
L= IE—Z, t, (f,(&)~ ~, —Zl-

IK—Z«i(t i(*))v
—~.I,

respectively, for cases (a) and (b) and where (E)r'/hc)
will diGer from Zq. (IV.19) in that xi')& and x&i)i will
contain no terms having f(;.i 2&'&

, as coefFicients. The
two new centrifugal distortion coeScients, D~I. and Dl.,
may be expressed in terms of the coefFicients Dg, D~,
and D~~ already de6ned as follows:

Dzi, = 2Dg+Dgz,

Di, =Dg+Dx+Dgx.
(IV.27)

When the electronic term values are widely separated
(i.e., the deviation from case (a) is not great), the con-
tribution of Eq. (IV.28) may be calculated by the ordi-
nary perturbation theory which gives

(~&/hc) = [(B.(*'+B.(""))/~]

X {A[Z(v+1)—E2]+BE},

where A and 8 are constants. The perturbed energy
depends therefore on J and E much as does the unper-
turbed energy. The first component may be added to the
coeff)cient of [J(J+1)—E'] in the unperturbed energy,
the second to the term —2E(gi lif' (*)+~ +Z)B) (*'&

The eGect of the perturbation is electively to cause
B&"' and B(»' and (P, l f, '&+(vr&+Z)B&"& to depend
upon the multiplet level.

The example of the doublet state where S=-', may as
in the instance of the diatomic molecule be solved
exactly. v The secular determinant to be solved for a
molecule where 8( ) =8(»' is readily found from Eqs.
(IV.26) and (IV.28) and will be

When the differences between the energies of the
electronic states corresponding to two orientations of Z
are small, it may be necessary to include in the ca]cula-
tions also the (Z, KHZ&1, E&1) components. These
are readily obtained from Eq. (IV.21) with the aid of

. the relations (IV.23), and they yield

(V, Z, E}V}V, Z~1, E~1)=-,'(B.(-)+B.(-&)

&& {[S(s+1)-Z(Z~1)][J9+1)
—E(EW1)]I ~. (IV.28)
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K=K—1, Z= —
2

K=K—1, Z= ——'
2

E.) ,*+L(J+-',)'—k(k+1)j
(xx)+L2g (zz)

L(J+k)' —k'3«&~"

[(J+) )2 k2j«g (zz)

E.~--+}:(J+2)'—k(k —1)l
(xz)+J2g (zz)

=0)

—,'C(C+ 1)——,'S(S+1)J(J+1)

(2J—1)(2J+3)
(IV.30)

where C=F(F+1)—S(S+1)—J(J+1) and F=J+S, '

and where T(», »') are the elements of Wang's trans-
formation matrix, "the symbol W stands for the unper-
turbed energy of rotation, and n, P, y are constants of
the molecule.

V. THE VIBRATION-ROTATION ENERGIES IN
SPECIAL TYPES OP MOLECULES

The energy relations derived in preceding sections
have been extremely general, and in this section we
shall wish to review what restrictions may be placed on
these relations where special types of molecules, viz. ,
linear, axially symmetric, etc., are concerned. The effect
of including the electrons has added no essentially new
complications to the rotational energies; and since these

'4 R. S. Henderson, Phys. Rev. 74, 106 (1948).

where E=k+2. The roots are similar to those obtained
for the diatomic case and are

e= '(E.v ;-+E"-v ,)=
+ }L(J+l)'—k'j& '*'+L'& "}

&-', }D(D —4kB.(**))+4(J+-',)'(8,.(* ')'}', (IV.29)

where 6= (E,, r, « E,, z, «—). This gives just the result
(IV.26) when S=-, in the limiting instance of case (a)
coupling where 6))8,' '. The equation for the energies
in the other limiting instance, where 6(&8,& ', gives
E=E.y+ [ LF(F+1)—k')Br(-)+L'8) ('*)}, which is
the relation (IV.26) for case (b) coupling when S=2.
F is equal to J~2 and in both limiting cases centrifugal
distortion has been neglected.

Henderson'4 has more recently carried out a higher
order calculation on the energies where the coupling
between the spin angular momentum and the rotational
angular momentum of a polyatomic molecule corre-
sponds to case (b). The derivation has thus far not been
published, but the results given by him are the fol) owing:

uW+ P Q» T'(», »') E'
AW=A ——+y C+

J(J+1)
n'W+P' Q» T'(», »')E'A'— +v'

J(J+1)

relations will probably be most useful in the interpreta-
tion of spectra measured in the infrared and microwave
regions where the angular momentum of the electrons is
zero, we shall not include their eGect except in special
instances.

The Linear Polyatomic Molecule

It is not at all obvious thus far from the discussion of
the vibration-rotation energies of polyatomic molecules
that the relations derived in Sec. EV are applicable to
the linear molecule. It appears, in fact, that the results
are not applicable, since as I„"approaches zero, cer-
tain terms seem to become inde6nitely large. This is
illustrated by the fact that when the relations of Sec. IV
are applied to a triatomic nonlinear molecule, energy
expressions are obtained which do not go over asymptot-
ically to the energies of a linear molecule as obtained,
for example, by Adel and Dennison' and others, as
I„(') approaches zero, This paradox has been discussed
by Nielsen, " who has shown that the inconsistency
arises because of the manner in which the hamiltonian
for the molecule has been expanded. The exact hamil-
tonian must be replaced by an expansion which ap-
proximates it in the region where the nuclei are close
to their positions of equilibrium because the wave
equation does not lend itself to an exact solution. This
expansion is normally carried out on the assumption
that l)x;= (x,—x,o)((x, etc. ; but an expansion based
on this assumption is, of course, absurd in the case of
the linear molecule where the x,' and y are identically
zero. It is necessary in such cases to carry out the expan-
sion on the basis that x,'(((x;—x,')=l)x;. When the
hamiltonian for a triatomic molecule is expanded on this
basis, it does indeed go over asymptotically to the
hamiltonian for a linear polyatomic molecule as I„'&
approaches zero. Such a method might be extended to
the general case, but it is easier to make use of a method
proposed by Sayvetz. "Sayvetz has pointed out that
the linear molecule may be regarded as a limiting case
of the axially symmetric molecule where in the classical
hamiltonian the quantity II,—E,=O. When this is so,
all the terms containing I„&'), a„' ', and a„&"' will
vanish from H and the eulerian angle y may be regarded
as a constant. This carries over into the quantum
mechanics, so that the energy matrix will also not con-

"H. H. Nielsen, Phys. Rev. 66, 282 (1944).
36 A. Sayvetz, J. Chem. Phys. 7, 282 (1939).
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tain terms involving these quantities. The moment of
inertia I &' and I»&'& will be alike, so that there will,
in general, be no elements ofF of the principal diagonal.

There may exist certain interesting interactions be-
tween the electronic motion and (he two-dimensionally
isotropic oG-axis vibrational motion of the atomic
nuclei in linear molecules when the angular momenta
associated with these types of motion are both di6'erent
from zero. We shall therefore include the contribution
originating with the orbital and spin angular momentum
due to the electrons in obtaining explicit energy rela-
tions for linear molecules.

%hen the nuclear motion is along the axis of the
molecule, the electrons move in force fields which are
cylindrically symmetric. It is therefore advantageous
to replace the coordinate x, and y, by the cylindrical
polar coordinates p, cosa; and p;sinn; with z, as the
axis and the angle o:; measured from the xs plane. It is
further advantageous to replace a2, ne by the rela-
tive coordinates P2=n2 ni, Pq=u—3

—ui . , for then
the terms in U will not contain o.& explicitly, but only
the derivatives with respect to nj. It is clear that this
must be so from the fact that the force 6eld is sym-
metric, and the energy must therefore be independent
of a rotation of the molecule about s. The potential
energy function will therefore be independent of n~,

but not of P2, Pa
The wave function C will evidently have the form:

~'=e""@'(q...P2, P3 P;, ~,), . (V 1)

since n~ is an ignorable coordinate. The requirement of
single valuedness demands that A. must be an integer or
zero. The component of the electronic angular momen-
tum w, along the axis s will then be

from which one obtains

x,C =ABC. (V.3)

We have for M„ the total component of the angular
momentum directed along s, if we now include the nu-
clear spins,

M, = i—h(8/Bni)+8„
which gives

rV, C = (A+ X)M,

(V.4)

(V.5)

(E/hc) = (E;b/hc)+ (E„t/hc), (V.9)

where Z takes the values S, S—1, ,
—S. Also, we

have
II,C(x;, y;, s;, P;)E(y„x)=I',eE=ErCE, '(V.6)

where E is taken to mean

E= (A++, l&+Z) = (li+Z) in case (a),
(V.7)E=(4+Pi is) =X in case (b).

In addition to the above we have for the

(U„J,E
~
U„ I, E)

matrix components of U the following:

(U„I,E~0(V„I,E)
= —(~,'+ m „')By [S(S+1) Z—']By. (V.8—)

The first term in Eq. (V.S) is a constant for a given
electronic state and may therefore be absorbed in the
vibration energy of the molecule.

When the Sayvetz condition is observed and the
results stated in Eqs. (V.6), (V.7), and (V.8) are incor-
porated into the relations (IV.26), we have the follow-

ing for the vibration-rotation energies of the linear
molecule as long as either Z&t& or h. or both are equal
to zero:

8 s = 'ill/BQ'is (V.2) where

( & b/hc) (Eo/hc)+Q. cu, (V,+g,/2)+P, P, x„(U.+g,/2)(U, +g, /2)+P, x&,&,l, ',
in which

x„=(4) I 6k„„—15(k,„,'/(o, ) —P, (k„,.'/~, ) (Scg,'—3a&, ')/(4(g, '—~,') I,

xss (2) Iksss's 6(kssskss's /~s) 4ksss' [+s/(4~s ~s' )j gs' (ksss"ks''s's'/~s ')

(V.10)

—P."' k.. ."'~."(~,"'—~, '—~.')/[(~, +~, +~,")(~,+~. —~,")(~,—~, +~.")(~,—~, —~,")j (V.11)

+(2/g. g") 2- 2- (f-""")'B.I,
xi,i,= —(-,') I 2k„„—Q, k, ,„.cu, /(4s), '—a),') I,

and where
(E„s/hc) =[J(J+1)+S($+1)—2EZ —X')By—[I(1+1)+S(S+1)—2EZ —X~$'D

for case (a) and
(E„.s/hc) = P'(I+ 1)—X')By—[I(I+1)—X'O'D

for case (b). In the above

By B, Q, ( +V/ g)a2„——=B(h—/Sm'I"c),

.=B.(h/I" ~ g-') '* Z. I (h/I")-'[~ ....—((~ '**')'+(~,.'*")')/I"—4 2" 1 -'*'~./(~. —li")j
—2mc[3kss, ((a, ~**~)'/I&'i)~/X, -*+g, Qs .. k ((a ~ i*'&)'/I~'~)i(X, '/X, ')-:)I.

(V.12a)

(V.12b)

(V.13)
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The situation which arises when the perpendicular
vibrations are excited has been studied in considerable
detail by Renner. "The work of Renner is confined to
molecules like C02, but could, of course, be extended to
embrace linear molecules in general. When a perpen-
dicular vibration arises, the displacements of the nuclei
are described in terms of a radial coordinate, r, making
an angle x with the xs plane. The force field is no longer
cylindrically symmetric, but will depend upon the angle
(ai—x). A perturbing term, o(r), is thus introduced
which may be visualized as a dipole with the negative
charge at the original nuclear positions and the positive
charge at the new position. This dipole has the value
0(r) = (er/p') cos(ai —x), where e may be thought of as
the nuclear charge, r the displacement, and p the dis-
tance of the 6rst electron to the dipole.

The functions C now no longer transform as e'~"', but
rather as e"( I ». The perturbation when averaged over
the electronic motion'vanishes and therefore introduces
no eGect in 6rst order. There are, however, matrix ele-
ments connecting states of A with states of A&1, i.e.,
Z- and II-states, II- and A-states, etc. , so that the per-
turbation may show an eGect in second order. The
secotid-order contributions to the energy matrix will

be proportional to (A.
~

0 (r)
~

A&1)(4+1
~

a.(r)
~
A) and

(A~a(r)
~
A&1)(A&1~ a(r) ~4~2). The first type will

give a displacement of the electronic levels Z„but no
splitting. The second gives no contribution to this
approximation except when A=~1, i.e., for II-states,
in which case elements exist in the energy matrix con-
necting 4=1 and A= —i. The degeneracy is thereby re-
moved, and the energies may be written as E.+=E,&~,
where e is proportional to r'. The quadratic term in r is
further augmented by the quadrupole associated with
the nuclear displacement.

For a 6-state where C transforms as t.'+"' ' ~', the
degeneracy is removed first in fourth order of approxi-
mation, since the oG-diagonal elements will have to be
of the type (2~ 1)(1~0)(0~—1)(—1~ —2); and here the
splitting will be proportional to r'. The quadrupole
moment associated with r will also in fourth order
contribute to r4. Thus, one may show that the degener-
acy in E, is removed on]y in an order 2A. The eGect of
the perturbation is therefore of the same order of magni-
tude as the vibrational energy for II-states, but dimin-
ishes rapidly for states of higher A-values. Correspond-
ing to the two energies E,+ and E, we shall have two
electronic wave functions C+= cosh. (ai —x)C

' and
C = sink(ai —x)C'.

In Sec. II it was assumed that, because the depend-
ence of C on the nuclear coordinates was small, separa-
tion of variables could be eGected by adopting a simple
product CE for %. The last term in U, which may be
written for our purpose as

Ui ———(1/2CR) Qi {RppC+2(p,C)(p,R) }, (V.14)

"R.Renner, Z. Physik 92, 172 (1934).

Evg= Sc(v, (1+a)&(V,+1). (V.18)

One will, therefore, no longer expect that the energy
levels for the perpendicular vibrations will necessarily
form a simple pattern in the case of linear molecules
where 4&0.

The Axially Symmetric Molecule

The geometric arrangement of the atoms in molecules
belonging to the axially symmetric class is such that the
two moments of inertia I„&' and I»" are alike, whileI„"will, in general, be diGerent. Molecules of this
kind will always be of a symmetry type C„„, where
~z&2; and for this reason the two-dimensionally iso-
tropic oscillations will all lie in a ph, ne normal to the
axis of symmetry, s, of the molecule. Therefore, f&&*'

is, however, not small under the conditions described
above. We have of Eq. (V.14) when the operators pi are
replaced by their equivalents in r& and p&, and. account
is taken of the fact that C is still insensitive to r,

I

Ui —— P ( (fi'/2C R) {(R/r') (O'C /Ox')

+(2/rP)(BC/Bx)(BR/Bx) (V. .15)

It is now readily seen that this contribution will be of
the same order of magnitude as (1/r')(O' R/By') in

Eq. (III.1").
The simple product function CE must be replaced

by a function
(V.16)

where R+ and E. are such functions of r and x that
function (V.16) is a suitable solution to the wave equa-
tion (II.35). A separation of variables may be carried
out much as before when the function (V.16) is used
with Eq. (II.35) except that instead of Eq. (III.1")
there will now be two equations:

{(B'/Br')+(1/r) (BIBr)+ (1/r') (B'/Ox')
—(A.'/r')+ { 2( E—E,ac(r))/AXij —r'}R+

a (2/r') A(BR+/Bx) = 0, (V.17)

the former being valid for the electronic state E, and
the second for the state E,+. In Eqs. (V.17) we have
E,= 2(E,++E, ) and e= 2(E, E, ). Th—e effect of the
perturbation has been therefore to produce in the two
electronic states two somewhat different potential
energy functions.

When the function e is made to go to zero, Eqs. (V.17)
must become the same, namely, that for the two-
dimensional oscillator. They may, in fact, be reduced
to the form (III.1") if we set R+=e+'~xF(r, x) and
R =ie+'~XF(r, x), respectively, in Eq. (V.17), where

F(r, x) is the function (III.9) which already has been
determined.

Renner has studied the II-state where A=~i and
where e= ar' and in particular the state where 3+4=0
Here th'e terms coupling the two equations drop out,
and an exact solution may be obtained as ~n Sec. III
with the result that
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and |,(") will both be equal to zero. The symmetry of
the molecule will, in fact, cause all the elements of the
matrix which are not diagonal in the quantum number
E to vanish always except in special cases. This is
tantamount to stating that a molecule which is a sym-
metric rotator when the atoms are in their equilibrium
positions will, with certain exceptions, remain a sym-
metric rotator also in higher vibration-rotation states.
The vibration-rotation energies of a symmetric molecule
are then given just by the elements of Eq. (IV.26) in the
energy matrix which are diagonal in.E. Because it has
certain advantages over the form (IV.16), we shall
write these in the form:

In relations (V.21) and (V.22) K takes the values 0, 1,
2, , J begins with the values E in the ~E and ~P
branches and with the values E+1 in the ~P and ~P.
branches. The positions of the lines in a parallel type
band (AJ=&1, 0; DE=0) remain unchanged by this
type of Coriolis interaction.

/-Type Doubling and A.-Type Doubling in Linear
and Symmetric Molecules

The relations (V.9) to (V.12) for the vibration-
rotation energies of a linear molecule are independent
of the algebraic sign of X as long as either the nuclear
vibrations are along the molecular axis or the quantum
number A=O. It is further seen that although the de-
generacy in / and E is partially removed in the instance
of symmetric molecules by the degenerate Coriolis
interactions, each Coriolis component remains twofold
degenerate. There are terms, however, in the hamil-
tonian for such molecules which will eGect these de-
generacies so that the levels will split further. Such a
doubling manifests itself in diatomic molecules when
the electrons are in an electronic state other than a
Z-state, so that they have a component of angular
momentum along the s axis, and is known as A-type
doubling. The doubling originates with a Coriolis inter-
action between the motion of the electrons and the
rotational motion of the nuclei and the theory of this
perturbation has been studied by Kronig38 and Van
Vleck. ' That a similar kind of doubling must manifest
itself when the motion of the electrons is entirely
neglected, but where one or more of the perpendicular
two-dimensionally isotropic oscillations are excited, has
first been pointed out by Herzberg, '9 who speaks of it as
l-type doubling. The theory of l-type doubling in linear
molecules has been considered theoretically by Nielsen
and Shaffer, "who have shown that this type of splitting
is entirely analogous to A-type doubling in diatomic
molecules. More recently, the question of /-type
doubling in axially symmetric molecules has been
studied by Nielsen, "who has pointed out that an error
exists in the earlier work. Since 1-type doubling in

symmetric molecules and in linear molecules is entirely
alike, we shall consider them together.

Consider the terms (IV.3c), which have as coeKcients
P ', P„', and (P,P„+P„P). We have seen that these
terms can contribute to the energy in second order only
when s=s' and 0.=0-'. An exception to this occurs in
the axially symmetric molecule, where vibrations occur
in the xy plane which are twofold degenerate. Two co-
ordinates q~l and q~& are associated with a frequency co&

in such instances. When q~~ and q~2 and their conjugate
momenta are replaced by their equivalents in r& and

y~ and use is made of the fact that

(E/hc) = (Ev'/hc)+Bvf J(J+1)—K'7
+CvL' Dg$J(J+—1) E2'j2—

D„fX(J—+1) E2jL' —D,I,4, —(V.19)
in which

Bv&**'=Bv&""&=Bv =B. Q. (V.+g./—2)~.,
8,= (h/Sar'I. ,(')c),

Bv&*'=Cv C, Q ,——(V,+—g, /2. )y„
C,= (h/8~'I (')c),

(f& (zz)+h (yv)) ~=P f&
(zz)

(V.20)

v = (vv+O' —8')W2E I P1 —(f,&')) v/C' —8'I
+J(J+1)(8'—8")
+E'L(C' C") (8' 8")l (V 21—)——

if the centrifugal distortion is neglected. Similarly, the
positions of the lines in the ~P, ~P, and ~E. and ~E.
branches (i.e. , DJ= 1, DE= %1, and hJ=+1, —
DE= &1, respectively) will be

v= (vv+C' —8')~2K I L1—(f z")vX' —8'}
WJ(8'+8")+J'(8' 8")—

+E'L(C' —C")—(8'—8")3 (V 22)

"R.de I.. Kronig, Z. Physi& 50, 347 (&928).
G. Herzberg, Revs. Modern Phys. 14, 219 (1942).

"H. H. Nielsen and W. H. Shaffer, J. Chem. Phys. 11, 140
(1943)."H. H. Nielsen, Phys. Rev. 75, 1961 (1949).

and where Dg, D~I., and DI, are de6ned as in Eq.
(IV.27). The contribution due to the electrons having
here been left out of consideration

~

L
~

=
~

E—P z Iz(l z) v
~
.

It is apparent from Zq. (V.19) that the degeneracy in
the quantum numbers t and E have partially been
removed so that each level where EQO is split into two
components. It is therefore of interest to observe what
the selection rules are for 1 and E when a perpendicular
transition takes place. These are determined by investi-
gating what are the nonvanishing matrix components
of the electric moment (x+iy) which classically is pro-
portional to P, r,e+'(x'+z'). Using the wave functions
(III.9), which are suitable, since H")+H(')' is entirely
diagonal, one obtains the selection rule of Teller and
Tiza, ' which states -that Al&=AE=~1. The selection
rule for J remains unchanged.

When these selection rules are applied to a symmetric
molecule making a perpendicular transition from the
normal state to a state V~= m, l~ ——1, the positions of the
lines in the ~Q and ~Q branches (i.e., 6J=0, hE=+1)'
in the Eth subband are given by
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[~--'*'—((g '-') '/I. *")—((g-'*"')'ilyy") —((g-'*')'/ -")]
, (yy) ((g, (yz)) 2/j (e)) ((g, (yy))2/ j (e)) ((g (yz)) 2/I' (e)))

where a =1 and 2 with 0- =2 and 1, respectively, then the portion of H&@' referred to above which is not diagonal
in the quantum number E, and therefore not already accounted for in the energies, may be written

—Z. 2-+ (&./4~. ) I [(~.i.i(**)—~;2;2'*))—((g..i'"')'+ (g.i'*"')'—(g;2'*")'

—(g 2""')')/I "—((g i'**')'—(g 2")')/I-."+22 (0 '*')'& /

(~.—l "))(""'.)'+2 2" (l -'*))'[l( /9" —~"))["'"'(P"
+(2%.)P")/&)'}(P.'—Py')+Z. 2-' (+2&./4~') I [(~ 2 2"")+~ 2'i""')

((g, i(»)g, 2(zW)+g, 2(»)g, i(*W)+g i(yy)g 2(yz)+g 2(yy)g»(yz))/1„(e))

+((g (z-)g (*w)+g (zz)g (zy))/I (e))—2 Q, , (i. ,(z))2$ /(g, —), ,))
(""'.)'—2 Z. (i-."(*')'[&./(&. —&"))[""'(p .—( %.)p")/~)'}

X (P.P„+P„P.)/I„( ). (V.23)

It is readily verified with the aid of Eq. (III.12) that the nonvanishing matrix elements of Eq. (V.23) are these:
(V„/„E(V„ /, &2, E&2), (V,', /„E~ V„/,&2, E%2), (V„ /„E~ V,~2, t,&2, E&2), and (V„ /,„E~V,~2,
l,&2, E&2). The latter two are of no interest to us and may henceforth be disregarded.

One may convince oneself that for linear molecules and for axially symmetric molecules of the species C3,

[(g (zz) g (zz)) ((g (zz))2 (g (zz))2+ (g (zy))2 (g (zy))2)/I (e) ((g (zz))2 (g (zz)')2)/I (e))

[(g i 2(zy)+g 2 (zy)) ((g, i(**)g 2(zW)+g 2(»)g (*y)+g (Wy)g, (W*)+g (yy)g i(y*))/

(e))+ ((g (»)g (zy)+g (zz)g (zy))/I„(e))]

The two terms in Eq. (V.23) may in such cases be combined into a single term which is the coefficient in Eq.
(V.23) of (PP P„') multiplied —by (P,+iPy)2. The matrix elements (V„ /„E~ V, , /, &2, E&2) vanish in such
eases, and the nonvanishing elements are the following:

(V„ t„E~H(" V„/,+2, E+2)= —hc(B,'/2, ) I[(2„,„(**)—A, , ( *))—((g„(*')'-+(g,i'*"')'-

—( "'*')'—( ~ '*"')')/I*"—(( ~
'*')'—( ~ "*')')/I-"+4K." (l -'*')'~. /() —&.")]}

X[J(J+1)—E(E+1)]l[J(J+1)—(E~1)(E&2)]l[(V,&t,,)(V,+l,+2)]'. (V.24)

The matrix elements (V.24) would, in general, not be
taken into account in this approximation; but as Herz-
berg" has pointed out, when 1=1, A and Z being equal
to zero, these elements are su%ciently important to
remove the degeneracy in l.

There occur in the quantity U certain terms of the
form g, )2 g (q„)P(» (»2 and p taking the values x and y),
where the functions g (q„) are essentially P (p 4)) and
therefore functions of the q„alone. These might con-
ceivably a1so contribute to the l-type doubling. The
inQuence of such terms on the energy can be estimated
accurately only when the dependence of the electronic
wave functions upon the interatomic distances is known;
but because of the insensitiveness of C to the coordinates
q„, it seems reasonable to assume that their contribu-
tion may be neglected.

The relation (V.25) is much simplifie for linear
molecules. One sees at once from the definitions of
A, ( @ and g„(»') (II.42) and with the aid of the nor-
malization requirements placed on the 1,, ' & that,

=B,.(B,/2(o, ) I 1+4 Q. (t ee")'~e'/

(w2, '—(y,2) I (V,+1)J(J+1)
= q(V, +1)J(J+1). (V.25)

A convenient and interesting relation which also

may be proved to hold for linear molecules is that
Z. (i ..(.))'=1.

When a linear molecule is oscillating in one of its
deformation modes, the degeneracy in A will, in general,
be removed by an interaction between vibration and

tl)e electronic motion. When the nuclear oscillation is

(g„„(»)—zf„„(»))= —1 and that the g, ' & =O. One

may, moreover, show in the case of the linear molecule
that the f»(*) are all equal to 1, so that the Sayvetz
condition fixes E=P» l». We have therefore for linear
molecules in a II vibration state

(v„&,=~1,z=o, E=~l~a()/ac~ v., i,=~1,
~=O, E~1)
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along the molecular axis, however, this degeneracy may
still be removed by certain terms which we may desig-
nate as U —U, which hitherto have been entirely
neglected. These are of the form P» Ps (n and P
taking the values x and y) when the spins are neglected
and will have matrix elements linking two di&erent
electronic states. It has been shown by Van Vleck' that
for diatomic molecules the components of m are the
(A~ A&1) components. The proof of Van Vleck applies
here also. Since they have no diagonal elements, they
cannot contribute to the energy in 6rst order; and, as
in preceding instances, they may be transformed by a
contact transformation to become a part of the trans-
formed second-order hamiltonian II")', where they
would yield terms multiplied by (B,s/v)(P /h)' and
(8,'/v)(P Ps+PsP )/h', where v is the electronic fre-
quency. The first of these could have matrix elements
diagonal in A (i.e., proportional to (J(J+1)—Asfh');
and if this were so, they might be incorporated with the
equilibrium value of the moment of inertia for this
particular electronic state. The elements of interest in
A-type doubling are the (A~ A&2) elements, and for a
singlet II-state (which is the only one we shall consider)
the doubling is proportional to J'(J+1). For a singlet
II-state with /=0, we have the following nondiagonal
elements in the energy matrix:

(V., I,=O, ~=~1, X= ~1~a&»' /
hc~ V„ I,=O, A=&1, E= %1)

= const B,(8,/v) J(J+1). (V.26)

It is of interest to compute the actual splitting of the
levels for a linear molecule in a state V„ l, =1 (i.e., a
II-vibration state) and where h.=0. The secular deter-
minant for the energies will quite evidently be

1ing identified for nonlinear symmetric molecules is that
of CH3CX and CH3NC, '"' where it was employed to
explain certain anomalies in the observed spectrum.
No simplification of the quantity q is here possible
except, perhaps, in special cases. We shall here take note
of how l-type doubling aR'ects the energy levels of a
symmetric molecule in a vibration state t/"„ l,= 1. Con-
sider the set of levels where 7=2. Here the quantum
number E takes the values 2, 1, 0, —1, 2, whi]e 3,=~1.
For brevity we set

8(J)= (Ev/hc)+ J(J+1)P.'+DgJ'(J+1}',
n= LK' —~')+J(J+1)(D~~ 2D~)j-
p = (C'+J(J+1)D~~),

and
y= (DJI,—2Dr,}.

The unperturbed energy may then be written in terms
of these

(Es/hc) = 8(J)+E'n(J) 2E&g&*&(p(J—) E'y)+A'D—s-.

The secular determinant for the perturbed energies
factors into the roots

e=8(J)+4n+41 &'&P—161 "y+16D»
e= h(J)+n+2(" &'&P 21 ~*'—y+D»

the roots of the subdeterminant,

X=~2, )=~i

E= &2 $(J)+4n 41 t,
"P-

+161- & & +16D —.~( '+')'""1

K=O —q(V, +1)2 $6
$,=1, A=O h, = —1, X=O

(Es/hc} —e g(V,+1)J(J+1)
and finally the roots of the subdeterminant

V(V.+1)J(J+1) (Es/hc) —e

=0.

(V.27) —6q(V, +1)
X=1 $(J)+n-21 '~P

l —1
+2fg&'y+ D» e—

The quantities Eo/hc are the term values (V.12) for
the state in question. The roots of Eq. (V.27) are
(Es/hc)&q(V, +1)J(J+1).The actual splitting hv will
then be Av= 2q(V, +1)J(J+1),which is the value sug-
gested by Herzberg" as best 6tting the experimental
data.

The 1-type doubling has been observed experimentally
for a rather large number of linear molecules, particu-
larly with microwave techniques, but also actually by
infrared methods. ""The only instance of l-type doub-

4~Kessler, Ring, Trambarulo, and Gordy, Phys. Rev. 79, 54
(1950); Coles, Good, and Hughes, Phys. Rev. 79, 224A 11950).

—6q(V,+ 1)
~( )+ —|."P

(V
+21 ~'*'v+D» e—

Except for the roots of Eq. (V.28) the above all occur
twice.

It is seen that the positions of the levels E=&2,
l=~1 are shifted by the perturbation, but not split,
and similarly for the levels E=O, 3=~1. The levels
IC= ~2, I= %1, and E=~1, $= W1 remain com-
pletely untouched by the perturbation. The levels
E=t= &1, on the other hand, are split into two com-

4' H. H. Nielsen, PhyS. ReV. ??, 130 (1950).
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ponents, their center of gravity remaining at the posi-
tion of the unperturbed levels. As in the linear case the
splitting occurs for the Coriolis component where
E= =~i, i.e., where the framework of the molecule
does not rotate about the axis of symmetry. The actual
splitting hv is seen to be hi =2g(V+1)J(J+1) here
also. The correction is always proportional to J(J+1)
in II-states. The term q(V+1) may, therefore, be com-
bined with the coefficient of J(J+1) in the unperturbed
energy. This is equivalent to regarding the two com-
ponent states to have slightly different B-values.

The selection rules for t-type doubling have been
discussed by Herzberg" and may be summarized in the
following manner: Suppose a molecule makes a vibra-
tional transition from a Z+ vibration state to a II-vibra-
tion state. In the lower state the rotational levels may
be classified as + for even J values and —for odd J
values. In the II-state there are two component levels,
II+ and II . In these states J begins with J= 1 and for
the + component the rotational levels may be classified
as + and —for even and odd values of J, respectively.
Similarly, for the —component odd and even J values
may respectively be classified as + and —.The general
selection rule in quantum mechanics which states the
+ rotation levels combine with —rotation' levels and
vice versa requires then that for 6J=0, transitions be
from Z+ to II, while for d J=~1 the transitions are
between Z+ and II+. When a x—x transition takes
place, one will evidently have for 6J=0 that transitions
must be between II—and II+; but for 6J=&1 the selec-
tion rule states that II+ combines with II+ and II
with II .

The l-type doubling may, of course, also occur in
states other than x-vibration states where l,&1. Such
splittings have never been observed, and it is possible
to show for singlet states that the l-type splitting will be
of the ord.er of magnitude B,(B,/co,)" '. Correspond-
ingly, A-type doubling will be of the order of magnitude
B,(B,/i)'~ '. The splitting may, therefore, be expected
to diminish rapidly with /, or A.

The Asymmetric Molecule

The geometrical arrangement of the atoms in asym-
metric molecules is such that no two of the three mo-
ments of inertia, I &'& are alike. The energies of such -a

molecule as represented by the relations (IV.16) will

therefore be much more complicated than those for
linear or axially symmetric molecules. On the other
hand, many of the interactions between the nuclear
motion and the electronic motion may be entirely
neglected here because of the lack of symmetry. A
further consequence of the lack of symmetry is that
there will be no degenerate vibration frequencies, and
all the terms which would occur in 8"&' will be absent
and the first-order correction to the energy will be zero.

Except in instances where two vibration frequencies
become accidentally degenerate, the secular determi-
nant of the matrix H may be factored into substeps, a

step for each value of J which has 2J+1 rows and
columns. The step will be repeated 2J+1 times because
of the degeneracy in the quantum number 3E. The
secular determinant will in the most general case (viz. ,
a molecule like XHDT) be much more difficult to solve
than in the rigid rotator example due to the presence
in it of the extra (E~E+1), (E~E+3), and (E~E~4)
elements arising from inclusion of the centrifugal
stretching. It seems- likely that the imaginary portion of
each of the nondiagonaj. elements can safely be neg-
lected. "When this is so, the secular determinant can
further be factored into two subdeterminants, one of J
and another of J+1 rows and columns.

Fortunately, in a great many examples which are
very important, for example, all the planar molecules,
the (E~E&1) and the (E~E+3) elements vanish en-
tirely. The elements may remain complex as shown by
ShaGer and, Schumann;" but if the imaginary com-
ponent is neglected, the secular determinant may again,
as in the rigid case, be factored once more. It is, in fact,
advantageous in working with such molecules to set up
the secular determinant using as basic wave functions
(1/v2)(%'(E)&%(—E)) rather than %(E) and +( E). —
The determinant then, automatically breaks up into
four subdeterminants. It is interesting to note that
when expressed in terms of the R; the (J+1)th order
substep associated with a given J is formally identical
with the J'th order substep associated with J'= J+1.
This fact substantially reduces the work required to
expand the algebraic equations for the roots since only
one of the substeps associated with a given J needs to be
expanded, the other one already having been expanded
for the preceding value of J.

The secular determinant for the energies has been ex-
panded for values of J up to J=6.44 Since the resulting
algebraic equations for the roots of W, = (2E/5 —Ep)/R2
are space-consuming, only those for the states up to
J=3 inclusive are given below as examples. Only the
equations for each value of J arising from the substep
of order J+1 are given, those due to the substeps of
order J being identical with the ones of order J+1 for
the preceding value of J:

8'=0;
W= (1+Ps)~(P4+2P.)f
W= 4+16PI P8f(f 2), — —
W= kL4+16P3+P6f(f—2)1

+l t t;4+4P +P f(f 2)]'—
+8f(f 2)(P4+4P5) }"—

W=-,'$10+82pa&(p4+2P5) f]
~g IL8+80P,~(P4+2P;)f']

+4(f—2)(f—6)(P4+10P5+fp6)'I' (V.29)

In the above relations P,= (R;/R2), iA 2 and f=J(J+1).
It will be seen that when the centrifugal distortion is

neglected, these reduce to the relations given by
4' H. H. Nielsen, Phys. Rev. 59, 565 (1941).
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Nielsen" and extended by Randall, Dennison, Gins-
burg, and Weber, " and by Ginsburg" for the rigid
rotator. The inclusion of the centrifugal distortion intro-
duces a serious complication to the numerical evaluation
of such equations as Eq. (V.29), for while tables have
been prepared for the energies of the rigid rotator (see
reference 21), this is not practicable for the nonrigid
rotator. The best approach is probably to use tables
available for the energies of the rigid rotator as a start-
ing point in the further evaluation of numerical results
from equations such as Eq. (V.29). Fortunately, many
of the transitions, but certainly not all, which are of
importance originate in levels where the centrifugal
stretching is small.

More recently Benedict4' has pointed out the neces-
sity of including also terms in the energy originating
with the sixth and even the eighth power of I' . This
work, which has not been published in detail, has been
carried out principally in relation to the water vapor
molecule.

VI. THE VIBRATION ROTATION ENERGIES OF
SPECIFIC MOLECULAR MODELS

The formulation derived in earlier sections will here
be applied as illustrations of the method to four impor-
tant molecular models. The four models, each of which
will be considered in some detail, have been selected as
specific examples of the three different types of mole-
cules referred. to in Sec. V, i.e., the linear, the asym-
metric, and the axially symmetric molecules. The
models selected for this purpose are the diatomic XI'
model, the linear XI'Z model, the nonlinear XI'Z
model, and the pyramidal XI'3 model; and for these
examples the vibration-rotation constants will be stated
explicitly.

The Diatomic Molecule

The diatomic molecule represents an almost trivial
example where the formulation of the preceding section

may be applied. This example is included because the
diatomic molecule may be regarded as the prototype of
all other molecules. The two atoms shall be designated
as X and I' with masses M~ and M2. The internuclear
axis is taken to coincide with the s axis, and the equi-
librium values of the nuclear coordinates may be taken
as x =y,'=0, sP, and so', where M~s~'+Moso ——0.

It is readily verified that the kinetic and the har-
monic portion of the potential energies will be 2T= pQ'
and 2V=4s'c'goo'Q', where p, =M~Mo/(M~+Mo) and
Q=&o+so —si, oo being equal to so' —sq'. The anhar-
monic portion of the potential energy may be written
U~ ——hc(koq'+k4q'+ ), where Q= (5'/4s'c'p, 'ooo)'q.

' H. H. Nielsen, Phys. Rev. 38, 1432 (1931).
46Randall, Dennison, Ginsburg, and Weber, Phys. Rev. 52,

160 (1937},
"N. Ginsburg, Phys. .kev. 74, 1052 (1948)."' W. S. Benedict, Phys, Rev. 75, 1317A (1950).

Evidently, we have l;,(*)=I;,(~) =0 and l&~(' =
(0/Ml) ' and lol~' = (g/Mz) l, and thus

g ~~(») —g ~~(uv) —f 7
~z(») —c (ww) —2 (1(e)

7

(E„t/hc) = LJ(J+1)+S(S+1)—2QZ)Bv
—LJ(J+1)+S(S+1)—2QZ7'D (VI.2)

for case (a) and

(&,.&/hc) = LJ(J+1) L'jBv—
—[J(J+1)—L'] 'D (VI.2')

for case (b) coupling. In the above Bv——B,—n(U+-,')
with B.=k/87r'I&'c and

a = —6(B,'/(u)-:L(B, /a)) i+V2ko/a) $.

The centrifugal distortion coeKcient D=4B,o/~&. For
case (a) we have J ~& 0, and for, case (b) J)L

The Linear Triatomic Molecule

The vibration-rotation constants for the linear XI'Z
model have been evaluated by A. H. Nielsen, " who
designated the masses of the X, I', and Z atoms by 3f~,

M2, and M3, respectively. The internuclear axis is
identified with the s axis so that the equilibrium posi-
tions of the nuclei will be x,'=y =0, i&', s2', and s3',
where Q; M;s o=0.

The quadratic part of the potential energy function
for the XI Z molecule may quite generally be written

3 3

2U= Q Q E;,Q,Q;+E (x'+y'),

where Q~ ——so—s~, Qo=so —so, Qo=so=s~ and where x
and y are the relative off-axis displacements of the
particles 1 and 3 to the particle 2. Introducing the
coordinates

q=s, —s„u= (2Z/30) Ino —(Mgag+M, n,)/2MoI,

(n=x, y, and s), where

0 =Mg+Mo and &=Mg+Mo+Mo,

we have for V,

2U= E&q'+Eos'+2E oqs+E4(x'+'y'),
''

4

t In the relation (V.12) will also be found —J'BU. In diatomic
molecules we have I =A, which does not vary in a given elec-
tronic state. It may therefore be incorporated with the electronic
energy and is omitted here as a part of the rotational energy.

4' A. H. Nielsen, J. Chem. Phys. 11. :L60 (1943}.

(zz) g (as) ((a) k, 0

The relations (V.12) lead then to (E/hc) =(2;b/hc)
+(&,.&/kc) with

(E 'b/kc) = (Eo/kc)+a)(U+o)+x(U+o) + ' ', (VI.1)

where x= 4 I 6k4 —(15koo/co) I, and)
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in which

El {Ell(M3/(T) +E22(Ml/(r) +E33
+2(M1M3/o)E12+2(M3/o)E13+2(M1/o)E23},

E3——jE'll+ E22—2E'l2},

and

E2 j Ell(M3/o)+E22(M1/o)
[E12(M1 M3)/(r] E13+E23}~

The quantities a, &* & and u„&»' are equal merely to
2P;M~,'l;, &'&, so that we have

&81&**&= (31&»&= —2 j (ZM2/o) &z ' cosy
—(M1M3/o)&(zlo —z8 ) sing} =2(I&')&t 23&'.

Similarly, we have (88&*'= (38&»& =2(I&')&j»&'. The con-
stants A„& *& and A„&»&, s= 1 and 3 (since o takes one
value only, it is omitted here), are also alike and be-
come A„& &=+; (l,&*&)'=1. It is readily verified that

The kinetic energy of vibration becomes simply
2T= Illq2+132(i2+ j2)+p3z2 in these coordinates, where
Pl (M1M3/(1)s P2 [M2(r I /M1M3Z(zl z3 ) ]s P3
= (Mlo/Z), with I&' denoting the equilibrium value of
the moment of inertia.

Although x and y are evidently normal coordinates,
q and z are not. We replace (p2) &x by q» and (p2) y by q22

and make the transformation (pl) &q= ql siny+q8 cosy,
(p8)&z= —ql cosy+q8 sing, such that ql and q8 shall be
normal coordinates. This requires

~ 212l ~ 222/ 0 and that ~ 2222 ~ 2121 ~ ~

The cubic and quartic portions of the potential energy
function must be even functions of q2~ and q22 because
of the axial symmetry of the force Geld. They will be

Yl kC {Ps I, 3 ksssqs +P e=1, 3 Ps'=1, 3 ksss'qs qs'

+Pa=1, 3 ke22qs(q21 +q22 ) j s

and

V2 = kC {pa=i, 3 kssssqs +k2222(q21 +q22 )
+sZ s'=1, 8 kesss'qs qs'+k1133ql q8

+ps 1, 3 kss22qs (q21 +q22 ) }~

sing 1
t

(kl —k3)'

cosy v2 I 4k(2+(kl —k3)'

where kl ——El/&(1, k2=E(/&((2, k8 E8/p8, a—n—d 'k, =E,/ The energy of the linear XYZ molecule will therefore

(&(i@8)&. The normal frequencies will be found to be be (~/kc) = (Ev&b/kc)+(Erpt/kc) in which

equal to

2' COO] 1
=—{(kl+ k3)a [4ke2+ (kl —k8)']'} '*.

22rc(o2 v2

It is now possible to set down the direction cosines
L;„& '. It is easily veriGed that the only nonvanishing
ones are the following:

l„l&.& ll„&„& j [M2M8(z28 z,o) 2]/ZI&e& })

l221&*& = lg22&» = j [M&M8(zl' —z3')']/ZI&'& }&,

l821'*' = 422'"' = —{[M&M2(zl' —z2')']/ZI&'& }&s

ill [(M2M1/oZ)~ COSy+ (M8/o)'* Sing],
l21'*&= —(o/Z)1 COSy,

l81 —[(M2M8/oZ) ' COS r—(Ml/o) ~ Sin"r],

l18'& ———[(M2M1/o Z) ' Sing —(M3/o) e COSy],

l23&*&= (o/Z) l sing,

l,3&'& = —[(M2M8/o Z) & Sing+ (Ml/o) & COSy].

We proceed to evaluate the quantities t „& &, (4,& p&,

), etc., which occur in the molecular constants.
The quantities i 2, &es& are equal to the

3—t2, & &=+ l,22l;, (s'=1 and 3).

Thus it may be verified that

f'21&a& = —|21&
"&= —(M1M3/(rI&'&) &(zl' —z3') cosy

—(ZM2/o I&')&S2' sing,

$28 f 28 = (MlM3/(rI ) (Sl S3 ) Sing
—(ZM2/oI&'&)&S2 cosy.

C8't
(~-b/kc)=& ~

I
Y+—

I2i

where

x„=—,
'

j 6k„„—15(k...2/M, )
—(k-"'/~") (».'—3~"')/(4~. '—~"')}

(s=1, 3 s'=3, 1),

X22= 3 {6k2222 Qe' 1, 8 (k22s' /(os')

X (8(o2' —3(o,')/(4(o2' —(oe') },
2'2a "f{k22as (4k22a (o2/(4(a&2 (a&a ))

(k22* k"—-/~")+2(~./~ )(l 22'*')'Il. }
(VI.4)

(s=1, 3; s'=3, 1),

+s2 2 {kss22 6(ksssks22/(a&s) (ksss'ks'22/(a&s')

+2((o2/(oe) Q e2&*&)B,} (s= 1, 3; s'= 3, 1),

+ss 2 {ksas s 6(kssskss s /(a&e)

—4k„, 2(o,/(4(o. 2—(o,') }

(s=1, 3; s'=3, 1),

X(2Il2 3 j 2k2222+Qs 1, 3 k22e(a&e/(4(a&2 (oe ) j s

and in which

(E„s/hc) =B&[J(J+1)—l22]

—D[J(J+1)—l2']' (VI.5)
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where

~.=&.(k/i&», )~f(kP& &)~L1

-4(~" &*&)'-4((~"&*&)')./() .-) ))j
—22rcj 6k„,f 2, &*&/)1,&+2k„, f 2, &*&(X,2/)&, ')1)}

(s=1, 3; s'=3, 1),
(VI.6)

&22 ——B.(&&)/4I&'&)&2)l f (&r3/I&'&)& +,=1, 8

+L(f ss ) ( 2+ s)/( s 2)]
—82rC Qs—1 8 k22s(t 2s, )()l2 /)ls ) }

(s=1, 3; s'=3, 1).

The latter is, of course, the sum of two components
bsl&**&+b22&**&, which is equal to b21&»&+b22&»&. The
centrifugal stretching coeKcient D is equal to

D=48'g = Q &'&)2/o& '
with s= 1, 3 and s'=3, 1.

When the two atoms X and Z become alike and
the XI' and YZ distances become the same, the in-
creased symmetry requires that E»=E22 E]3—EC23,

El——pkl ——0, k,.s——0, sing = (f 28&')'= 1; and cosy
=((21&*&)2=0. When these simplifications are intro-
duced, (VL4) and (VI.6) vibration-rotation constants
are obtained which are equivalent to those given by
Dennison" for the linear XF2 molecule.

The Nonlinear Triatomic Molecule

The vibration-rotation energies of the nonlinear XYZ
molecule have been studied by Schumann and ShaGer. "
The X and Z particles are located at the base vertices

of the triangle, and the I' particle is at the vertex. They
are numbered 3, 2, and 1, respectively. The model is
referred to a system of coordinates x, y, and z so that
that the plane of the model coincides with the x y plane
(i.e., s,3=0) and the XZ distance is chosen parallel to
the x axis. The center of mass of the atoms is taken
to coincide with the origin of the coordinate system x,
y, and s. It is convenient to set x&'—x3'= a, x2' —x&'= b,
and y~' —y3'=c, where x and y designate the equi-
librium positions of the nuclei. The principal axes of the
molecule, designated as x, y, and s, have the same origin
as the x, y, and z coordinates; and the x y plane coin-
cides with the xy plane. They are, however, according
to Schumann and Shaf'fer, rotated through an angle u
with respect to the x and y axes, where

&8= 12 tan '{2m„c(am, bm—,)jm, (m„+m, )as

+m, (m,+m„)b'+2m m, ab m„—(m, +m, )c'j '}.
The quadratic part of the potential energy may, quite

generally, be written

3 3

2Ve ——g p K;3&Q;,Qg, &,

i=i k=1
q&~ l&k

where Q;; are the relative displacements from equi-
librium

Q;;=(S,;) 'f( '—*,')(* —*,)+(y '—y )(y —y, )},
with S;; the equilibrium distances between the i and j
particles.

Introducing the intermediate coordinates, u=xl —o '(m, x2+m, xs), e=yl —o '(m, y2+m ys), and w=x2 xss
where o = (m,+m, ), we may write the potential function

where
2 Vs ——jKl,u +K22s'+Kssw'+ 2Kl su&&+ 2Klsuw+ 2K23&&w j,

Ell LK1212cr +K1813&8 +K2823cr +2K1238cs&r +2K1823&8 cs +2K1218&2&8 js
and

2E12= 2{K1212crp+Klslscs p +K2828&2 p +2K1228(crp +cr p)+ K12( 328p&s+&8 p )+2K1213(&3 p+ esp )1.
The constants E22 and E33 are obtained by replacing n, cr', and o&" in K» respectively by P, P', and P" and by
p, y', and p". Similarly, 2K» is obtained from 2E» by replacing P, P', and P" by y, 7', and y" and 2E23 from
2E~2 by replacing 0,, n', and 0."by y, y', and y". The coeScients a, n', etc., are found to be

(S12 ) f (xl x2 )—(m, /m, )yl'(yl' —y2 )/(x2 x8 ) }
n'= (S„')—'

f (x,'—xs')+ (m„/m. )yl'(yl' —ys')/(x2' —xs') },
(S23 ) {(m &r/m*m*)yl (y2 y3 )/(x2 x3 ) }

p=-(»') 'f( / .) 3'(yl'-ys')/(*2' —*3')}

p (S18 ) {(o/m )x2 (yl ys )/(x2 x3 ) }

P"= —(S28')—'
f (a m„/m. m, )xl'(ys' —y, ')/(xs' —x,') j,

Y (S12 ) f (m*/o)L(xl x2')+ (y2 ys ) (yl y2 )/(x2 x8 )j}
(Sls ) {(m /sr)L(X1 X3 )+ (y2 y3 )(yl ys )/(X2 X3 )j}
(S23 ) {(x2 x8 )+ (y2 y3 ) /(x2 x3 ) }~

3' D. M. Dennison, Revs. Modern Phys. 12, 175 (1940).
~'R. Schumann and Vf. H. Sha6'er, J, Chem. Phys. 12, 504 (1944}.
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The kinetic energy becomes in terms of the coordinates I, v, and m,

where
2 T '{ 131128 +p 22v 1'+83w'+ 213»u(&+ 213182&2()+2p232&2o},

All il+ (o/m*m*) [myri'/(x2' —»') j'
@22—P2ZIy /msmyms(X20 X80)2

888 (m*m./o) L1+6 2' —X3')'/(»' —»')'3

812 [Pm $1 /(x2 x8 ) )[(x8 xl )/m (x2 xl )/m j
013 [m,yl'/(x2 x8 ) )(p2 y8')

)323 fpZxl /o(x2 x3 )]f(y2 $8 )/(x2 x8 ))
with p=(m„o/Z) and Z=m, +m„+m,

The normal frequencies will be roots of the secular determinant
{ E;, 12;;X {

=—0. There will be three distinct roots
corresponding to the nondegenerate frequencies or&, or&, and co3, the expression ); being equal to 4m'c'co . Trans-
formation from the coordinates u, v, m to the normal coordinates g; will be

r
~11~12~13 g1

~21~22~23 g 2

~31~32~33 g3.

where a„=E,A „,with A „,the r, th cofactor of the secular determinant for the normal frequencies and E,= f)(311A1,2

+)M12A 2s +P18A 3s ]'.
The direction cosines l,, & ' may now be evaluated. All the l;„(') vanish and for the others we have

ll m (pal /m ) l2 m* [(pal /o)+ (msa3 /o)$

l3,&*'= m, [—(gas«/o) (m, a—33/o) j, ll, (y'= my'(pa2s/my), (S= 1, 2, 3);

l2s m, &f(——my/ms)alsyl /(X2' X8')+—(p/ms)a2s(X3 Xl )/(X2 X8 )+(m./O)a3s($2 p3 )/(X2 X3 )5s

l3 m.~f (my—/m. )alsyl'/(X2 X8 )+ (p/m*)a2 (X2 Xl )/(X2 X3 )+(m /o)a3 (V2 V8 )/(X2 X3 )j
We now proceed to evaluate the quantities f'„.( ', a„&"3),etc. , and obtain

f,. '=13(a«a2; al, a2—,)+[m„xl'/(x8' x2')5[—a3 a2 a2 &13 j+fmyyl'/(x3' —x2') j[al,a3. —al, a3,j}
(s=1, 2, 3 s'=1, 2, 3),

2{[(my/m )vl (myvl +$2 )/(x2 x3 )jal + f)&(Z/m (x3 x2 )j[xl p2 x2 pl ]a2

+ f( m. m, /o)(y
'2—y8')'/(x2' —x8'))a8, } (s=1, 2, 3),

a, &») = 2{m„xl'al,+ ( m, m, /)o(x2' —x3')a8, } a, &*'&=a,&**&+a,&»&

a.(*»= 2 {myy1'al, + (m,m, /o) (y2' y3') a3, }, —
A„(**"=A„(**'={fm 'a/ , m(»m' —X3)'jal, '+[p'ZI &'/m, m m, (X2'—X8')')a2s'

+ (m,m, /o) [(y2' —y8')/(X2' —X,')j'a3, '—2[pZmyX1'yl'/m, m, (X2'—X3')'jal, a2,

+2[mymsy, '(y2' —y8')/a(X2 —X3')'ja«a8s —2fpZX)'(y2 —y8')/O(X2' —X3')'ja2, a3s },
A,.&»&'= A „&»&= ) a„2+(m,m, /o)a„',

3 3
(ss)s —A (*s) p (t. ,(s))2—A (»)+.A (yy) —p (l,(s))2

8'=1 s=1

A ss *""=A" *"'={f(m~m /o) (y2s' y3')/(x2' x—') ja8 '+ (p—'/o)a«a2 s

+[myy10/(x20 —x8') jal, a8.—(yZ/o) [x10/(x20 —x80)fa2, a3, }.

In the nonlinear XVZ molecule all the coeKcients k„. (cm ') and k„, , (cm ') will be present in the cubic
and quartic parts of the potential energy function. The vibration-rotation constants cannot here be expressed
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in any substantially more simpli6ed form that that stated in Eq. (IV.17).They will, therefore, not be repeated here.
Inspection will show, however, that when the above constants are inserted into Zq. (IV.17), the obtained results
are equivalent to those of Schumann and ShaGer. "

When the X and Z particles are alike and the XFand XZ distances become the same, the symmetry of the model
is considerably enhanced. The model becomes an isoceles triangle where x&'= 0, x3'= —x&', y&'= y3'. Moreover, the
following relationships exist between the potential energy constants:

E1212 E1318 E1223 E1823 E11 (2E]212 E1213) sin'(8L1+ ()t8/2m) cotn)

E22 (2E1212+E1213) cos (2 E83 2 (2E1212+E1213) sin (8+E2328+E1223»n(8

E12 E13 0 E28 LE1212+(E1223/»n(8)+E1213/2)»n(2 cos(8; k333 k118 k223 k128

~1113 ~1123 ~1223 t&'1333 ~2223 ~2333 0)

where 2a now is the apex angle of the molecule. These conditions lead to the following simpli6cations of the
transformation constants a„,:

a] ]—0)

c21= sing/p*

agg=0,

(822= COSQ/p«z

(3»——1/«83«,

a~3=0,

(831
——cosy/(m/2) *', a32= —sing/(m/2) l, (333=0,

where now p, = 2m%'/(2m+M) and «83 ——«8L1+(p/2m) cot2n) and where

sing (2pE33—mE22) '

cosy 2 L(2pE33—mE22)'+SmpE232)«

The secular determinant for the normal frequencies factors into a single root and into a double root correspond-
ing to the nondegenerate frequencies cu3= $1/22rc()t8) «) IE»/(1+ p cot(2/2m) I «and

~1, 2= (1/22rc(2 @m)«) I (2«(E33+mE22) &L(2pE33—mE22)'+ 8pmE23') «
I «.

The following of the constants |„(',(3„( 8), etc. , are nonvanishing:

(3)(*'=2(I„&'&)«sing, (32(»)= 2(I„&'&)«cosy, a)(») = 2(I„8(z))«cosy, (22(») = —2(I»&'&)' sing,

(3 (zz) (8 (zz)y(8 (ww)
) a ' 28(I„'I „'/I„')' A„»'=sin' A ~~'~~' =cos'y)

g 33(»)—(I (z)/I (z)) g)1(wy) —g 2(») g (») g (»)

g 33(88)—(I (z)/I (z))

The vibration-rotation constants will therefore be

2:.,= (81) (6k.„,—15(k„,2/(d, )—(k„, 2/(d, )(Sco,2—3', 2)/(4a&, 2—co, ') I (s= 1, 2; s'= 2, 1),

$33—(8) I 6k3333 Q (k33z~~ /Nz~~)(8(03 3(dz~& )/(4(z&3 OJz~~ ) I z

s„=(—',) Ik„, , —6(k.„k„,/, )—4k„,',/(4, 2—.') I (s=1, 2; s'=2, 1),

*z3=(2)Ikzz33—6(kzzzkz38/~z) —(k...k. 33/az )+2Qz8")'(co3/(Oz)Bz *'I (s=1, 2; s'=2, 1),

» = (2) I k33-—i4k33 '~3/(4~3' —~.'))—
(k33 "k."./~")+ 2(|8.")2(~./~8) I«.(*'I,

bl **'= —B. *'(k/I ('l(1)«I 3(k/I„(')) «sin'y+42rcL(3k111 sing/l(, «)+ k, )2(l(12/X23) «cosy) I,
b3&**&= —8,(**)(k/I, (')X3)«I 3(k/I„('))'*(I„&')/I„('))+42rcLk331() 3'/l(13)' sing+ k832(l)82/) 23) ' cosy) I;

and b~( ) may be obtained from b~(' ' by interchanging the subscripts 1 and 2 and sing and cosy everywhere. The
b, '»' are similar to the b, & ' and may be obtained from the latter by replacing 8,(' ' by B.'»', I„"by I"",
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and sinp by cosp everywhere. We also have

b, (**&= —8,(*'& (5/I„('&l&,)& {(I3/I„('&)&{ 3(i, &')'+ (3X,+l&3) (l, 3&'&)2/(l&, —l( ))
+42rcL(3kz»i'z 3(z&/l&z~)+k»z~t'z3(z&(l&z'/l&z~')&)I (s=1, 2; s'=2, 1),

b3('*& = —8,("&(i3/I„('&l&3)'*{(&2/I„(')l[P, (3l&3+X ) ((3 (*&)2/(l&3 —X ))
+42rC Pz k33zl z 3(z&(X32/Xz3)'I (S=1, 2& S'=2, 1),

Ds= 2 {3(B,( &)'L(sin'y/&d1')+(cos'y/co22)]+3(B, (»&)3{cos'y/cv '1 (sin2y/442'))

+2(B,(zz&B,(»') &{ ((v '—a) ')/(o1'co2') sing c osy+48, (zz8 &» 8 zz'/a) 'I

(i (z& Sin+/~22))+4(g (zz&)3L((f (z&)2/(0 2)+ ((g (z&)2/~22))

Ds& Ds D&+4(g (zz&)3$((i.23(z&)2/& 2)+ (()13(z&)2/&22))

R3——-'I&&+2(B (»&8 (z'&)'*L(i 23(*& COS&/&O ') —(f]3('& Sing/CO2'))

&&S—(Bz(zz&)'L(Sin'y/&z& ')+ (COS2y/&z&2')) —(Bz(»')'L(COS2 r/&z&1') —(Sin2y/CO22)),

R4 ——(4) {(Bz(z*&)3L(Sin2y/&O ')+ (COS'y/~22))+ (Bz(»&)3L(COS2y/CO ')+ (Sin'y/CV2'))

+2(B (*z&8z(»&)' sing cosyL((v2' —s)1')/co 1'(u2') —48z(*z&$ (»&8 (*'&/s) 3'I

The Pyramidal XT3 Model

These constants will be noted to be equivalent to co~ and roe,' the other two correspond to the two doubly
the ones derived for the nonlinear XF2 model by degenerate frequencies armand ~4.
Sha6er and Nielsen and. by Darling and Dennison. ' Sha6er gives as the most general form for the quad-

ratic part of the potential. energy function. when ex-
pressed in these coordinates:

The pyramidal XF3 model represents the first ex-
ample in this section which belongs to the nonlinear
symmetric type of molecule. When the molecule is in
equilibrium, the three I' particles lie at the vertices of
an equilateral triangle with the X particle located
directly above their center of mass at a distance ho.
The molecule shall be oriented in the body-6xed axes so
that the equilibrium values of the coordinates of
the particles are x1———

&33, y1= 0, 21———(p1/3m) ko,'

x2 = (&3p/2), y2 ———(a&&43/2), s2 s], x3 x2 y3-
s3 ——z1, x4=y4=0, s4 ——(p1/M)kp. The energy of this
model was studied by ShaGer, 52 who demonstrated that
the secular determinant for the normal frequencies can
be factored into three second-order equations, one of
which occurs twice, if the energy is expressed in terms
of the following symmetry coordinates:

Q,'= (1/12)'*L(2x1—x2—x3)+VS(y2 —y3)),
Q3'= s4—(21+s2+s3)/3,

Q21' ——x4—(x1+x2+x3)/3,

Q22 y4 (y1+y2+y3)/3,
Q41'= (1/12) ~L(2x1—*2 x3) —~3(y2—y3)),

and Q42' ——x3—x2. The first of these equations corre-
sponds to the two nondegenerate vibration frequencies

"W. H. Sha6er, J. Chem. Phys. 9, 607 (1941).

2l'3= &1Q1 "+24Q1'Q3'+4Q3" +231(Q21"+Q22")

+2232(Q21 Q41 +Q22 Q42 )+233(Q41 +Q42 )z

where the k's are constants. The kinetic energy in these
coordinates becomes simply 2T=m(Q1'2+Q41'2+Q42")
+p2(Q21"+Q22 )+p3Q3", where p2 ——(2I„"/I„')p3
and p3 ——3m&/(3m+M). By using these potential and
kinetic energy expressions in Lagrange's determinental
equations,

~
XT& V&&

~

=0, one —obtains readily the
normal frequencies, which in terms of the roots 'A, are
),=4m'c'co, '. Explicitly, we have the following for co, .
22rc(v1 1 ( k1) f I33)

I(
—I+ I

—
I

22rcco3 v2 & m) 0 p3&

P t k1~ )k3q q' P4k22y
--'* '*

~
I I

—I-I —
{ I+I

& & m) & p3) )
22rc&d2

)
1 f231) (233)

P

2~c~, I v2 4 p, ) (m)

tz /231'& (233) $ (4232 )~
I I

—
I

—
I

—
I I +I I

~

( & p,J &.m) i ( p2m)

The normal coordinates associated with the non-
degenerate frequencies co& and co2 shall be designated as
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TABLE I. The direction cosines l;,~ ~ for XF3.

—pz/v3'

pw/2VS

P,/2v3

0

—p3/2

P4/2

0

—(444bz/3(m pz) k

+84/vx)

—
(4 zbz/3(mS 4)k
—b4/24$)

~221"

(& zbz/(hI) 4) k)

0

0

84/2

—84/2

—(&44k 4/3(m&44) k

-84/v3)

(&44—bz/3(m&44) 4

+84/2@3)'

(» sbz/(hI) 4)')

),,(a)

—P,/2+3

—Pg/2vS

Pi/v&2

—p&/vt2

(uz—b4/3(m&44) k

—Bw/v(k)

—(&44b4/3(m) 4)'
+84/2vt3)

~241~ ~

(& zb4/(hI& 4)')

442'*'

),.42(a)

b4/—2

&&4/2

—(&44b4/3(m&44) k

+bz/%)
—() zb4/3(m&44)'

—bg/2@3)

442 ~2l)

() 4s4/()kl) 4)')

n=z t (—(&44)kP&/3(m)k)

2 l11(z)

3 ~„(*)

4 (( &)4k'/( 3)&')

( —2hobz&44/3go(m444) 4)

—hu "/2
—44'*'/2

—(444hob4/(3m&44) k)

—422'&

((& 4)—'Pw/3(m)')

~13'&

$13(&)

((& ) 4pk/4( h)l')

( 2hph—4&44/3aw(m&44) k)

—li4i(*&/2

l141&*&/2

—()4ihoh4/(3m&44)k)

—~242~')

Q& and Qz, respectively; and those associated with the
two-dimensional frequencies coz and co4 by Qz„Qzz and
Q4&, Q4z, respectively. These will be linear combinations
of the coordinates Q, ', where the coeflicients will be the
normalized minors of-the secular determinant of the
normal frequencies. Explicitly, the normal coordinates
may be written

Qi= P) 4*'Qz' PzmkQ)', —

Qz=PzV skQz'+Pi&44'Q)',

Qz. = 3zl zkQz.
'—344&zkQ4. ',

Q4.= 34uz~Qz. '+ 3zm'Q4. ',

where

= &')/2 {1&[((w4q/pz) —(&zz/4&4)) '/((444z'/&4z4»)

The coordinates x;, etc. , may be expressed in terms
of the normal coordinates by an inverse transformation
from which the direction cosines l;, & ' are at once avail-
able. These are shown in Table I.

We may now proceed to evaluate the molecular constants f„&& ', g„& z&, 2„„&z&, etc. We obtain for the Coriolis
coupling coeKcients

1.g, (w) — 1.$, (w) —3,{2—
kpz(1 I (6)/2I (~)) k pg(I (~)/2I (e))k}

fz, &*&=—t z,&»= —8,{2 kP&(1 —I„&'&/2I„&8&)k+Pz(I„&'&/2I„&'&)}, (s=2, 4);

1-z4(*)= f-&(w) — 2—
k(1 I (~)/2I (~))k

&[(I '«/&2&I„' )&8 &'—8 'j (s=2 4 s'=4) 2),

f 2142 t z24] —8284(,1+I„"/2I,~ )).

For the nonvanishing u, ' t", we have, further,

gn(») —g&&(ww) —2 {(I (~) &I (~))kp)+ & p (I (~)) l } gz&(») —gz&(ww) — (I«(~))kp4

gz&(»)=gz&(ww) —2{(I,(4) ~I (4))kPz ~P (I (~))k} g4)(») —g4)(ww) = (I„(~))k3z

g))(«) —2(I (4))kpz gz)(«) — 2(I (~))kp) gzz(*w) — (I (~))k/4

g4z&**)—(I &8&)k3z gzz(w*& —gzz(») —2(I,(~&/2I (~))k(I (~) &I (~&)k3z

gkz(w*) —gkk(«) —2 ('I,(~)/2I (~))k(I (~) & I (~))
krak
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For the A,.„& @ we obtain'

A -"'=A -'""'=L(P"'/2)+P '3 (s=1, 3; s'=3 1)

A,g, g&* '=A, m, g&»& = [-,'&&,'+ (1—Ig,&'&/2I~~&e&) 8,'j, (s= 2, 4; s'=4) 2);

&=A.i.~&»&=[r'8"'+&& 'j (s=2 4' s =4 2)'

Ag&&-&=p ' A»&*'& ——p ' A.&
"'——A '*'=[(&|13/p2)&& '+h 'j (s=2 4 s'=4 2).

The following anharmonic coeKcients may appear in the vibration-rotation constants: k~~~, k333, k~~3, k~~2, k~~4,

k/33 k223 k322 k33], k344 k] j jg k2222 k3333 k4444 kg/]3 k]$22 kg/33 k/$44 k2233 k2244 and k3344 When the above constants
are inserted into the relations (IV.18) and (IV.21), one finds

x„=-,'{6k„„15—(k„,'/&d, )—(k.. /&0;)(8(o.' 3o).'—)/(4(o, ' a) )—j (s=1, 3; s'=1 3 sos'),

x„=-„'{6k,.„—P," & 3 (k„ /(a, ")(8a&,' 3&d—)/(4a), ' &d
—)} (s= 2, 4),

x„=-,' {k„,, —(6k„,k„;/co,) P;—q, 3 (k„.-k,-../s&, ")+28,(t „& &)'(a&, /cv. )} (s= 1, 3; s'=2, 4; sos"),

x8 8 Q {ksss's' PN" &, 3 (ks's'8'ks" ss/&I") 4ke's's &0s' /( ~s' &e )+2&e(fse' * ) (~s/~s') }

(s=1, 3; s'=2, 4; sos"),
x„=—', {k..., —(6k„,k.../a), )—4k„.'o)./(4a), '—&d,') } (s=1, 3; s'=1, 3; sos'),

x..=-,'{k....—Z.- i. 3 (k.,"k*-"./~. -)+[2Il.(h"&'&)'+C.(P*"& &)'j(~*/~.) j (s=2, 4; s'=2, 4; sos'),

x&g&g= g {2kgggg Pg'I=&, 3 kggg "co "/(4(jg (0 " ) 4C (i ) }

x44 =C,l,&*&g &*& (s=2, 4; s'=2, 4) sos').

The vibration energy may therefore be written

(s=2, 4), ,

(E&l ' ( f 1 4 4 ( g l('
I=K ~

I
l'.+—1+2 2 x" I ~.+—

Ij l'"+—I-+ 2(kc) ~-& 0 2) ~-&I' 1 E 2) k 2) a=2,4e'-2, 4

The rotation constants 0.&, n3, p&, and p3 are obtained in the form stated by Shaffer directly by inserting the
above data into the relation (IV.18), and they will not be restated here. The constants n2, n4, y2, and y4 each
consists of two parts because of the twofold degenerateness of corn and a&4, i.e., &r2——b2&+b22, etc. It can be verified that

b2&
——B,(h/4I, .&'&l&2) &{[(&&42/2)+ (1—I„&'&/2I,.&'&)82' —2(I„&'&&&4'/2I,.&'&)

—2(1—I„&'/2I„&'&)h22 —2(1—I„&'&/2I„&')X2/(X2 —'A4) j(h/I, &') &

—2nc[2k22q((1 —I„&'&/2I„&'&)&Pq+ 2 ~P3(I„&'&/2I„&'&)&) (l&P/XP) &

y 2k/23((1 —I„&'&/2I..&')&pa —2 &p&(I..&'&/2l, .&'&) &) (X2'/Xa') q}
b22= B,(h/4I„&'&X2) & {[(84'/2)+ 82'—2(I„&'84'/2I, '&)—2(1—I„&'/2I„&'&)Xm/

(l&2—X4) —4bp'((I„&'&/2I. .&')&pg —2—
&pa(1 —I„&'&/2I..'&)&) '(X2/(l&2 —l&g))

—4b2'((I„&'&/2I„&'&) spy+ 2-&p& (1—I„&'&/2I„&'&)&) '(l&2/(l&2 —l&3))j
X (h/I, &'&) &—2+c[2k22q((1 —I„&'&/2I„&'&)&pq+ 2 &p3I„&'&/2I„&'&)&

X (X2'/l&&') &+2k223((1 —I,."/2I..'&)~pa —2 &pg(I„'&/2I..&'&) &) (l&2'/l&3') &j}.
Evidently then, since 0.'a=b2&+b22, we have, for nm,

o2= —B,(h/I „&'Xg)& {(h/I„&'&) &[(3/2)+ (3I&2'/2) (1—I„&'&/2I„&'&)

+4(i 24& ')'l&4/(X2 —X4)+2(i 2&&*&)'X&/(l&2—l&&)+2(g2g&')'X3/(X2 —
&&3)]

+4mc[(k22~l&2&/X&') ((1—I„&'&/2I„&'&)&p&+2-&p8(I„&'&/2I„&'&)&)

+ (ksmal&s&/X»&) ((1—I„&'&/2I„&'&)&Ps
—2—&P](I„&'&/2l„&'&)&j};
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and o.4 is derived in a manner similar to o.2. It may actually be had simply by replacing the quantities 82, 84,

fQi fss &, and Xs in &rs everywhere by 84, hs, f4i&'&, t 43&*&, X4, respectively. The constants y„where s = 2, 4, may
be derived in a similar fashion and for them one obtains

y = —C (k/I, &'&7&,)'*{(k/I,.&'&)'L3(I„&'/2I~ &'&)(1—I„&'&/2I,&')8,'+3(1+I„&'&/2I &'&)'I& '8 '

+48,'8,'(1+I„&'/2I„&') '7&, /(l&, —7&, )$+4m cL(k„iPsl&, '/Xi') —(k„sPilh„'/i&st) $}.
In p, the index s takes the values 4 and 2, respectively. After some algebraic manipulation, one obtains for the
centrifugal distortion coefficients D this relation:

Dg= 8,'{4(1—I„&'&/2Ig, &'&)L(Ps'/a&s')+ Pis/a&i'$+4P&Ps(I„&'&/I„") (1—I„&'&/2Ig, &'){ (1/a&s') —(1/a&i') j
+(I iei/I &el)L(P 2/~ 2)+(P 2/~ 2)+(g 2/~ s)+g 2/~ 2j}

DI& DJ+4C——'L(p '/a& ')+ (p '/a&s')) —48,'C, {L2(I„&'/I„&')'*(1—I„&'/2I„&')']pip L(1/&0 ') —(1/&d '))

+ L(Ps'/a&, )+P]'/a&ss)+ 2(1—I'„' /2I „')L(ass/a&ss)+ &&4'/a&4sj }

DJK= DJ DK+4C {.(P3 /a&1 )+(Pl /&ds )3.

where

and

The planar XF3 model is a special case of the fore-
going example. It has been considered by Silver and
ShaGer" as a separate model, but the vibration-rotation
constants may be had from those of the pyramidal
model by setting ho equal to zero and introducing the
accompanying simplifications. The simplifications at-
tendant on h&& going to zero are these: (1) ks in the quad-
ratic part of the potential energy function vanishes for
symmetry reasons, so that co& and co3 degenerate to
2irc&di= (ki/m)'* and 2irca&s ——(ks/&as)1; (2) the constants
Pi and Ps become 0 and 1, respectively, and the moment
of inertia I„"becomes equal to 2I &'. We have
from these facts that t is&*&= fis&w&=t'&4& &=i &4'w' ——l s4&*&

—t-s4(wi —0 l. &*&— t- &w& — g f &~& — l- &w&—

l »"= {«"= (84—'—t&s'), and {a«*& = —l'4s&'& = 2&&s54.

The anharmonic portion of the potential energy will
now be an even function of Qs, so that the constants
ks„and k3„, will all vanish. When these simplifica-
tions into the relations for the pyramidal XY3 model
are introduced, the constants derived by Silver and
ShaGer are obtained.

VII. RESONANCE INTERACTIONS

It is frequently true that two or more of the vibration
frequencies of a polyatomic molecule have nearly the
same values. When this condition prevails, it may be-
come necessary to modify the relations stated in the
preceding sections for the vibration-rotation energies.
The quantities x„, x„and xi,i„ for example, which
occur as anharmonic coeKcients in the expressions for
the vibration energy of the molecule contain terms with
the denominators 47&.,—7&, , (i.e., 4a&,s—ea, '). When reso-
nance occurs between the frequencies 2', and co, , these
denominators approach zero. The constants x„and
xi, i, may then become indefinitely large, and the usual
methods of the perturbation theory will fail. A similar
instance where resonance occurs, this time between the
frequencies ar, and co, , is found in the expressions for
the eGective reciprocals of inertia. Resonance terms
between vibration frequencies other than these may
arise if the matrix elements of the second-order trans-
formed hamiltonian, H("', which are nondiagonal in the
vibration quantum numbers, are taken into account.
We shall here consider the modifications which these
resonances impose upon the vibration-rotation energies
of a polyatomic molecule, in particular their eGect upon
the constants x„,x„,n, i„By& ', etc.

The Vibration-Rotation Constants for
Other Mode1s

The vibration-rotation constants have been evaluated
for a considerable number of other polyatomic mole-
cules, vis. , the X2I'2 model, " the XI"3Z model, " the ' S. Silver, J. Chem. Phys. 9, 56S (1941).

~~ W. H. ShaRer and R. C. Herman, J. Chem. Phys. 12, 494
(1944).

5' W. H. ShaRer and R. C. Herman, private communication.
"W. H. ShaRer and H. Long, private communication.

5' S. Silver and W. H. ShaRer, J. Chem. Phys. 9, 599 (1941).
"W.H. ShaA'er and A. H. Nielsen, J.Chem. Phys 9, 847 (1941)..
's W. H. ShaBer, J. Chem. Phys. 10, 1 (1942).

The rotational energy may therefore be written planar XFQ model, " the XsFZs model, " the XsV4
model, " the X3I"4 model, "and probably many others.

(+r«/" )=I( +1)~v++ (Cv ~v) I (I+1)D~ While a discussion of these many models is beyond the
I(&+1)E'—Dz'z &4Drr, sc—ope of this review, it may be significant to remark that

when the geometric shape of a molecule is determined
Bv=8,—Z. &r.(V.+g./2) and the transformation to normal coordinates eGected,

the actual evaluation of the vibration-rotation con-
Cv=C.—P, y, (V.+g,/2). stants becomes essentially a detail of arithmetic as

shown in the foregoing examples.
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First-Order Anharmonic Resonance Interaction therefore be written

We shall erst consider the resonance interactions
which result because of terms in the anharmonic portion
of the potential energy which are cubic in the co-
ordinates. In general, such terms may be written
hck„, q„q, , q,", . These terms may be removed from
the hamiltonian in 6rst order by a contact transforma-
tion, which, however, introduces a second-order term
with the denominator (l&,&+X, & —X, &). When the com-
bination frequency X.&+l&, & is nearly equal to l&, & and
resonance sets in, the term hck„, q„q, , q,", ~ may
yield a erst-order contribution to the energy of the
molecule; and it then becomes no longer legitimate to
remove this term from B('&'. A closer inspection reveals,
however, that it is only the (V„, V. .. V, , t

V„&1,
V, , &1, V, , %1) matrix elements of this term which
oGer diKculties. It has been shown" that if, instead of
the function given by Herman and ShaGer" for remov-
ing this type of terms, a transformation function S~ is
adopted, where

S*=(hch„.,"/4) I (l&,+X, +X,-
—2)&,&l&. &+ 2l&, il&. &+ 2l&,"l&,"~)

X (p,.p, ...p,".,/h') —(X,+X. —3X,"
—2l&, &X, '—2X, 'l&,"'—2l&, '*l&,"')

X (q,.q, ...p,"."/h')+ (l&a —3Xa +Xa"

+2l&, 'l&. 1+2K,*l&."&—2l&. &X, '*)

X (q..p, .q. ,"/h')+ (—3X,+X, +X.-

+2l&, *l&, ")(p..q, , q,"."/h') }

X I (X,—:+X..:+X,--:)(X,—:—X,.—:

+l& "'*)(l& ' —X '—l& "')}
' (VII.1)

the 6rst-order hamiltonian will be transformed into

H'"'= (hc&- " /4) I (q-P""+P-q"")(P- "/h')

—L(P-P""lh') —q. q""7q"" } (V» 2)

which has the same (V„, V. .. V, , j V„&1,
V, .+1, V,".-T1) matrix elements as the term
hck„,"q„q, q,",", but has all other matrix compon-
ents equal to zero. The frequencies ),&, X, &, and ), &

will be nondegenerate in practically all cases where a
term hck„, q„q, , q, may occur. No ambiguity will
therefore arise simply by omitting the r's entirely since
they are all equal to 1.

The energies are obtained by considering
=l&.&+X, & so that l&, & may be taken to be l&,"&

=X.~+l&, '*+8, where 8 is small. That portion of H&"

which concerns the frequencies X,', ), &, and A, , ' may

gg H. H. Nielsen, Phys. Rev. 68, 181 (1945).

H&'&= (h/2) I X,i[(p '/h')+ q, '7/l& .1[(p.'/h')+q. '7

+(X,i+l&,.1)[(p,-s/hs)+q, -s7} (VII.3)
and

H&1& = (»/2)(P „s/hs+q „s).

+(hch- "l4) I (q.P. +P.q")(Pa a /h')

L(p,—p, lh') q.q;—7q,-}. (V».4)

We obtain for (E& &/hc) then,

(E&'&/hc) = &e, (U,+V,"+1)+co,(V, +V,-+1).

The only nonvanishing matrix components of Kq.
(VII.4) are these:

(U., U, , U,-
t

H&n "/hc
t
U. , U... U.-)

= (U,"+-',) (5/2s c),

(V„V... V, ~ tH&""/hct V,+1, V, +1, V, —1) (VII.S)
= (V,+1, U, +1, V, —1tH&'&"/bet V„V, , U,-)
=h„.,- I [(V,+1)/27[(V, +1)/27[V. -/27 }".

The second-order transformed hamiltonian B&2)' will
be altered only in so far as the terms containing k„,"
as a coeScient are concerned. Only the diagonal ele-
ments of H&@' are of interest, and it is readily veri6ed
that these are the same except in so far as the constant
x„ is concerned. In x„ the term multiplied by k„,'
will now be

( hc
&

(hgg~gaa$&

& 2)E 2 )
1

&da+ &Os'+~ala &ea ~a'+&a" ~a Ma' ~a"

When the frequency X," is equal to the frequency ), ',
the case generally referred to as Fermi-Dennison""
resonance arises. When X,& and ), & are nondegenerate,
the term in the first-order hamiltonian which permits
the interaction to occur will be hck„, q,'q, ".The appro-
priate transformation of this term is achieved by using
Eq. (VII.1) where s=s' (0. is omitted) and where the
order of the operators is preserved. Setting this time
X. "=2l&.1+5, 8 being small, we proceed as before. The
zero order part will not be given, but the 6rst-order
hamiltonian will be:

H'""= (»/2) L(P"'lh')+q"'7
+(hch-" /4) L(p.q.+q.p.)(p" /h')

—(P.'/h' —q')q. -7 (VII 6)

The zero-order energies will be

(E'/hc) = &d, (V,+2V,"+3/2),
' K. Fermi, Z. Physik ilp 250 (1931).
2 D. M. Dennison, Phys. Rev. 41, 304 (1932).
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and the nonvanishing matrix components of Kq.
(VII.6) are these:

(V„V,"iH&'&"/hci V„V,-)= (V,-+-', )(8/2prc),

(V„V, i
H "&"/hc

i
V,+2, V,"—1)

=(V,+ 2, V,"—1~H~»"/hc~ V„V,-)
= (k-" /2) L(V.+1)(V.+2) (V.-/2))'.

(VII.7)

(V„E., V,-/H&»"/bc[ V;, E„V,")
= (V" +p)(~/2~c)

(V„E„V,"i
H&» "/hc

i
U,+2, E„V, —1)

= (V,+2, E„V,"—1
i
H'» "/hei V„E„V,")

= (—.k-" /2)HV. +2)'—E.')'(V" /2)'

(VII.S)

where 1, takes the values V.„V,—2, 1 or 0.

When the frequency X,& is twofold degenerate, as may
be the case in linear and axially symmetric molecules,
the index may take values a=1 and 0-=2. Resonance
between 2', and co," may then occur if the potential
energy contains the term hck„, (q,P+q, pP)q, . The
terms above are transformed as before by use of Eq.
(VII.1). After setting X,"&=2'A, &+8 and replacing q, , ~,

q, , p and the conjugate momenta p, , q and p, p by their
equivalents in cylindrical coordinates, we obtain for
(EP/hc), (EP/hc) = (V,+2V, +2)~,. The only non-
vanishing matrix elements of (H&'& "/hc) can, moreover,
be shown to be

The only elements of H&2)' which are of interest are
those which are diagonal in V,. These are the same as
those given in Sec. IV except in so far as those terms are
concerned which have k„, ' as coefFicients. These con-
tribute only to x„,x„,and x~, i„and the terms in k„, '
are altered from (—k„, '/4a&, ) (Scag —3&v.")/(aug —&o, ')
to (—k„, ')L(1/2', )+1/8(2pp, +co, )) in x„, from
—2k„, 'co,/(4ppg —co, ') to (—k.„'/2)/(2', +co,") m
x„,and from( —k.„'/4)cv. /(4~/ —~. ') to (k„, '/8)
/(2a), +(o, ) in xi, i,.

The actual energy values are obtained by diagonaliz-
ing the matrix H. This is accomplished by setting the
secular determinant of H equal to zero and solving for
the roots. We shall here consider the rotation-vibration
states of only the 6rst example studied above.

The elements of H are all diagonal in the vibration
quantum numbers except V„V, , and V, . The zero-
order energy no longer depends upon V„V, , arid V,
independently, but upon V,+V, and V, +V, .
There exists, therefore, a degeneracy and the degree of
the degeneracy is the number of ways V,+V," and
V, +V, can be made to add up to a given value. Let
us take the value one for V,+V, and V, +V, . This
can happen if V, = V, = 1 and V, =0 or if V,= V, =0
and V, =1. In both cases (E&"/hc) =2(pp, +&a. ) and
the level is twofold degenerate. The matrix components
relating to this level form a step matrix of two rows and
columns grouped about the principal diagonal. This is
illustrated in Eq. (VII.9), where F(V„V, , V,") is the
rotational term value F(V., V, , V. ):

V,= V, =1, V,-=O V,=V, =0, V, =1

V,=V, =1

V,-=O

V,=V, =0

V,-=1

2((o,+(o. )+ (8/4prc)

+F(V,=V, =1, V,"=0)—p

k„,-/2%2

kgg~g»/2v2

2(co,+pp, )+ (38/4s. c)
+F(V,= V, =0, V,"=1)—p

=0 (VII.9)

F(V., V. , V,")= t J'(1+1)—E')B(V„V, , V,")+E'C(V„V, , V,"),

assuming the molecule to be symmetric.
The matrix of the energies will, therefore, have

elements along the principal diagonal only to this
approximation, except in so far as V„V, , and U," are
concerned. The diagonalization may therefore be ac-
complished by diagonalizing each substep independ-
ently. When the roots have been obtained, the stabilized
wave functions for the component states may readily
be obtained, since these are linear combinations of the
wave functions of the unperturbed states, the coe%-
cients multiplying each term being the normalized
cofactors of the secular determinant.

If we adopt the notation LV= L(k„., '/2)+(5/2 pre)')

and hp ——(8/2prc), the secular determinant factors into
the two roots

p= $(pp. +co;+co.")+(6/2))+F(V,= V, = V,"=0)
+(a/2A) (6&6p)+ (P/26) (AW6p) (VII.10)

where

n=F(V.= V, =1, V,"=0) F(V,= V. = V,"=0)—

P=F(V,= V, =0, V."=1)—F(V.= V, = V,-=O),

if 6 is assumed to be large compared with n and P. One
sees from this result that not only do the vibration
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levels assume anomalous positions because of the reso-
nance, but when they do so, the corresponding rota-
tional constants become mixtures of the rotational con-
stants in the two unperturbed states.

Second-Order Anharmonic Resonance Interactions

The evaluation of the second-order corrections to the
vibration-rotation energy requires the calculation only
of the diagonal terms in the second-order transformed
hamiltonian, the nondiagonal elements contributing, in

general, first to a still higher approximation. Exceptions
to this may arise when resonance between two vibration
frequencies sets in. When one examines II&"', including
IIy~, one sees that in addition to the diagonal elements
it will also have the following elements nondiagonal in
the quantum numbers V, and V,. (V„V, , V,"

~
V,&1,

V, a1, V,"), (V„V, ) V,"
~
V,&1, V, +1, V, .a2),

(V„V, , V." I V,&2, V, a2, V.-.), (V» V, , V. I V,&3,
V, &1, V,"), etc. These elements would enter in
quadratically, multiplied in each case by a coe%cient
containing the denominator E(V„V, , V,") E(V,', —
V, ', V, '), if the energies were to be estimated to an
approximation higher than the second. The following
of the above matrix components, (V„V, , V,

~
V,&1,

V, W1, V, ), (V., V, , V,
~
V.+2, V.&2, V, ), and

(V„V, , V,
~
V,&3, V, W1, V, ), serve as examples of

elements which might become troublesome, since these
would have denominators (co,—co, ), (2a&.—2~, ), and
(3~,—co. ), respectively, associated with them. These
denominators will approach zero respectively if co, is
nearly equal to or, , or 3~, and or, are nearly alike sp

that the corresponding terms in the energy may become
inde6nitely large. It is necessary then, as in similar
earlier instances, to consider the frequencies as degener-
ate and to use the degenerate form of the perturbation
theory and include in the submatrix of the energies of
these states also the elements which are nondiagonal in

V, and V, . The matrix will be diagonal in all the vibra-
tion quantum numbers except V, and V. to this ap-
proximation. These elements will be grouped about the
principal diagonal as in the case of the Fermi resonance
and will form a submatrix. It requires, therefore, only
to diagonalize each submatrix independently to make
the matrix completely diagonal.

Only one of the resonances just referred to has de6-
nitely been observed experimentally although many
others are believed to be on record. This particular reso-
nance is commonly referred to as the Darling-Dennison'
resonance, and the matrix components which here are
important are the (V„V, , V, ~

~
V,&2, V,.~2, V,. )

elements. They are important only when resonance be-
tween the overtone frequencies 2', and 2', occurs and
will have no inQuence upon the positions of the funda-
mental bands. The Darling-Dennison resonance is the
only example of a second-order anharmonic resonance
interaction for which results will be explicitly stated
here. The matrix elements involved are readily calcu-

lated and are given below. We obtain for them

(V„V... V,-
i
H& ~'/kci V,—2, V, + 2, V,-)

= [(k„,, /4) —(~ck...'/X, &) —(s ck„,'/X. &)

+

(hack„,

k„,/2X, &)+

(hack.

..k. ../2X, &)

+ (7I'Ckgga~~kg~a~a«/2X~«')(Xg«/(4X —
8 X~~~))

+ (7I Ckagg'ika'g'g'i/2Xg'i ) (X8ii/(4Xg Xa«))

—(hack„,"'/4X, &)(X."/(4), —X,-))j
X[V,(V,—1)(V, +1)(V, +2)j~. (»I.11)

The work of Darling and Dennison was carried out
with reference to the water vapor molecule, where the
two vibration frequencies co& and co3 are nearly alike.
The results stated in Eq. (»1.11) are easily reduced to
theirs. We have seen (Sec. VI) that the nonvanishing
anharmonic constants in the potential energy are the
following: k~~3~, k&33, k&~~, and k233.- When these con-
stants are inserted into Eq. (VII.11), we obtain

(Vgp V3 V2~H'2~'/hc~ Vg —2, Vg+2) V2)

= (y/2) LVg(Vg —1)(VS+1)(V3+2) j&, (VII.11')

where

y = (k„„/2)—(2~ck33P/X, &)+(+ck„,k„,/X, &)

+ (&~k822klll/~2 ) (~2/(4~3 ~2)) ~

When one considers that X~&=X3', it will be seen to be
equivalent to the value derived by Darling and Denni-
son. It is, moreover, readily veri6ed from an inspection
of H'"' that the (V~, V3, Vg

~
V~+1, V3%1, V2) elements

which would inQuence the positions of the fundamental
band& ~& and co3 will be equal to zero.

An inspection of H&"' including the terms H~* wil1.

further show that terms also exist there which might
allow resonance to occur, in much the same manner as
the Darling-Dennison instance, between co, and or, ', 3',
and a&, ; co,+~, and 2&v, ,'cu, and ~, +2&v."', co, and
co, —2', , and betw'een co, and the various combina-
tion frequencies of co, , co, and co," . As indicated in
Sec. IV, such resonances have not thus far been ob-
served with great certainty; and for this reason the
matrix elements involved are not reproduced here.

First-Order Rotational Resonance Interaction

The perturbation to be investigated here arises when
two resonant vibrations interact with the rotational
motion of the molecule through the Coriolis operator:

2- P(l "/l. )*'V-P""

—(~ /~")'~""P-j 2- (f- "&-/I-"). (»I.»)
The quantities f„& & are the Coriolis coupling coeffi-
cients which depend in an involved manner upon the
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nature of the normal coordinates (see Sec. II, Eq.
II.43) associated with the frequencies &o. and u, . The
term (VII.12) may be removed from the first-order
hamiltonian by a contact transformation, which, how-
ever, introduces a second-order term with the denomi-
nator (X,'*—X, 1'). When X,'* is nearly equal to X, t, we
have much the same difhculty as in preceding para-
graphs. Here, however, it is the (V„, V, . I V,.&1,
V, , %1) matrix elements which present difliculties. It
is possible to show" that if, instead of the usual trans-
formation function" the function S* is used to trans-
form H, where

S*=2[(X, '—X, '*)/X, *X,.l(l)„~+g, . )][q„(f,,
—p,.p, .../h2] P. O-„.(-)P./I..( )), (VII.13)

the transformed first-order hamiltonian becomes

H")'=!Z.. [0.—:+~"~)/().». ~)][~..p".
—V""p-]2- (t - "&-/j-") (~II 14)

Equation (VII.14) has the same (V... V, . I V,.&1,
V, , W1) matrix elements as Eq. (VII.12), all others
being equal to zero.

We may now proceed as before. Consider the fre-
quencies ~, and co, to be single frequencies. Taking
X. & to be equal to X,&+lI, where () is small, one obtains
for the zero-order energy (E'/hc) = (V,+V, +1)&u,. The
first-order hamiltonian will be

H "&"= (()h/2) [(p,'/h') +q, ']+H(",
which has the following matrix components:

(" V V "EIH(')"/heal V V'"E)
= (V,+—', ) (8/2m c),

( "V., V.' .EIH(»"/heal

U,+1, V. —1, E)
= —( V+1, V, —1,

E
I
H('& "/hc

I
V U" E)

= zf, .( )8 (-)E[(X.*+X..*)/P..»,")]
X[(V,+1)V, ]*,

(."V„v,""EIH(»''/h. l" v.+1, v. —1,

Ey1)= —( V,+1, V,.—1

. "EIH(»"/heal "U V" "E~1)
~)-[f-,(»g. (wu) ~zt-, ,(»P,(**)][j(j+1)

—E(Ea1)]'[(X,'+ &.')/(&. '&. ')]
x[(v.+1)V. ]' (~»»)

The transformed second-order hamiltonian will, of
course, also be altered, but only in so far as the coeK-
cients of the operators I' ' are concerned which are
multiplied by (f'„( ')2. To second order of approxima-
tion H&@' will contribute only to the diagonal elements
of the matrix H, and these will be exactly the second-
order corrections to the reciprocals of inertia stated in
Sec. IV, except that the terms X,/(X, —X, ), which occur
in the rotational constants b, & ), will be absent and in
their place mill be found

(t ( ))'8 (-)(h/2I (')X '*X ')

x[(~,:-~.:)/(),—:+~„&)].

The energy values themselves are obtained by solving
for the roots of the secular determinant of the matrix
which has the elements (VII.15). All the terms are
diagonal in the vibration quantum numbers except V,
and V, to second order of approximation. The zero-
order energies are degenerate in co, and co, , since they
depend not upon V, and V, independently but upon
V,+V, . The degree of the degeneracy depends upon
the number of ways V,+V, can be made to add up to
the same number. The elements associated with the
resonating components form a submatrix of H. This
submatrix will contain as many rows and columns as
the degree of the degeneracy, its elements being grouped
about the principal diagonal of the matrix in a little box.
Diagonalization is accomplished by diagona1izing these
submatrices by themselves. Once the roots of the secular
determinant are known, the stabilized wave functions
are immediately available, since they are linear com-
binations of the zero-order wave functions of the com-
ponent levels, the coefficients of these being the normal-
ized cofactors of the secular determinant.

Coriolis-type resonance was first identified in the two
fundamental bands &os and ~6 in the infrared spectrum
of formaldehyde vapor" which originate with oscilla-
tions in the plane and out of the plane of the model,
respectively, and both normal to the axis of symmetry.
The example of the two frequencies co5 and ~6 lying in
the body-fixed xy plane of the ZXI"2 molecular model
was examined by Silver."The Coriolis coupling factors
1„.(') and t„(» will here be zero, so that the (V„
V, E

I V,&1, V. W1, E&1)matrix elements will vanish.
We shall set up the secular determinant of the submatrix
for the fundamental frequencies ~(; and cps (i.e., V5 ——1,
V6=0 and V(;——0, V6 ——1) for the value of j=1, which
is the specific case studied by Silver. If as basic wave
functions —,'[4'(E=1)&%'(E=—1)] and %(E=O) are
used, instead of %(E=1), N(E= —1), and %(E=O),
this factors into the two subdeterminants:

"E.S. Ebers and H. H. Nielsen, J. Chem. Phys. 5, 822 (1937).
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—B(1)+O(-1)7

VS=0, Vg= 1

Vg ——1, VS=0

(1/~2) [0(1)—0 (—1)7

VS=1, Vg=0

(1/~) [4 (1)+ 0(—1)7

1—«(')+«-')7 h,[R.+R.+R.
+2(R4+2Rp)+ l&/4sc7 —e

V5-—1, Vg=O

VS=0, Vg= 1

(1/~)8(+1)+ 4 (—1)7
t

hc[Rp'+ Rp'+ Rp'

+2(R4'+ 2Rp')+38/4s c7 e—

V5——0, Vg=i

(1/~) [f(1)—0(—1)7

=0,

1—[~(1)-4(-1)7

Vg= 1, Vg=O

—[4 (1)-4'(-1)7

VS=0, Vg= 1

hc[Rp+Rp+Rp
—2(R4+2Rp)+ &&/4s c7—c

hc[Rp'+ Re'+ Rp'
—2(R4'+2Rp')+3&&/4m c7—e

=0
7

(VII.16)

and the roots e=hcko and hcEO', where the R; are the
values of R, (Sec. IV) where Vp ——1 and Vp=0, and the
R,'are the values of R, when V~=0 and Vg=1 and where
6& is set equal to 28,&'*&f„&'&[(X,'+X, &)/(X, 'X. t)7.
The roots of Kq.. (VII.16) will be seen to be those given
by Silver for the state J=1.

It is of interest to note what the eGect will be on the
spectrum when the molecule makes a transition from
the normal vibration state to one of the component
states for which the energies are given by the roots of
the determinant (VII.16). Two of the moments of
inertia, I (') and I»('), in the formaldehyde molecule
are nearly alike and are much larger than the third It is
adequate for our purpose here to consider such a mole-
cule a symmetric rotator so that the (E

~

E&2) elements
may be neglected. Assuming the effective moments of
inertia to remain the same in both the vibration states,
the secular determinant leads to the following energy
values when the rotational quantum numbers are J
and E:
Z(+)/hc= (»+&pp) a {(~p/2)'+E'(~&/2)'I'+2" '

X(&p,"/2)+ j(J+1)8&*'&+E'(8*'—8&**'), (VII.17)

where 60 is taken to mean cps —cog. The vibrations ops

and cog are "perpendicular" vibrations where the selec-
tion rules are DE=~1, AJ=O and DE=&1, EJ=&1.
Only the first set of these are of interest here, since the
lines due to the other set cannot be resolved spectro-
scopically. Subtracting the energies of the molecule in
its normal state from those given by Eq. (VII.17) and

observing the above selection rules, one obtains the
following relations for the line positions in the two
bands

~(~)= [(»+»)/27 —(8'**'—8'**')
&{(dip/2)'+E'(d, y/2)'I &&2E(8&**&—8&**&)

where E takes the values 0, 1, 2, It may be seen
from this relation that when b,o is large compared with
EA», the spacing between two rotation lines approach
the normal value 2(8&**&—8&* '). As E increases, the
spacings approach 2(8&**&—8&**&)+(h~/2), the upper
sign to be taken with the lines in the high frequency side
of the higher frequency band and with the lines in the
low frequency side of the lower frequency band and vice
versa. The wave functions f(&)(J, E, M) associated
with the states (E(&)/hc) are readily shown to be the
following linear combinations of the unperturbed wave
functions:

~(+)= [(~-~.)~/(2~)~7~(V. = 1, V.=0)
+i[(~+~p)'/(2~)'74 (Vp=0, Vp=1)

and

0(—)= [(~+~o)'/(2~)'3(V =1, V =0)
—[(~—~p)'/(2~)'3 (Vp=0, Vp= 1)

where
LV = (hp'+E'hP).

When 60 is large enough so that EA& may be neglected,
it will be seen that these degenerate to the wave func-
tions of two independent linear oscillators. When, on
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the other hand, 60 is small compared with Eh~, the
above functions become the wave functions of the two-
dimensionally isotropic oscillator. In the first instance,
the intensities would therefore be those for a perpen-
dicular band. The intensities in the second limiting case
are again those for a perpendicular band, but subject
to the selection rule of Teller and Tiza, which states
that transitions from E=E'—1 in the normal state to
E=E' in the upper component state E(+)/hc and
from E=E'+1 in the normal state to E=E' in'the
lower component state E(—)/hc are forbidden. The
result for the intermediate case may be stated somewhat
as follows. As the molecule executes an oscillational
transition from the ground state to the state E(+)/hc,
the probability of the rotational'transition E=E'+1
in the lower state to E=E' in the upper increases at
the expense of the transition E=E'—1 to E=E' as E
increases. Similarly, when the molecule makes a transi-
tion from the ground state to the oscillational state
E(—)/hc, the transition E=E —1 in the initial state
to the state E=E' in the final state will increase in
intensity with E at the expense of the transition
E=E'+1 to E=E'.

Coriolis resonance has been observed in the axially
symmetric aliene molecule between two perpendicular
vibrations each of which is twofold degenerate. Here
again, the t „&*& and t „&» are zero, and the resonance

may still be treated using the matrix elements (VII.15),
since it will be the x component of the frequency m,
which interacts with the y components of the frequency
co, and iice versa. It is, nevertheless, more convenient
to treat the problem by replacing q, and q, ~ and their
conjugate momenta by their equivalents in r„p, and
r, , y, . The work is straight forward and the matrix
components may readily be obtained with the aid of the
relations (III.12) taking account also of the fact that

t,2, & Lse—e Eq. (II.43)7. They are the following
where l&,.l= l&,&+8:

(V„t„V... t, .jH& &"/hcj V„ t., V. , t. )
=(V, +1)5/2mc,

(Y',—1, t,~1, V, , t, jH&""/hcj V„t„V.—1, t, &1)
=(V„t„V,.—1, t, .+IjH&'&"/hcj V.—1,

t,a1, V... t, )=j (X,—:
+X, -*')/(X, —:X,')7

Xj t-„.EB,& *&/27L(v, ~t,)(v, at, .)7'. (VII.18)

When the secular determinant of the matrix whose
components are Eq. (VII.18) is solved for the energies
of the perturbed states, V,=/, = I; V, =/, =0 and
V,=t,=0, V, =t;=1 relations similar to Eq. (VII.17)
are obtained. It is readily shown also that the perturbed
wave functions f(&)P(JEW) associated with the states
(Z(&)/hc) are the following linear combinations of the
unperturbed wave functions:

~(+)=L(~-~.)'/(»)'7~(v. =t.=~1, v"=t"=0)
+L(6+60) /(2h)'7|t(v, =t,=0, V, =t. =&1),

and

p(—)=L(6+50)~/(2h)'7$(v, =t,=+1, U, =t, =0)
—L(h —Ao)~/(2h)'*7&t(V. =t,=0, V, =t, =&1),

where d,o
——(6/2s c)+2E(t'„—i, ;)8,&"& and as before

a& ——2t,.B.&**&L()&,~+ l&, ')/l&, 't&,.»
and

g2 —(g 2+E2+ 2)

It becomes'evident from these that for each perpen-
dicular vibration individually the Teller-Tiza selection
rule still must hold, but that the intensity distribution
throughout the bands will again be modi6ed, as in the
preceding case, by the perturbation. The positions of
the Q lines in the two bands will be given by the follow-
ing relation which is similar to the one obtained in the
preceding example:

~(~)=L(~ +~")/27 —(2t.'*&—&.&-&)

~ j(&./2)'+(E& /2)'j'

~2E jL1—(t -+t "")/272t.'**'—2t "}
A further example of Coriolis interaction has been

observed in the axially symmetric molecules AsHg" and
PH3, where a parallel vibration co, resonates with a
two-dimensionally isotropic oscillation co&, Here it is the
Coriolis coupling factor t „&*& which vanishes and the
factors t, ~

&&and t„&» which are diB'erent from zero.
The resonance may again be treated by using the matrix
elements (VII.15), since ce, will interact with each com-
ponent of the frequency +& separately. It is, however,
again convenient here to replace the coordinates q&j

and q&2 and their conjugate momenta by their equiva-
lents in r~ and x~. There will be two Coriolis factors
coupling &o, to &o~, namely, t,, ~,

2&*& and t', , ~, ~'», where
tg, 2&*'= —t,, ~,

&&»= t, ~& &. It may be shown that the
factors t, ~,

&&*&=t',
&

2&» =0. Proceeding much as before,
we have the matrix components expressed in terms of
V„V~, t~ where X~'*=)&.&+t&:

(V„V„t(Ej H&'& "/hcj V„V„t)E) = (V,+1)t&'/2 c,

(V,—1, Vg) tgEjH&""/hcj V„vg—1, td=1, E&1)
= —(V., V&—1, td=1, E&1,
jH&""/hcj V,—1, Vg, t„E)

X,&+X, & )hei„& &B,&**&q

E 2 )
Xj Vs(v&~t~)7'j (JWE)(JOE+1)7'. (VII.19)

The secular determinant for the energies of the two

V. M. McConaghie and H. H. Nielsen, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci.
U. S. 34, 9 (1948).

6' L. %. Fung and E. F. Barker, Phys. Rev. 4S, 238 {1934).
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perturbing fundamental states V,=1, Vg ——lg=0 and columns, but breaks up into subdeterminants. The
V,=O, Vg=1, tg=+1 will have 3(25+1) rows and general subdeterminant will be of the following form:

V(= 1„i(=1, V,=O,

E=E+1
Vg ——lg ——0, V,=1,

E=E
Vg=1) lg= —1) V, =O,

E=E—1

Vg ——1, lg
——1, V,=O.

E=E+1
[-', (J—E)(J+E+1)]le 0

Vg=lg=O, V,=1
E=E

Vg ——1, lg ———1, V,=O

E=E—1
—[2(J+E)(J—E+1)]in

where
(VII.20)

and

6=(—8/2m&)+(B '**'—B.&**&) O.= I[(X &+X, &)/X, '). ']f', &&'&(B,&~*'/2) I/[(1 —f gg'&)B,&*'—B,'**'],

~= —
I ~(I')+~(~+1)B'**'+(E' 1)(B '*'——B.'*') I/2[(1 —t'&t")B "—B.'**'].

The value of E—1 may not exceed J;neither may E+1
be less than —J.Evidently then, there will be two iden-
tical single roots obtained by setting E+1=—J and
E 1=7 in Kq—. (VII.20); two identical subdetermi-
nants of two rows and columns obtained by setting
E+1=—7+1 and E 1equal to J——1 in Eq. (VII.20)
and (2J—1) other subdeterminants of three rows and
columns each. J—1 of the latter are repeated twice, and
one (i.e., where E+1=1) is unique. This last instance
of the above subdeterminant is of particular interest
because it removes the degeneracy of the levels E= l= 1
and E= l= —1. The splitting is entirely similar to the
type of splitting discussed earlier as l-type doubling.
The essential difference is that here the perturbing fre-
quencies are close enough together so that resonance
exists, The doubling is, for this reason, a first-order
eR'ect.

The above subdeterminant may be expanded alge-
braically as cubic equations in general. They are, never-
theless, awkward to deal with and the theory has been
applied in only one case, namely, to the low frequency
fundamental bands (i.e., v2 and i 4) in the spectrum of
AsH3. ' It is of interest to note in passing that when

h/2mc is set equal to zero, B&* '= 8&**' and f'«&'& = f«&*',

so that the oscillator is isotropic in three dimensions

(i.e., thr'eefold degenerate) and the rotator is spherical,
. the subdeterminant (VII.20) degenerates to Eq. (IV.9')
as is to be expected.

O' H, H, Nielsen) Trans. Faraday Sat:. 46 (1950).

One cannot conclude a discussion of Coriolis reso-
nance interaction without reference to the work of Jahn
and Childs and Jahn, ' in which they have accounted for
the details of the rotational structure of the methane
fundamental band eo4. The theory of this perturbation,
which is between the triply degenerate oscillation co4

and the doubly degenerate frequency ~2, is too compli-
cated for inclusion in this review, but represents a
fascinating example of this type of resonance.

Second-Order Rotational Resonance Interaction

The terms in H"" which are proportional to I' Pp
contain, as coefFicients, a constant quantity involving
the A„, , ( I'), a, ( @, etc. , multiplied by q„g, , and
p. p, , /Ii'. The contributions to the energy from these
terms have already been taken into account in the
second-order corrections and in the l-type doubling
when s= s'. When s is different from s', these terms will

not contribute to this approximation unless the fre-
quency co,=+, , The same is true concerning the ex-
pression (IV.5) designated as H~*, which at first glance
one might also expect to contribute to the l-type doub-
ling if s were equal to s'. One may quickly reassure one-
self, however, that symmetry requirements will prevent
the term H~* from adding to the l-type doubling.

%hen resonance sets in between two frequencies co,

and co, , one must proceed by setting ~, =~,+8/2m&:
and develop the result by means of the degenerate per-
turbation theory in much the same manner as in the
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Darling-Dennison example. The matrix elements which
are important are the following: (V„V, , E~ V,&1,
V, +1,E'), where E' may in general take the values E,
E~1, Id~2.

When the contributions from B&'&' and Bg* are
gathered together, we may write them as

(V., V, , E~a&')/ec~ V.~1, V. ~1,E')

= ——,
' Q pB, »(0/Jps 'X,) }(h/Ipp ') [A„

—z. (~ '"'~""'PVT")3 «L((&-—"/3)

+2" &- ")(((~.'»)'P~s")'/7. ')

+Z"" &-" ((~. ""')'Psu")
XX,&X,"l/(4X, —X,"))}

X [ (V,+1)V, }'*[ (E
~

E Pp/h'~ E') }, (VII.21)

so long as co, and co, are both nondegenerate frequencies.
The dependence of (P Ps/h') in Eq. (VII.21) can, of
course, readily be arrived at from the poisson bracket
relations in Sec. IV. The elements in the energy matrix
associated with V, and V, will then form a submatrix
which may, as in previous examples discussed, be
diagonalized independently.

No instances of this type of resonance are on record;
and this eGect upon the spectrum, which would be of
the order of magnitude of the quantity b„, may not be
easy to observe.

VIQ. CONCLUSION

Interactions of Higher Order than the Second

The preceding sections review the status of the theory
of the vibration-rotation energies of polyatomic mole-

cules. The energies have been arrived at by an approxi-
mation method because the wave equation (H E)4=0—
is one which does not lend itself to an exact solution.
The method used has the inherent weakness that it
assumes that the atomic nuclei never depart far from

their positions of equilibrium, so that the actual hamil-

tonian may be replaced by its expansion in terms of the
coordinates about their equilibrium values. The energy
values are then obtained by solving the approximate
hamiltonian successively to higher and higher orders of
approximation. The relations obtained are evaluated to
second order and are adequate to explain most of the ob-
served phenomena so long as the quantum numbers V„
J, and E do not become too large. The vibration energy

is, for example, adequately expressed by Eq (IV.19) s.o

long as the quantities x„(V,+g,/2)(V, .+g, /2) are
small compared with co.(V,+g,/2). Similarly, the rota-
tional energy is satisfactorily described by Eq. (IV.16)
as long as the centrifugal distortion terms remain small

compared with the energy of the rigid rotator. When
this no longer is true, deviations between the relations
stated in Sec. IV and the experimentally observed facts
may begin to become apparent, so that approximations
to orders higher than the second are needed.

It seems hardly practicable to attempt to do this in
general. The formulation given here may nevertheless
serve as a convenient starting place for work of higher
order. An example of this is the work of Benedict, "in
which he evaluates the centrifugal stretching terms
which depend upon J and E in the sixth and eighth
power. Another example is that of the splitting of the
E=3 levels in the normal state of NH3 as calculated by
Nielsen and Dennison'" by means of a fourth-order
perturbation calculation.

It has been pointed out, moreover, that when two
frequencies fall close together, resonance may result,
in which case the relations in Sec. IV are again inade-

quate to describe the observed facts. As we have seen,

we must then resort to special methods. Resonances

may, of course, occur also in orders of magnitude higher
than the second; and it is of interest to inquire how

great their eGects may be upon the spectrum. We shall

designate by X(")B&"& a perturbing term of order of
magnitude e which is capable of producing resonance
between two frequencies. The resonance interaction

energy arising from such a term would, according to
ordinary perturbation theory, be of an order of magni-

tude higher than e and. would contain a resonance de-

nominator if the perturbing frequencies are not too close

together. If, on the other hand, actual resonance be-

tween frequencies does exist, so that the resonance

denominator becomes vanishingly small, the techniques
of the degenerate perturbation theory must be em-

ployed. The elements of X&"'B("&which are nondiagonal

in the quantum numbers may now be of nth order

importance.
The oG-diagonal elements associated with such reso-

nating states will form a submatrix which can be
diagonalized by itself. The magnitude of the contribu-

tion to the energy may be illustrated by a submatrix of
two rows and columns. We should then have

'H. H. Nielsen and D. M. Dennison, Phys. Rev. 72, 1101
(1947).
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V„V, , V," ~

V„V, , V,

v v v (V V V

X ~u-&11&-&( V,', V,.', V,-'" )

(V„V., V,-
X i

~i-&a&-&i V, ', V,.', V.-'" )
=0, (VIII.1)

SYMBOLS AND NOTATION USED

X, F, Z
Xo, Fo Zo

X;, I";,Zi

S) y) Z

~(P, v)
I&i) j

space-6xed coordinate system.
coordinates of center of mass in space-

fixed coordinate system.
coordinates of nuclei relative to center of

mass in space-6xed coordinate system.
body-6xed coordinate system.
symbol to denote x, y, or z.
coordinates of nuclei and electrons, respec-

tively, relative to center of mass in body-
6xed system.

M;&0,,'=n;, m&0. =a;, 3E;, and m being,
respectively, the masses of the ith nu-
cleus and of an electron.

where d would be the diRerence in energy between the
resonating states. The eRect of the perturbation is
greatest when complete resonance is achieved, i.e.,
when 8,=0. The roots will be e=EO+(V„V, , V,
X~X&"&Hi"&~ V, ', V,, ', V, '

) in this case. This is
equivalent to stating that no matter how close the
resonating levels approach each other, the contribution
to the energy due to a perturbing term X&"'H&") can
never be greater than of the order e. This is consistent
with experiment. The erst-order Fermi-type resonance
is small compared with the zero-order vibrational
energy; the second-order Darling-Dennison-type reso-
nance is of a smaller order of magnitude than the Fermi
resonance, and so on. We may, therefore, conclude that
the second order of approximation to the vibration-
rotation energies is one which is suKciently good in
many instances and certainly is a convenient point to
take stock of what means must be employed to arrive
at results more consistent with experiment.

The author wishes to express his gratefulness to Pro-
fessor L. H. Thomas, Columbia University; Professor
W. H. ShaRer, Ohio State University; and Professor D.
M. Dennison, University of Michigan, for many helpful
discussions of the problems discussed in this review. He
is also indebted to Dr. Joseph de Heer for verifying
many of the relations occurring in the text. The author
wishes 6nally'to make acknowledgment to the Guggen-
heim Memorial Foundation f'or a fellowship which per-
mitted him to concentrate on the preparation of the
manuscript.

Iap
&a

Qssy ass

pss
«, x~, ~

sg') Sy) sz

a;o equilibrium value of ni.
I moment of inertia about n-axis.
I p product of inertia.
I ' eRective moment of inertia about a axis.

See Eq. (II.20).
effective product of inertia. See (II.20).
angular velocity about o.-axis.
normal coordinates. Q„=(A'/X, )&g,o;

),= (2~c(o,)'.
OPs normal vibration frequency in cm '.

transformation coeKcients relating 60.i to
normal coordinates Q„.

linear momentum conjugate to q„.
polar coordinates used to describe de-

generate vibrations.

P &, Px&, Pa& momenta conjugate to r&, x&, and 8s.
p=-, pa, pz linear momenta conjugate to coordinates

of center of mass .= (P; M;+Erw) &Xo,

etc.
p component of internal angular momentum

of nuclei directed. along O.-axis.
7f a component of angular momentum of elec-

trons directed along n-axis.
IIa 1I~=+~+p~.
s~, sy, sz components of spin angular momentum

directed along space 6xed I, I", Z axes.
components of spin angular momentum

directed along body-Q. red x, y, z axes.

8 =P; s;„component of total spin angular mornen-

tum directed along the a-axis.
3f 3E =II +8„ total internal angular mo-

mentum directed along the n-axis.

p component of total angular momentum
directed along the O.-axis.

distance between two atomic nuclei m

and n.
s „' equilibrium value of s„„(s„„—s „'=bs,).
A„„' s&, c, &"z&, etc. , see definitions (II.42).

Coriolis coupling factor. See definition

(II.43).
V, total vibration quantum number for a

harmonic oscillator.

l. quantum number of total vibrational
angular momentum associated with a
two- or threefold degenerate vibration.
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component of vibrational angular mo-
mentum associated with a threefold de- .

generate oscillator directed along an axis
fixed in the molecule.

quantum number of angular mornenturn
of a molecule exclusive of spin.

quantum number of angular momentum
of a molecule inclusive of spin.

quantum number associated with the com-
ponent of J directed along the s-axis.

the magnetic quantum number of rotation
of a molecule.

quantum number of electronic angular
momentum directed along s axis of a
linear molecule.

gs

+ss') +lsls)

DJ) DJE)

g (aa)

gy(~P)

quantum number of spin angular momen-
tum directed along s axis of a molecule.

angular momentum of the molecular
framework directed along the s axis (not
quantized).

weight factor assuming the values 1, 2, or
3, respectively, as ~, is one-, two-, or
threefold degenerate.

etc. anharmonic constants (corresponding to
&0,x, in diatomic molecules).

etc. centrifugal stretching coeKcients. See
definitions (IV.18) and (IV.27).

reciprocal of inertia (h/8~'I &'c).
effective reciprocal of inertia or reciprocal

product of inertia.


